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-NOTE ON EDITIONS AND SOURCES 

All references to Ann Radcliffe's works are to the 

editions cited in the original footnotes. Since the 

pagination of the Gaston de Blondeville collection is un

satisfactory, with the prefixed 1f11emoiri! and the first few 

books of Gaston itself in the same volume under separate 

but identical systems, I have designated page numbers re

lating to the "Nemoir ll vJi tn;.the suffix 'a'. 

Edith Birkhead identifies Noon Talfourd as the author 

of the "Memoir tl prefixed to Gasto~, In The Tale of Terror, 

p. 56 (full bibliographical details of her book will be 

given) . 
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.Ann .::ladcliffe (l76L~-l326) is not considered 8. "8reat:1 

1-1Jri tel'; her novel s too 0 bviously cater to forgotten tastes, 

and there is no doubt thet they were never ,:lOre than sl).perior 

romances. At first there seems little that can be s8id about 

tr18m 5 except that her sUsl)el1se technJ.qu3s are still effecti ve 

and tl'lat '.'!lany of her favourite ~notj.fs are also popular among 

the 30r'l8ntics. There is one Elspect of her 8pproach, however, 

th8t se8~S to ~e~8ni investigation. Al though .<,',nl1 3.adcl iffe 0 s 

exotic settings~ improbAble si tuations and extraordinary 

personEl~J. ties ::fppear to reflect the ''':.0 st Aytrav'?gant kind of 

esca~)iS"I, ~'ml .. iaclcliffe is Gever as f8.r e:!J8.y from the every-

outst811':inQ; illustr8tion j,s her eD-;:ro8.ch to tile supernatLtl'sl. 

~2r suspense technique ~eGen~s ~e8vily on the inference that 

ta:<:en beyond the J.i'"~its of the nstul'sJ. 1'rorlcl accou.~i~,,-~.ble to 

:3{10Uf:';" 11 t~rcry CO[lv8i:ttiotl, if T'e:-l'-"!.Y 
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lari ty of Shakespeare and the wil d success of ;'0 ssi8n;l 

(1 '170) 8 s 1;:: nr:l-<18rks 0 f popular etght'3enth century taste 0 

Ann R8dcliffe not only li11i ts herself to the femiliar 

natur81 l"lurld but 81so takes gre8t care to uphold conven-

t ionel '"'lornl ,juclge:nent s, though t(}e se are somewhat ina~)In-'o-

pr1 ate to her settings, whil e she is 0 stensi bly advo cattng 

a ro~antic subjectivis~. 000ner or 18ter she comes back 

to th~ i0e8 that, though subjective v8lues 9Te not to be 

scorned, some kind of objective frS'ile1'Jork j.s still needed. 

ReI igion is 8no th9r :::n8tter 8 bou t whi ch she tends to 

limit her thlnkin~. Al though she ::J.f1nj.fests a :co:nantlc 

anti-forr~1.9,lis:rl in the novels, her basic approach to the 

i !:le13 0 f the "Cel ty is qul te in ks~oin7 :'Ti tll ~hs co nvention-

al s'nnhases of the .-:;sblblished church 1n lleI' c;::mtury, as is 

her vi'3~ of the ~uties rel1g1on. irnpo ses on th9 j.ndi-

vidual. As we ~i~ht eYDect of 8 ~iddle-class ~nglish 

t " t 1 ' t ' .., T, . h" .l..} • 'I pro -eSG8,n , sne nas a Sre2. norror or j:0PIS 'env1USlasn' 

and is no t intereste d in pro j eet inJ! her characters as re81 

dO'Dan Catholics thOtl~r,:1. ;'1er settings re8l1y ssen to .je~l8.nd 

t'1at she shoul d • 

. :'t the S8.'le time she enr:lorses the present SOCi81 

structure H!"101eI1s8Ttsr'lJ.y, deplnring sny t '1re8tene:i sl ter-
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of progress ~akes her idealize the past; by transposing a 

conte~por8ry order onto sixteenth-century France or early 

eig(ltesnth-century ltaJ_Y 9 she seens to be trying to stabil-

ize tht s a rrler someho ~V. 

':2he esc?pe si1e offers ts thus lilit:::d on all sides. It 

is 'nerely AD esc9]J:3 fro'n the d.ull or uIlp1ee..sant aSi:Jects of 

ides that it ~ay h9ve to 

This li'1jitll'l~ of scope Dll'St ~']aV2 sOllle X't;ason; this thesis 

essential ·-Jistrust of the hU~TI.8n ~lint'l itself; she sees ~t 

as nelth"'!r LLif8ilin:::ly SlCCi.l_r8te nor cO.:1sist(:;nt. 'I'he first 

c~1!3.pter of this thc;.c;js eY;::c1ines her ethicRl theor:s' ar:d rs-

of TIan's a~tura ~n~ consequently of the c8~acities of ~i8 

. , 
:TIltl (15 

nf influsncin~ ~i~ in eit~~r ~irection. 

caDacities pre ~ore T?lisble incentives to ~oo~Jess t~Afl 

or Mel:'it I 



is brought up in ths discussion from time to ti~e as a 

lan~m8rk or point of r8ference~ but it 1s useless to specu-

late as to whether or not he hl:-1Jl any direct influence OD Ann 

aadcliffe. :Ie find hi s ;lmoral sense rt theo ry and 0 ther 1 r]eas 

in ~\nn Radcliffe's approach si'TI'ply as the conventional asurap-

tions of ei?hteenth-century morAlity that they and others 

like the~ had beco:ne. Ann B.adcliffe does~ hOlITeVeT 9 see':-11 to 

reflect a clo se acquaintance wl th the burden of the popular 

Arminian homilists who stoo~l for the 8st8bllshed approB.ch to 

morals of the Church of :!:ne;1811cl.
1 

SO'.!lettlles her- remar'~s are 

a1~ost verb8ti~ transcriptions of their e-~ortAtiofls. ~heir 

CFl;)8cl ty for 

of conduct have 

little relAtion to ~an's ~otives 8~~ ~a~avia~r. 

cliffe has a ro~antic ict3rest in subjectivisn but s~e is 

":!e c:'1ief of-

11 have ta~·c~n IS8f1c Dprrot-'J (1630-.1677) and John 
'l';l]otson (16'30-1694) ,DoC' ',....::>,-,y .. c·-::c:.'-t::oti,T.-;:, Sotl1 (,PTe i·',~·,,,P .. , -'-;:,t .(.'i~wcr"'q ; ,~l"~ir ~;., ::~:·:~tJ·t:'i'J(~t~,o" T:,~-r-' ;~' _r~}:b~;bo'-· v 1_,_ • .L, ... ~ .... ~ ... -_ ...... L_..L: . ..'L.l ____ \_ ~ll .L __ -.:_ _ __ L_~.J~~ .1_&.(' _ ... ,!~_._J.J.-~-~_ l? 
of ",qcGSroJ.T,Y, ..:.?rrOH ~'r-=iS [) "'8stc;l' 01 .~Irli:llty 'It "'2·';brl ::c 3, 
~·no (' q' ,~+- ~ .. , "~:r.' -;-1'\1' ,·1 C''-' ) . ." Y' r'l '-'n t'n l~J:r.'n.41' ~ c. ~1 1 0::> r'::"'::> 1", (l~ ,'" .~. 0 I' c:: c:;r"'l~ n -. - ..!.. _ J lJ _. .1 ~ __ ~) '.:> , ( ..... _. _'-. .. _ . . ....... '-' L"';.' '~'. --.:J"''' .. _~ __ ... ' u . ~ ........ _ .. I V 

::1 0 t"-::ri.?:1. i'J(liC i1 -='.T/~.-::: still oei.cl;---.- T.el~)r·t_-.:.t3'~ ;:.:10 l";;:~'-: Ll~-, t,.; ':c~'-~e 

~ 11!"1 0 f t ""3 -3] ... ..,. ~""d~ :~ -; ~l t 11 c '~rlt1J .. r~:l • -.1.'() ?:,T .:~ 8:/ b~ 

VV3 0 ff i c. i "·1-'('1 r'31 vi :~7'Tc; ,_') ft·" e .,,~~~ ',>01 t c-'~ e '1 
q-,y,'rn"'ch u Q u Q l1'l tP:{2l'l it; ser-·loni7.ir'·O; -=-V)l.n:; 

s-,t~ to rJ:r~s2nt 
c~ :1).l·e~·l ;~.,:l.,~t l~~ L:~ 
~,' I.nem. 



supersti tion. 'l:his is 8.nathe~l1a to .Linn J.l.adclj.ffe~ as her 

inevi table ratio1191 exp}aflations of supernatural effect con-

fir'!!. The practical Christian e~phasis of the homilists 

allo~ATs her to proJlote subjectivis:!l up to a point, and thus 

sati sfy a r0'l18flti c .:1i sl ike 0 f for~!lal authorif. ty, but it is 

in the end a re8sonably objective framei'TOrk, compatible but 

setting safe bounds for subjectivism. 

'l'he secOl1cl c '1apter is concerned Hi th Ann :180cl iffe IS 

treat~ent of religion. Je shall find further confir~ation 

of 11e1' conserv8ti sm and see hOI/f she turns 8.n ax~ti-f(1 r'!l81 

a~proach to good artistic 8CCOUflt ~ithout compro~ising her 

moral th'3ory. 

for her cOl1veation:::.l lJorglity tn i!,':'hm.l1d Dll_rke f s I-JY'ovision-

al t 11 ~o ry 0 f t'1 e 31.1 b1 L'1 e • S~e belisves the contemplation of 

the 3ubli~e to be ennot\~in2: to the ')lind, t.hus s:r)e fe?:ls just-

ifie~ in encouraging the epansion 

her terrors; s~e dc~s, 8fter ell, li~e the idea t~at sub-

jactive morsl ju~ge~9nts can be vRlid, and aDythin3 that 

vi I~W. 



grettin~ its 8n~e~eral quality. 

~~e last chapter 

in. t"~is fliscu8sion shows ':1o T\T she resists cn8Xl,gB. \.Ine 

F.tncl it is most CO"c[]o{lly ~y:ercised by the:n in in bouts of 

Ann .18dcliff8 hersslf fin,is Ll the 

aest1-J.et i C 0 f the r'i ctlu~2sque an 9c:c;ErGtE_~J: e ,0\) tlst for thi s 

kin") of s8nc:ibillty 8nd 8n 12':"l£!;L18tive ;ne8ns of holCiing up 

"pro r-;re S S ~ This sensibility tends plso to colour her view 

s':1e is r8ve8ls~ RS 8 quasi-ro~aatic reactloD0ry. 

century snd satisfiei to re~8in se. 

Xl 



dadcliffevs style of rO~8nce is the ele~ent of suspense, and 

this is largely sustaine~ by the inferenc~, which she of 

course encourages, that supernatural agencies lie behind ~ost 

if not all 0 f ~:he circu~stances that 

~I!8:'<:e Ul) tl18 basic tr8in of events in 's<::wh novel. There see:ns 

no very -?:oo d reE! so Il why she shou13 £10 t h.s.'I? 1 et the se all ~ 

of cours·.:;, :?ny " . x"e-1'8,9 n 1 ~lS 

~;i-
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ven book el,hemeI'8.1. She' must, obviously 9 have some reason 

for thus restricttng herself to the qU2.si~supern8.tural at 

such a htgh artistic price. 

'1:0 SO''1e extent her choioe of for~:lgl a.esthetic basis 

for the pr'O'ilotion of suspense acoounts for her anxiety to a-' 

vo i cl. the v_se 0 f the true superr12J:;ural, but t}1.i s basi sis in 

itself a li~ited one, and we ~ust still acoount for her ha~· 

ing chosen it ~'ihen there "[>\fere ·:'.ore pl.i.8ble alterni."'ltives a~ 

vailable. iron Radcl i ffe 00 nfines hersel f chi efly to ::I;drrrunc.'i. 

Burl{e i s provisional theory of the 3ublime. :!e shall consider 

her rationale B.nn her tc;chniques in c1et8i\ in the third chap-

ter of this thests, but it is sufficient here to knohf lV'hat in-

tentions this choioe i:n-:)lies 8r'ln hON these are lLo.ited. ~~.nn 

.i.adcliffe seeks to instil the sIJecial kind of terror w'lich to 

.burke is the 9.~ypropriate response to sublir"J.e objects; in or,:::"lel' 

to do this she raust su~;ply objects confor.::le.ble to his stric-

tures. .ourke ~·;ill £10 t ~18V2 t'ne term "su01 i ~le ~1 100 3E::.ly a~)-

plied, but he) s1l9::.::ests 88.ny QUE,J.ities -)ro0uotive of this t8r-

1'0:['. Ann dDdcliffe's (:iuasi-supernatural effects 9 not to men

tion other features, fulfil three of his ~9jor require·nents 

of subli:J.it~r~ th8.t the Obj8ctS be obscure, su;;gest SOTte !-;:ind 

of DONer, 2n1 fill the ~in~ to the e~olusion cf 211 else. 



Hhat is more, they would prob;::),bly evoke horror or ridlcule, 

bo th 0 f 1;Th1 ch responses, she 1 inks, in keeping . -~'Ji th Burke, 

with clear perception of objects in questioh. Horror 8.,nd 

ridicule are absolutely not mind-expanding responses. It 

must be said that her explanations of effect can provide ~Iluch 

of the horrj..:'J Plld the ridiculous; perhalJs this is an inten~ 

tlonal effect 
f 

- Ann .ciac1cliffe bringing back the reader s 

mini fro~ its eXercise • 

.i3urke clir) not project his theory 8.S 8,ny rigid scheme, 

but it evidently suits Ann ~-l.adcliffe to take it as one; Nhen 

she does occasionally take advantage of more flexible con-

ceptions of sublirn.ity in the interests Of?t;110Erphere, she 

do es so l',ri th c:tr~l::';-:lSl'ection, and uSl).ally 1;"\I"i thout 1 inIiing the 

term II suol iine:1 "Ti th the emo tions arouse,l .• 

I'hu.8 ~inn :;:1.8.clcliffe restricts :lerself both .pract:'c8~ly 

"3,11(1 theoretica11y- to the Q.uELsi=supernatur·2,l, ~'Ti tl:. unfortunate 

ortistic conseouenC:3S in the 10n.? run, it nO;'\1 re;ilains to be 

seen. "\I.Thy she fel t the neeo to llni t :lersel f ln the first 

"91ace. The first clues 8r':; 'Jrovicled by ).nn i"Ls.d.cliffe's 

c~aracteristic lectures on the folly of superstition. Though 

co nstructio n 0 i:l U{luSLl~'l 



override jud8e~ent. For reasons 1Thi ch l;Te shall eU scuss in 

ChaDter III and lncir1ental1y throup;hout this thesis, the 

reader tends to i{Z'nore these w8rnings an:'! continues to expect 

supern8.tu.re.l r~'Jel at,ions . It is necessary to consider here 

response. ./\.L1n Ha )c11 ffe appears to eX:ject t:"1e r'3ader to get 

CO nsu'Hi ll:; intersst of objects inci~lenb:llly glven su:pernat-

urgl values by C>!8T8.cters 8t the "10rcy of ;feeling" and :It:J.-· 

• I. ." 

2g1:18'G10Yl • 

s110LlJ_d ~i)81~:;.8"OS C(~ 8~S t~~~l-"lifis,:l :18 if I-Ie . . 



to goo d purpo se, so that virtue is practi sed; 'when they in-

fluenc8 it adversely s how-ever, evil actions resul to 

se~ therefore that ,c'\rm Radcliffe may feel justifled in en-

couraging the r:;ader to exerci se IIfGel ingif (vi car iously) and 

lIimagination ll throl.J.gh her terrors; these c8.paci ties are pre-

sU'TI8bly better allles of virtue \\T11.e£1 Nell-developed. 8he 

must not, all the same, encoura.ge an undue reliance on them, 

thus she must ,18plore sU-gerstitlon and explain her effects. 

This 8.'1lbiva.lent conception of functions of the mind may 

be attri outed to ADn 3.adcl iffe 9 s some"rhE't conv8!ltiona1 

eighteenth-century mora.l theory. We shall presently tnvest-

igate its relation to her treat,ent of charact-:;rs and s1 tu-

atj_ons, but!'; bl"ief 01.1tli{18 of its 8sswn'Dtions ano ori:sins 

is sufficient here. Ann Hadcliffe! s a-Ijproa.ch ,:;vol ves f<rom 

seventeenth-century ~ng'lish Arminiant S:::'l , ';\ThoS8 centrE'.l E'S~' 

that; C18.n is by nature c81)aole of bein!! soo.] rather tllan nec-

essarily rlepra,veei ; this is not of COU1'38 the orthodox vie,,'!. 

iLlsisting thG;:; to belteve iLl the ~')ossibili'l~y of ':t tot",.lly 

evil I18ture ls to c911 into l:.uestion the provlrl.::;f.lce of God.:I. 



of bein~ 1x-ul .. 80-'oe men, in fe,ct, seemed disposed to b9.ct'less 

fro~ the beginning. Such a ;lifficulty could only be e7.:p19inecl 

II ~ .L" - J "·c. , 'j 2. . , aN2Y as a greal: secreG OI ~'acure aYE) .L rOV1 Jence' 9 8111ce -c;ne 

1'ihole theory of "18n
f s potenti81 goo~1ness depencJ.s on the idea 

that a benevol ent eD:~ 211-polJerful Go d rv,les the universe 811-

tirely. '1'he eno-':)ro ~luct of th3.S kind of 51),8.1 vie~J of ~[lant s 

turn :11m etther -3ir~ctly or LrHrectly to ~:oo.J or evj.l, but he 

ulti~qtely ~98 control over their ~irsction. 

It 

': 

~ i ~j -~.2. ~ 

; 
:1?!1 S 

'"':("].-',-,: , __ ,._;. -- i _;.:.. 
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their orisins? qS a rule. 

One of the ~ost i~?OTt2nt 

l~nn ;::;'a~lc11ffe 12, fu.rther-

~ore, fond of nairin~ characters with si~i18r bssic cRpacities 

Sbo;;'Ting Uil?ccountable fla,shes of ';00 r~[leS8 in ~~oublec1;y-ed vil-

19in8. 

0.:006 by 

ficult·for h3T ~o ~aiDtain a consi8~ent 8ttltu~2 to Rll the 

as le~s 11~81y to ~To~ote evil coa~act th~n Oth2T2. 

...... ': ,,""1 
...-d . ..i..! . 

:t.".. ::.p qo 1", 'J 
.C _.. ,_ , 

n i. •. __ '. I " . '" --.• _ . tt to' f~ q {7:.:.,. .... -_1 1 -.7 
.1.. ... ~._ -.l.,":'J.-' .. ~.l.\.'':'.... =., ........... - - v 

~ 7!' .1- 1., 
'J. .J' ~ 
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wlth reality? il.nn Radcltffe se'ems to hold up these other ca-

pacities as reasonably viable ?TIeans of keeping in touch 'Vrith 

l t. Her idea 0 f real tty appears to be bound up I'd th the 1 dea 

of the best in human, physic8~1 8.nd divine " nature lt
• llBeason" 

Y!taste H ~ "genius il
, lfconscience" and /I judgerllent 1i are the best 

capacities of hUiJlan nature; their function is to secure ·:.:;he 

development of its potential goo dness by encouraging virtue 

and piety~ neither of which are real until practised rather 

than just thought abouto Exercise improves these capacities~ 

and the best supplememtary exercise they oan have 1s in the 

contemplation of the best in human activj.ty and thinking, and 

in the admiration of the best aspects of physic8~ nature. He 

thus find Arm Radcliffe's he1'oine8 reading good books, ::neet-

ing goo (1 ':len 8Jyl anmiring selected scenery. This sort of 

3xperience and Flore (scientific studies, for tnste.Ilce) styes 

the best possible conception of the benevolent Deity I-'Jho made 

all thi s goo <)ne8S po s '::.:i bl e; gr8ti tude insT:,tre s eUilll8".::ion. In 

1:.11is i.dealistic. E!~i)P:C()EtC.}l Alll1 iis.dcliffe is per}18.ps a goocl ex~ 

am'9le of the conventi()n8~ lIoptimistll. But she must also take 

into 8.ccount the T'iOrst in "nature l1
, 1t-Thich is "real It in that it 

is rJemonstrable. " " l·O rler, Divine nature n.ss no ';,Torse Sije5 of 

course. 

3hs cell taka on 8~~t~et1c ~pprcach to its ~lth 

'") ,-
...133(":) t'le ':1 sC'J.~.;;::;i(Ll of Ur~ol ~-l'!D S ~;ontoni, ;";h3:'d~f::r 

III, P0. 79-°1, of ~~ls ~~?sis. 
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As Tve sh811 see 9 she can al so show' how it can be refor:ned. 

Thi s oh8,pter 1'1111 show hOl\T she deal s with the wo rst in hu~ 

Tllan nature, ~'lTlth a perticular emphHsis OIl the problems pre-

sented by 1Ifeelinglf and ;limacc'inationH
, and what solutions she 

hoI ds up. ':L'he tHo booI{s in "\vhich she is ¥nDst obviously COfl--

first Rt some k3Y oharacters and situations in 

in whioh it is relatively easy to trace the basic rationole 

d S I mentioned in the 

Introduction, ~ler Ruthorisl cos,llent is often cl0'3e in expres-

sion and s-oi1'1 t to the popular ArqinLsD 110 (<1 il i st s, of l'TrtO:ll 

I h~ve taken ISAac iarrow and John Til10~son as representa-

tive. !Zil2..1Dho tei}rls to drop this C:u'isti8,n emph8sis, probo,bly 

so as to 811h8Ilce the readar's sense of e302..:98 Leorn everyday 

oonventions and restrictions. It is also easy to see how 

sec;ueLlces 00r'uingte 1 respect! vely by concern ~'li th goo d or bael 

8,spects of hU',pn [18ture. 

One of the Gl.O st i 11~')ortc,nt c1'18r·- cters in tile B0'118l1Ce is 

instigetes the action by flee1ng 

the consequences of fUl unsavour~T i)ast in 1 2 riso La i:lott2 

in·-.- l1 
......... -: 



TO 

cesses, such as p.:comote superstition :i.n the heroines, to be 

judged against such i!lpl 1 cations 1'I£1l1e she explo its them in 

her suspense treat~ent. As Talfou~('d says9 her heroines are 

only ~dia of terror'p'4 to complicate the;:n wl th serious moral 

ambiguities "tiould be to i'npair this function. La Notte, at 

an,y rate, 1s not clescribed as a bad man but one w'hose better 

nature has eli ffl cul ty in dominating hi s actions: 

"He ',vas a ':nan ;:t.Tho se passions often overcame hi s re.9.son~ 
anr19 for a t::ime, silenced his conscience; but though the 
iTIlage of virtue, I'Thich iiJature han L:npressed upon his 
heart, Nas so~etimes obscured by the passing influence of 
vice, 1 t 'N'as never w'holly 001 i tc;rated. ',Ii th strensth 0 f 
mlnd sufficient to 119.ve wt thstoo d te:nptation, he woul d, 
have been a good ~an; as it Nas, he was always a weak and 
som8ti~es a vicious ~e~ber of society; yet his ~ind was 
active, and h1s i~!ls.gination vivid~ lj',Thich, co-operating 
with the force of passion, often dszzled his judge~ent and 

U b rl" c> ,1 ' i .] "" 1'1 1-0 "" 1,,' ~ n, • ''1 f' l"r' ,~. ~ "" s. ,_,,<~_ pI nCID _~. nus .. ~ ,18S a. l}1o,D, 1L .. 1 .Il In Pl.l.Lpoo,-, 
and visj.0n.ar;~r in virtue:~ In a wo~cd, his conduct 1-'hlS sug
gested by fseling rather thaa ~rinoiple; an~ his virtue, _ 
such as it \'Jas, could not stand the )ressure of occasion.) 

'l'here are several i;::portant C8T-)8citiesc!lentj_on9'J here. La 

Notte's conscience, ltthe i]!pge of virtu8 9 which ... ~ature had 

irrrpres8ed upon his nef':;rt ll
, is a vari2.nt of the tde8. of the 

II if mor8l sense , E1 conventionRl 8SSU'll1)tion of eiS~1teenth-cel1tury 

"optimistic" lJlorality evol vin~l; fro'll seventeenth-century Arlnin~ 

--------------------------------------

of 



i ani 2'11. It; U8S tholJ.,~ht that stnce ]lan obviouslY lJ8.S caps_bIe 

of being goo d "\'li t~XlUt necessarily relying on for.Jl81 moral 

codes, !1e must have SO~:le L:..b:JrIl incentive to ctevelop this c~-

~)acl ty. 'I'he li rJlo :cal sense 11 thea ry is usually a8SO c1 Ftted "\.',7i th 

the third earl of 3haftesbury (1671-,1713); it is dlscmssed 

of virtLl8 'J e s ~-;. e c i rill y 

recalls ~arrow's l/s'~crecl -;~:"ll'C'" C'l" JO""S i"')PCP ,'""\i'"'i'l','i''llJv _.\.....0._ .... J • _ ----..J- ~J _____ ;. -L_'_~ -OJ 

st0~~8~ U~0n our ~lnds"" or~.less ~recisply, "the best of our· 

"'-::'rd 
( ., =1'~ 

" 1'- ' tI 7 1 i1C~_ ..L !18.t 10 ns • 'I'illotsotl also 8ug~e8l:;s that Den 
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l'lrong he is not acting tuinaturally. Barrow reYflarks that t~1ere 

is "~ven in the best dis~ositions ~uch averseness fro~ good 

~ . 1 '9 9 '-', L' • 1 ,. h . and proneness co eVl .; 0naI~eS)Ury conceoes ~ _8~ every 

'Han .nust hRve SO'fle adverse HEtffectlon,,-;IO and l 'illotson says 

that "He are too naturally lncl i ne d to that \'.lt11. ch is evil II .11 

They do, howeve~9 insist that man can learn to overcome his 

l'Torse nature; as T,lTe shall see Ann rta<lcliffe is particularly 

close to the homilists in her suggested solutions. 

La ~ottees main interest as far as this discussion is 

concerne~1 is that hi s !li'nar~e of virtue 1I is 0 ften undone by 

the very capacities which ought to SUP90rt it. All the ~'Tri-

tel'S just '-nentioned_ pI ace as an 

incentive to virtu2. 

qulrylt e111ar;ses on the -pleasurable feelings 1,lThich com.e from. 

living according to bett~r nature. "::'arro~'.T note8 that the 

~le8sure 1nvolve·'J in .-loincr· good is !'l.S n8.tural 88 the pleas-

uY'e of "vholesorn.e eating an-l dY'iYlktng; eloing evil ls only a 

20urce of such iubious pIeas!.)_re 88 one \'Jolll·":: g':!t frorn takLlg 

----.-~---------------.------------

9.6arrow, 
Is 5ln. 

Ser,llOn L: l'Of Inrlustry in Gener.9.1 a, ;':0 r~~s, ---

1 0 ':..,~ of:" '" cb'l"'Ir .Jrt o 1 •• ,_ L) ~ J. v , 

LIII: ~Cf t~e ~jUc~tiOfi of ~hil-



in noxious '.L.. 12 su os Ganoe s. Ann .ti.adcliffe l)oints out later in 

the book that Ilignorance of real pleasure, more frequently 

th8n te'TIDtat:;ion to th9.t ,(,IThich 1s false, leads to vice" (II, 

93) • Shafte sbury t s v1e,'l 0 f the 1'01 e 0 f the !li~flaginationH 

~B ah incentive to virtue 1s useful here in suggesting some 

reason for La ~Qtteis perverse interest in the "false" plea-

sur e 0 f vi c e • iIis "m.oral sense Ii i-=lea is supported by the 

suggestion that irt8.11 has a natur8.l aesthetic cap!J.cltylJ·lRhich 

1 s turned to account in the ethical sphere through a natur8~ 

lIirllaginatlonlt Hhich c,sn admire concepts of good. It 1s thus 

natural to love !1equity anj right for 1ts OT'in sake, and on 

the account of its naturel beauty al1(l itlOrth~·' ~ and. 1 t takes 

practise not to ~o 
14-

so and to be ~eprBved. 

8i '3~'?ntly an r
) h2 1 ?cks fo 1'ti tude, thus, ~"ihil e 1Ivi sio n,qry It 

in virtue, he does b~j thin~8. An.n "'''a-::c111'fe EH'}C8.)tS the 

power of the aesthetic sease to encourage virtue; t~is 

c8pacity, ~\Thich she calls 9 co nve;:-;.tton811y, I1taste;', is ex~ 

I, 251·~2. 



"Virtue and taste are nearly the same? for virtue is little 

more then active taste • Aubert, the bookis 

ar~i ter 0 f mo rel s. 

lIimagination lt are not a.utomatically equi v?lent. She uses the 

term "i~aginationn far less loosely than do ~any eighteenth-

terchanq:eable !'ri th 11 ~ t::l.ste f or f jud?;8~nent G in their hig:1est 

a 'ld r".o~t ua-ll' d L'O'I""'11 11 16 ., ) 0 l' -"of' . , L' i ] .L _ ~L b v _, .L _,_ • .:oDn ,·).!:F1C ],1' e s lmacS1J.18\,10n s::t_~ 

\.'"8YS 8.111biva1er:d:; B.W} often danssrolJ.s5 .9.::1'-} she tends to U1J.,Jer-

play its beneficial a8Dect. So~_~eti:nes it 8ssists t~'le for--

illation of the virtuous "'lint'!, 88 T,Ihen Slara La Luc,si(le'::l by 

97) • 

al,so 

so~eti~3s forget any relation it hS8 to , , 
'Gne 

virtue-iaduoia~ "taste". 

jenoy of her chsr8ct3rs to b~ s2iz0~ by the "illusions of 

-.~--.~,-- ._---------

.,. j.e:, liv<"'{- '''1''1' pr. r)f' v,-1")1--';';0 ...... -' .,.J .~ "_". ._ .") ..... ,\. _ !_J....... , 
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hal ding up examples l'ike La Hotte. 

After Ann Radcliffe's descriIltion of La !<lotte the in= 

terest shifts to the heroine; though other capacities are 

emphasized, Ann 3.8 dcl i ffe f s vJary attitude to IIfeel ing n and 

ltimagination" is still apparent. .Before 1001ting at this we 

shall consider :.deline's good points o She has the lrind of 

"tastel/which is nearly eqUivalent to virtue itself; her 

mind is "habitually impre~nated with the love of virtue, in 

thought, 'Nord, and action ,t (I, 199J. She has 8. heart iltthat 

might be shrined in crjrstal/And have 811 its mOve~l1el1ts 

scann' d! II (1 9 36) 0
17 She is rational enough to know by the 

"sullen misery!' of the nuns th8.t convont life is neither 1'8.= 

tional nor conducive to virtue (3haftesbury insists that true 

virtue only exists where reason has secured a !ll~ight applica·~' ': 

tio n 0 f the affectio ns tl18 ) • Adel ine a1 so ha.s the cavaei ty 

vaguely described as IIgenius lt (I, 36)~ This seems to be an i1'1= 

tui ti ve pOlo\Ter 0 f original i)8J'ceDtion; in ~l D£l'2. Ann. ~-1B.d(;liffe 

presents "genius lt as 8. capacity for "illuminations" (1,2)0 

Adeline tends to stan.,~. in. lUtmf a symbolic as w-sll as actual 

dawn "as if heaven Nas opening to the view ll (I, 26), or COIll-

17Cp. BRrrow: "ITe the ~inu~ Rnd ~o~d man could even 
wish t~at ~is breast ha1 winjows, t~at his hesrt were tra~s
,().qrent, th.qt 811 t:1'"~ T'mrJ_') '11isht 8':>8 thrO'..l~(1 ~1i:a, CJlid rlescry 
the c1eflrness of his intentions. 'I ::321"'lOn V: '!UlH'iE::~lt .laL~ing 
Sure ~;81 kLlS" , 'J().r~;:s, I, !.;. j. 



paring the new life of the flowers with her own pristine oon-

dl tio n (I? 9L~). In thi s she reoall s Col eri dge v s desoription 

of C.JordSl'Torth f s) Itgenlus": 

the orig:i,nal gift of speading the tone, the atmosphere, 
and vlith it the iJepth and height of the ideal l'iorld a~ 
round for;:Q.s, inoidents, end sltL18,tions, of "V-rhioh, for the 
oommon vi ew, oustom han bedimmed all the lustre 9 had dri ed 
up the sp9.rkle and the r:lewdrops.19 

'i'hough she has IItaste", reason and "genius tl
, hO'wever, Adeline 

is no t free from the rjan?ers 0 f "feel ingll and it1?Ilagination·l • 

aer feelings are strong, and this 0.1akes her reluctant to ad~ 

mit the jenravlty of those she loves: lI'I'he benevol'3nce of her 

heart taught her ••• to sophisticate • •• 11 (1,188). In 

U'101nho Lnn ~ia''lcl i ffe no longer counten8l1ces even tl-'.i s gen-

srous :,)'e8knes8; Wlily spurns the erring Valancourt. Adel1ne, 

hOTIT8Ver, lac~(s 3n l1y's advant9ges; at this point her oonduot 

is, lil-;:e La Fiotte' s, "suggested by feeling rather thaI1 prLici ... , 

ple" • At the sa~e ti~e, she has the ni~aginationrl to be un-

Abbey; her 1u1'1j D1'ophetic ~re8m may perhAps be S6en as the 

ooincic811oe of an over-active i-r:;3.,?;in8tion '>,ith 1'.5.ot. l~cn~ 

, .. 20 
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but both are pa.rt of a 'visiol'lElry bias I1\fhich9 in fincHng new 

vie'vs of thln'3,'s, may fro'Il :~n:(} Radcliffe's vielv represent 8. 

potenti8l mor!'].l rlanger. 2ssen::;.l.elly 1:, ts OYl~y Adeline's 

gers exempllfierl by La ~otte. £'\:nn ... l"lc}cllffe is thus justi-

fie'" in introducing Arnaud L8 Luc as l~,'elinef s gui~le, ;;"Ttth 

best in 'nBture". 

Adeline's cOlllpJ01ny in the For.3st 9 furth(~rmor'3s lncreases 

lz9~ follies qn~ vices 41th the~, constltute a mini8ture ur-

ba''''' c·o C l' ,"'-ty' co 1"1' 'T~ 'It J' c) 1 "J 1 Y P'liO U. o:rh .P.,y) .. y>' :."J p. ("t' '~ll' f"J'" ,=0 r-.' ,pl.i e'.
TP s -{" r18.t u '" ~., . "~1 • C <";i ._. _. ~ .," au , .. ~. v . ~ J _ ~ v •• 

the wicked ctty 0°n riorrupt good nature. 

("'-r ""?:)\ .L , t:.~7). 

~ "Y\ .... ,.T -'-I. ·."!rI"r.., r ~~ ~.' :,')(1 '\ -.1 ~1. l' .,'''._:~ t ;." e ....... ,;.' .. '.-=>. -.'.-'1 =: . .c' .... J.. r~ ,.,-.-..() " ~ l' 'IT - .- ~ s· r' e l ..L "' _ , ; ..... , _ _ _ - ~ _ _ . _ _ ,-, _ . _ .. -' ,'::J _ J _ ~ J. t~:i ".~.; .i.l ;,_" ~ .:""), 
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mist8ke ..::lules, but frequent 1-'ractise and E>x-perience are sel-

d ~ , "I 21 ,Dyn (J.ece1.veQ'. Else\\There in the bool{ the lesson is spelled 

out in the convenient form of a critique of.monastio virtue: 

"'Peace be to his soul! but did he think a life of Cflere 
negati ve virtue ,'1eserver'l an eternal reE,-rd'[ J:;"ij. staken 
TflEm; neason, hac) you truste-.:l to its dictates, would 
have il1for:ned you g that the 8.cti ve vl:ctues, the adherence 
to the gol ::::en ru1 e f ill as you ';.mul d be cone unto i., coul d 
alone deserve the favour of a Deity v.rh.ose glory is bene-
volence! II (I, 91). 

'rhis lI go lden rule ll is pro'ninent in Tillotson c s list of the 

duties ~hich, being inspire~ by "natural light" rather than 

r ovrJ a'[-l' on C-OY Btl' +ut~ lint=>. tn, l' "'.1 rAll' .0._')',on'1I. ',:-, ,~, _, , l~ v,,~ '" __ 0 _ ~ 'l\~_1e :t;ule of beni~ 

ficence lEVO], ves these require:nents: 

'l'h,'3t ~;;e sholl.1 d be ,just and u"91'18:1'1t in our dee.lings 
wi th 0 ne ano t1'12r, true to our ,'JO r('i~ Grlfl f ai thful to our 
trust; an'3 111 811 our :'-Torr]s .gn"! actions observe that 
eaui ty to'.':ard 0 thera ~ \'T~1i ch :ITe -lesl re t'1'3Y shoul d l.-.ri th 
us i that ~'Te shou.l i be y.~ind9 "lno c!'!,;:lyi ta))le, merciful, m1d 
CO"l"!:")ss""io:cate one tOTT8T·1S 8!lothe:c; rea':1y to do &:;00c1 to 
911, an':: 8~::>t not only to pi ty but to rellev0 them in 
t "'el" r ---)1' C'c-rr '''n-' 'n~""'8""l' ty 2.2 !J-, ! 1.-1 .......... / ~J,. I ~J-C\J,,-,. '1_ •• 

barrow si~ilarly emph8sizes the aeel for action and the 

relFltlonship of these gOO'} T,,-orks to religion: 

30 near to the ~le2Tt 0 f n i ety 40 tll the holy Scripture lay 
the ~)r80tise of theSe 'jlJ.ti<':!s! 8.n"! no ~';oD(3.er, fer it often 
eY9re s sly ;-'l-scl r'il'eth o1o.<=>1'i ty to be the ful 1'i 11 i L'iS 0 f Go d f S 

lat;T, 8S t;18 best exvcessio!l cf cur 0Uty t,):;·.r[-lr::ls God, of 
fa i tn in 11im 9 10 V3 8:1-:1 r "!V21'e!lCe 0 f hbl, !:,"~1(1 as either 
for'c\plly cc.nts_ini(}(~ or l1i'3tuy::>11y pro ,-'!ucins 2.11 our r~nty 

,----------------
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tON8r:lS our neL~hbour. ADd of chari ty 9 HOr~(8 of bou~-"ty 
and mercy are both t:le chief lc1sta.nces 2nd the plEJinest 
signs; for '·Ther28.S a.11 cheri ty -16th consist either ln 
tnent81 rlssir'''; or in \]:;rbpl sic;niflcation, 8.8 in effectual 
pe1'fn1"'18I1ce of' f!oorl to our :1·~i'Shb0ur, t~lis ls.st is the 
1311'1, th·:.; rY"'1~Jletion9 t;1e 8.S:3U1'2'lC3 of th re.st, 8!1G. as 
f8.iVl "'ithoy.·l:{ c·.ror~;:s is :'le8 fl, 80 love ".Tlt~1out i)ellificence 
i sus 131 e B ,3. -) 

!l v lsionary:' virtue • 

. Al'no st in spt te 0 f hi~(o Bel f, hO~'lever 1 La :~o tte is si;}ved 

by his o'tm actions, 'fiith the hel'9 of Provid."'!nce, th.e "Fol'·rer, 

acousto~e1 act of charity on his part begins the lOng chain 

her further (18 voluot2rily rj.s'):s his life, influ.:mc3-J by 

a':3S T,rlth Lal10cence (I, 1.5). 

on0S is in touch with rsality, fulftlling the best tn ~is 

these ,Juti es "',2 oo;:::erve our oC·'n fl8ture, He i''!1pro Ve it, -;";e 

acJV9YlCe it to the hiR'f1.'.':st perfection it is c",.pabl,'3 Ofil. 2i.~ 

------------------------------------------



La Motte does la~er 8110N self-interest to lead him a-

stray lv-hen he attempts to procure Ad~lfJ:).e for the blaclcmail-

lng i'Iarquis, but risks his life a second tlEle to help her 

when Hontal t atte!'lpt s to enl i st hi s ai d in her murder. Hi s 

final reNard is the chance to lead a refor~ed life in 2ngl a nd. 

~hat he has con8id~r8d an affiction, his enforced exile from 

Paris? turns out to be the beglnnLng of redempt10n and happi= 

ness. He apper-lrs therefore to hD.ve undergone a providential 

plan of correction by affliction; Barrow compares the d1sc1p'-

line of Provl~ence to the activities of the physician and 

chirurgeon taking drastic but necessary measures for the 

25 
"pati ent f s he81 tho 

i;Iontalt hi'Tlself rs.ises i£lteresting questlons about the 

nature of '118.n. His own ide;?. of lfnature!l is pretty well in-

t':;r0(18n'~eabl e Vii t.h '?-survi val instinct" (see II, 64 and. 115 

65J thus quite op:pose'3 to Ann a.aocliffe's concer;:} ~·Jith hold-

ing u~) the best in hW:1Ml lInHture!!. Ee is notably DrOUG. of 

hi s capaci ty for feel ing; Ann ... 1.8 r1cl i ffe in fact atti bu tes 

his villainy to th3 .'.':'.aster pc.3sions :fa;-abi tion .8.n'1. the love 

of nls8sure" (11,214). Lack of spece ?revent~ a closer e~-

8Plinstion of ~lO(lt81 t in this ch2"'Jter, but it 1.s ,-orth s8~ing 

how her q~~ro~ch to the "".'l ar"-ar' :;-)-"c·Sl'O"..,l1 l' o'eR 'I Ct..J 1,,-,_ ~- C'-~l J..!. ... ~neasur'3s up to 

the· views of ot~er writaTs. 

25.Dorro\-I/, ·::>er'o:'! "~'lXVIII: lIef Cont 3ntrr,ent 11 , -.lor\:s, 
I, 439. 
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i-10ntaJ.t again in an appeYJ.dlx on page 141 of this thesis. 

Judsing by- La Luc t s educi'ttional principl es it seems 

that nei ther ;'lont81 t not La ~·Iotte have been carefully enough 

'tITatched in youth so that adverse tendencies of' i1feelingtl and 

"imagination" could be counteracted. La Luc, a true Christ-

ir:m ")astor of the Fril'nrose-\-:::1ams type, treElts his children 

very much as l)art of t~1e floc1~. His o'!m morali ty is lithe 

benevolenoe of the ChristianH, his philosopl:~y that of ilna-

I 0' t -, b "(J"r '9"") .:J' L>'.' lith 'cure C1.11"·3C eo y COll'1lOD sense' _.L 9 'G , ana ne 11no.s . e 

best of our rW.tural i1101 tnations ll both lncenti ve and reward 

for t'rte charit9.ble e-:;,ertions 1~re have seen 'carrow describing 

as the rettl llJay to perfection of ltna.ture ll • La:; Luc mRin~ 

t8ins th,gt ~lcou1d the voluDtuary once be seDsib1e [of the 

r ael 'OJ ~csu~a o~ c'1~r]'tyl v 0:.,.. • _ ....... -. -_ "-' .... [r .. 9 - ~ 
he l\Toul d lleV8r E'.fter fo rego the 

lu:xu:r.'y of (J'(,\0"1 11 (oI -,v .' .L " 93) • 

""111"'" Iii 1 0 .. oJ"'" ~, , n ~ sa,! s, n·~ore f~equ9ntly than te~ptatlon to that 

~Jhicl1 is f81se, le9':l.s to \Tice"j (11,94). 

f Avonr 0 f ")1 '3:::> SUI's. '::;[F~ dny .g pao r f':''1ily ~o::;s hUi.1s:ry '08-
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She i CO] only hstP9Y ':hen she 

keens to h~r ~uties on their proper occasions. ?;xperience 9 

to counterBct Rdverse tend8nci~8 of nfeelin~n and "im&gin-

ation:'9 01 arG finr1c; thet g1 ViDQ; up t2upts.tion Cql be (Jore 

DY8ctic:01 tha.n unclue re118.i:1c,':! on :'}sr OT'T:Cl inclirwtioDs. Yet 

"feeling" and "imaginstion" can, 88 t~is eY8~D18 shows, help 

to support virtue rabher thaD unde~nlne it. 

cour~e, 8ids to t~e re81~ of his 

C 1"J' l-".r·"'·'· f ~ 0 .... ·" ·'rl' "' .. C'" . !..t~_ t' ' __ 11 ~ G"i?'-' ~'I. ... !l '-1, 

"""'1')108 '0.-:> ''' .. r:o' ·L.}l'" n 11 26 '",_ '_ v'. ..-.1.-.... ' -, Lr .'--,_ 

Adeline ~2ets La Luc 

ci)c·1 I' ··L>lll .. ·' C .... "au· '.' _. _t L 1..t1 .. ·:~!11. J .-':::> ~. .!.l~-~ 

do no ~', have 

L"'l d: 

L> 
01 
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~ .'::l 1 -I . f.... 0 'I • • t . . f1' l:..nn :rr8.' C_l .! 8 s . 11l8$lYl8 ,lon , as another c.hapter vJill SDO ';:T , 

is 'nore often thgl1 not equlv.s>lent to Hfa£1cy'!; since she COD-

sld.ers .nl l)B-gination" in gener8l unreliable 8.S a consistent 

gui~le9 thou:::;h sO;'letl':nes v8.1uable, it is not ID;:ely that she 

~"Joulr:3 an:orove of an iDc8ntlve liThich (lees no.t eVen' fully im.<~ 

press thj.E f;:-lcJ.ll ty. 

By \'mrkins "Ti th :rather th811 8g9inst the ceDaci ties of 

the child 9 :1strlklng in Nt th natu.reil~28 La Luc. only 8.1yplles 

the principles by which he lives. Exertlng hi~self in the 

'(.',rirl:=:;st Dossible charU:;Y 9 helpiw£ 2S l:1uch as he C~l1 in the 

Itv0s to ~8velo~ the best in his o~n nature and to serve as 

'011 are unit~,'--1 8S .S '''.8.DDY faY!llly; living in Leloncourt is 

g .3ther by tIn natural bOll~J. 0 f 8.C ti ve ~oo -1v111. ·i\"flD :S:~u:lcl i ffe 

All in ;::[11 he 

~:\ 

t::u-. I 
J.' i 11 0 t so n , b i -1. , SOO. 



does; he gives his children access to the ngen~us" of the 

best Sl1glish poets9 or the best achievements of hU:nan nature; 

and Doints out the constellations and planets, explainln~ 

th:1t :;:I]an's capaclty to -penetrate the la~-.rs of nature, T'ihtch 

s1~.res h1;11 a sublL'le 1':3e8 of the ::eity, (le,'lonstrates the sl:5.r

t tual 1 ty 0 f rnaXI f S OT'Jrl nature (I, 130 ),29 

As the centre of r,:;a11ty irl the book, La Luc stands 

for -a signiflcant chan~e of artistic e~phasis. ~he action of 

the book begins to revol VB Y!lore pnr1. more ErouD':1 the physical, 

~vith flights, encOliilters, pursuits, duels, e,':'ptures, legal 

Droeesses 9n~ astonlRhin~ ~iselosures replacing superstiti-

ous terrors f'tl1cl the unfolding of a half-l'Torld of lYfe'3l1ngli 

8ud II i:.n8stnption H in ~·.Thieh fe't1 ti1.l.n?;s a-r'G as they see:n. Ann 

.LiB.deliffe hBS s'~!n'Jm through La .. ~otte EJ.~d others that only 

dence of sueh ,:Jubious fpeul ties CPJ,1(10t be acceDted, and there 

is, ~s far as s~e is concerne~, no other evidence • It is 

. ----.--~------~~-----.--. 
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the poin.ts of reference fa:;: lJdolJ2.b..9.v s idea of reality. its 

JLa Luc ~ s a'ppeaTance sisnifies the end of the unreal 1'701'1 d of 
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1S more relentless. At least Adeline's tendency to make 

excuses for her friends is countenanced, and no specific 

explanation of her mysterious dream is given, unless one 

relates it to Providence. Udolpho's heroine, however, 

spares neither friend nor foe in her propriety, while Ann 

Radcliffe lays her ghosts with disappointing thoroughness. 

She acquires much more artistic freedom in this way, however, 

than she enjoys in the Romance; she can suggest anything, 

because she is not only going to refute it but also actually 

doing so as she suggests it. Coleridge complains that the 

. 30 
book lacks unity of des1gn ,and it is true that probability 

is stretched to the utmost, that she picks up and discards 

major figures, like Montoni, somewhat arbitrarily, and that 

too much is cr'arrulled into the d~nouement. The litoral scheme 

does reflect unity of design, however; it is an essential 

element in the master plan of deception. 

After the ,Romance, ~he moral basis of Ujolpho does 

not need an equally detailed investigation; the b~sic 

assumptions are the same. IT is useful, nevertheless, to 

have on hand a more complete version of her idea of reality 

and to see what relation it has to her artistic effects, 

since this chapter is intended to suggest a basis in her 

30 S . T. Coleridge, from The Critical Review (August,' 
1794), in Stephen Potter, ed., Coleridge: Selec~Poetry and 
Prose (London: Nonesuch Press 19""51)), p. 20[~. 
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morality for her artistic limitations. At the same time, 

by seeing how she modifies and intensifies the emphasis of 

the Romance at the ultimate expense of her" artistic effects, 

we may be able to see vlhy her next book, The Italian, must 

depend so heavily on a new and more exotic basis for sus

taining terror. Having almost reasoned herself out of the 

mystery field with U,dolD..bQ, she falls back heavily in The 

Italian on the awful fascination the Catholic Church in 

Italy has for the average English protestant. After this, 

she publishes no more romances, and Gaston de Blondeville, 

her last novel, may be seen as a form of imaginative 

sJumming, the invention of quasi-mediaeval wonders for their 

own quaint sakes, to ends which the third chapter of this 

thesis will explain. 

The early chapters of Udolpho are dominated by St. 

Aubert~who, having voluntarily retired from the great 

world, is a more convincing :nentor than La Luc, who 1S no"t 

said to have ever been exposed to its vanity before he 

adopts Adeline. The experience which makes him wise, in 

keeping with La Luc's familiar promise, is not, however, as 

convincing as that of say, Fielding's Wilson; he has kept 

his integrity by remaining an observer rather than a par

ticipant. Ann Radcliffe tends to keep her idea of 

Itexperiencelt as refined as possible. She seems to have 

given up the idea that precept seldom influenced youn~ 
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minds, for, retiring \-Jith principles intac-t and "benevolence 

unchilled ll (1,1 ), St. Aubert confers the benefits of his 

exper1ence upon Emily in a homiletic spate to which only 

death can put a stop. In fairness, it must be added that 

his example is also edifying, and that both example and 

precept are varieties of experience for Emily to in-'cerpret. 

Unlike La Luc, St. Aubert is not specifically presented as 

a Christian, and his charity to outsiders can only be given 

token expression because so much space is devoted to 

his assiduous cul-t ivation of Emily's character, in contra'st 

to the Romance's leng-thy account of La Luc' s good works. 

It seems likely that Ann Radcliffe 1S trying to suggest a 

foolproof indNjdual morality based on the application of 

"good nature lf in a romantic rejection of authority, dorng 

away with the Christian emphasis of the homilists but re

taining their emphasis on good works and education. Her 

scheme is still, of course, based on accepted ideas, and 

St. Aubert is an authority structure in himself, though a 

natural one. 

Whatever its objective limitations the plan works 

'we.J.~ enough in the book. The whole sequence concerning 

Emily's upbringing revolves around the different shades of 

meaning illlplicit in the word Hnature ll
, with the emphasis, 

needless to say, on the best aspects, and a discreet hand

ling of the worst. If there never seems to be anything 
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ugly or disproportionate 1n the surroundings of Emily's 

home, the same applies to the natural influences with 

which she is surrounded, and to her own natural endowments~ 

her one fault in proportion, an exquisite sensibility, 

appears as a charm. Emily has to go from home to encounter 

./ 
bad "nature"; La Vallee and St. Auber-t!s influence establish 

a high standard of ideas about reality to \.vhich the rest 

of the book in one way or another refers. St. Aubert's 

watchvJOrd 1S: tlVirtue and taste are nearly the same, for 

virtue is little more than active taste .•. 1i (I, 50), and he 

cUltivates Emily's excellent natural taste accordingly. 

In comparison to his system, La Luc's methods seem almost 

haphazard; he appea):'s simply to improve on various occaS1ons, 

as when Clara neglects her charities. Here it not for his 

system of training by example, however, she would have none 

to ne~lect; the random appearance of La Luc's approach is 

simply the result of the incidental treatment Ann Radcliffe 

gives it. St. Aubert's training is systematically unfolded, 

on the other hand, and thus seems more comprehensive and 

potentially more effectual. 

St. Aubert's first principle 1S the idea that a well-

stocked and active mind is the best safeguard against vice, 

whether one lives secluded in the country or among the 

temptat ions of the city (I, 6). This is a "natural f! premise 

from Barrow f s point of vie"1; man, he says, is naturally 
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fitted physically, mentally, and spiritually for industry, 

that "fence to innocence and virtue" which any serious 

exercise of mind and body to a truly good purpose consti-

3.1 
tutes. Emily is grounded in reality by being encouraged 

to apply the best in her own nature to a study of the best 

in Ilnaturel! in general. She is given a general knowledge 

of the sciences, and an Itexact acquaintance ~vith every part 

of elegant literature"; she learns Latin and English so 

that she may appreciate "the sublimity of their best poetsll 

(I, 6). Her own natural taste makes her a receptive student 

of these. Such advantages are enhanced by exposure to the 

"simplicity and nature" (I, 4) of affectionate family life. 

Emily has also "genius" of her own, demonstrated by an early 

proficiency 3_n "elegant ar-ts II (I, 3); natur·al -taste teaches 

her to love scenery, and her "genius" appears to inspire her 

with a more than everyday appreciation; she tends to think 

of God as she contemplated grand scenes (I, 6). It is un-

necessar'Y to assess the quality of her "genius" othenvise 

than by pointing out this tendency; this capacity for 

"illuminations" (I, 2), original perceptions, probably has 

much to do y,li th the almost infallible power of her imag-

ination to associate circumstances inaccurately)with 

Barrow, Sermon L: "Of Industry in General", 
Works, I, 535-544. 
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terrifying results. If Genius II ~ however ambivalent,:' is 

nevertheless the property of the virtuous in Ann Radcliff~'s 

novels; she tends to characterize villainy by talent. 

Montoni's air of conscious superiority is the product of 

quickness of perception and talents (I, 125). It is worth 

noting that Coleridge describes "talent ll as the capacity 

to make judicious use of what is available rather than to 

originate,32 and he notes that true "genius" rises above 

~3 
the evils to which "talent" may descend . Ann Radcliffe 

appears to be working by a similar prinqiple in showing 

Montoni as a base opportunist. 

His conception of reality 1S impaired; he recognizes 

only his own will, and, in people and circumstances~ things 

which either mayor may not be used for his ends. When 

Emily asks him by what right he detains her~ he replies 
, 

"By what right. By the right of my will; if you cal1 elude 

that, I will not enquire by what right you do so .... You 

may know! am not to be trifled with!! (1,220). Even gam1ng 

became as real to Montoni as any of his evil projects if 

his self-interest has no other outlet (I, 185). Unlike 

Montalt~ he does not make any excuse for his actions, nor 

~~s. T. Coleridge, "On the Grounds of Morals and 
Religion!', The Friend Vol. III, Section ii, Essay 1, 
Barbara E. Rooke,--ecr:-, The Collected Works of Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge (London: Routledge, 1969), I, 419. 

3J1cid .,415. 
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does he show any redeeming taste for the beauty of virtue 

as Montalt once does. Not even interested in an attempt 

on Emily's virtue, Montoni does seem somewhat more than 

human as compared to Montal t . The vJicked Laurentini is 

similarly distinguished by talent, particularly in the 

"arts of fascination" (II, 328) v.]hich have nothing to do 

with the real virtue reflected in Emily's natural grace of 

modesty; Laurentini, like Montoni, uses people. Evidently 

the merely talented individual easily learns how to live 

by the worst in his nature, vJhile the person of "genius" 

ideally has access to a higher framework of reality. 

Having been under the best natural influences, Emily 

would appear to be a likely candidate for moral excellence. 

La Vallee, the safe territory of "nature ll
, represents reality 

for Emily; in the nightmare world of Udolpho, she often 

thinks of La Val16e as if her present circumstances were 

lithe visions of a distempered imagination" (I, 335). Ann 

Radcliffe points out, however, that her lIuncommon delicacy 

of mind, warm affections, and ready benevolence" (1, 5) 

reflect a susceptibility which is ambivalent; it could be 

dangerous. St. Aubert therefore expends a good deal of his 

dying breath exhorting her to beware the evils of sensibility, 

not so much afraid that it will lead her into positive vice 

as that it should render her ineffectual for the purposes 

of positive virtue. Even sincere grief, he says, can lead 
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to evil: "I All excess is vicious; even that sorrmv which 

1S amiable in its origin, becomes a selfish and unjust 

passion if indulged at the expense of our duties; by our 

duties I mean what we owe to ourselves as well as to 

others ... recollect and practise the precepts I have so 

often given you, and which your own cxper1ence has shown 

you to be v.7ise I" (1,2); He is not advocating the "I false 

philosophy 1" of indifference, that vlhich Montalt refutes 

with his own equally false one in the Romance. Like 

Tillotson, he vJants "nature" -to have its due,3'4- but no more. 

Some of his most vigorous efforts have been devoted to 

teaching Emily to "reject the first impulse of her feelings ... 

and to acquire that steady dignity of mind [fortitude] that 

can alone counterbalance the passions!! (I, 5) at the ex-

pense of his own feelings. It is not surprising to find 

him condemning the indulgence of emotion for its own sake 

as if it were a virtue~ although Ann Radcliffe's morality 

depends greatly on feeling as an incentive to virtne, its 

exponents do not, as we have seen, allow feeling much value 

unless it promotes good actions. Shaftsbury especially 

emphasizes that as any excess is bad, excessive good feeling 

may prove a source of evil, sometimes preventing necessary 

good action, sometimes leading to positively vicious 

3:4--.rillotson, Sermon XV [Ii c='ood Men Strangers and 
Sojourners upon Earth",(ii)J, Horks, II, 98. 
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St. Aubert's death-bed exhortation reflects his own 

usual concern; he also enlarges on the practical disad-

vantages of extreme sensibility: 

'Above all, my dear Emily ... do not indulge in the 
pride of fine feeling, the romantic error of amiable 
minds. Those who really possess sensibility, ought 
early to be taught that it is a dangerous quality, 
which is continually extracting the excess of misery, 
or delight from every surrounding circumstance .. . 
happiness arises in a state of ~eace, not tumult .. . 
Remember, too, that one act of bel'1.efic~e. nce, one act 
of real usefulness, is worth all the abstract senti
ment in the world. Sentiment is a disgrace instead 
of an ornament unless it lead us to good actions ... ' 
(I, 81-3). 

In the early part of the book, therefore, Ann-

Radcliffe explicitly defines reality; "nature 11 in all i-ts 

aspects, and good works, are its foundations. Significantly, 

it is only in St. Auber-'c r s last days that Emily becomes 

subject to superstitious terror. The effect of the legend 

1'\ 
of Chateau-le- Blanc on a mind enervated by grief and 

apprehension suggest that the advice is timely; after 

St. Aubert's death, excessive feeling again conspires with 

imagination to make Emily lose touch with reality for a 

moment even at La Val1ee. She fancies she sees her father's 

ghost. The error is soon realized, howeve~, and her sens-

ibility never does distract her from the path of virtue, 

35:Shaftesbury, Characteristics, I, 249. 
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though, as her feelings are assailed more brutally by 

almost every new circums~ance and her judgement is seldom 

enlightened, she becomes increas:ID gJy prone to supers"ti t ion. 

Without this tendency, of course, Ann Radcliffe would be 

unable to introduce her terrors so persuasively~ she would 

have to resort to a mechanical approach. Emily's sensib

ility is Ann Radcliffe's chief artistic advantage. 

Her virtue is neatly played off against varying 

degrees of nightmare; since her feeling and imagination 

never cause her to put a foot wrong ethically, her inter

pretations of strange and unaccountable circumstances appear 

equally valid. As her virtue is theoretically "'active 

taste'!I, w~ disregard Ann Radcliffe's warnings and assume 

that Emily's wild imaginings are also func"tions of "taste I! , 

therefore accurate, especially as Emily's "genius" persuade 

us that she may be "illuminating" the natural world ~vi th 

new truths about the supernatural one. A few examples will 

shO'v'J the effect. Venice, where Montoni begins to seem 

"terrible to her ima~ination" (I, 206), is thus on the 

border of Udolpho's nightmare world, but in this half-unreal 

territory Valancourt proppses a clandestine marrlage. 

Emily, however, detects the "fallacies of passion" in his 

argument, noting the extravagance of his emotion as his 

imagination magnifies her possible danger, and her own 

fancied terrors give way to reason (I, 162), Here she seems 



well aware of what is ~eal and probable, proving it with 

an act of virtue at the ~xpense of her own feelings by 

rejecting the offer. Again, as she arrives at Udolpho with 

a sense of unreality doing its best to overcome rationality, 

she meets a fascinating Venetian acquaintance, Signora 

Livona, whose charm and seeming kindness have delighted 

Emily and led her to hope for a friendship. This lady, 

whom Montoni has introduced to his wife with his usual 

sardonic 'i.Ji t as II a lady of distinguished merit II (I, 186), 

is of course his mistress. Aghast to learn that her m-Jn 

taste and feeling have outrun her judgement, Emily drops 

the acquaintance, though she desperately needs a friend. 

After such difficult emotional contests~ her defiance of 

Mon'toni seems a relatively simple matter. vJhen she has 

escaped him, she still has the terrors of Le Blanc with 

which to contend; as at Venice, she seems halfw~y between 

dream and reality, with the moralistic de Villefort as 

father-surrogate counterpointing the illusions attached to 

the haunted chamber. Valancourt's return completes the 

similarity, and Emily again sacrifices feeling to virtue 

when she hears of his excesses in Paris. After all this, 

one expects greEt thinf':; of her SUppOG'?c ,'C'nccun-te:rs 

the supernatural; Such episodes also make the rea~er 

associate mystery and moralizing, Hith the additional help 

of Ann Radcliffe's depreciations of superstition. r't J,S 
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still disappointing to find out at the end, however, that 

moralizing largely explains mystery, though Ann Radcliffe 

is merely being consistent to her general moral emphasis. 

The dying Laurentini conveniently comes out of her del-

irium to enlarge upon the dangers of passion, and the 

./ 
denouement is under way. She describes the awakening of 

remorse 1n terms appropriate to Ann Radcliffe's usual 

association of rash feeling and delusion: II 'Then, \.ve 

awaken as if from a dream and perceive a new world around 

us - we gaze in a~tonishment and horror - but the deBd is 

committed; not all the powers of heaven and earth united 

can undo it - and the spectres of cor!science Hill not fly ~ , II 

(II,). The dreamlike state induced by evil passlons re-

calls the IIvision2ry" virtue of La Notte and Valancourt's 

unfortunate tendency to be led by the II fallacies of passion". 

Laurentini is an object lesson justifying St. Aubert's ex~ 

hortations on the dangers of extravagant emotion. Since 

the unreal world of moral evil is opened up by feeling and, 

if La Motte and Valancourt are representative, imagination, 

it follows that the interpretation of circumstance by feeling 

and imagination is likely to open up an equally unreal world, 

hence Ann Radcliffe's destruction of her effects by rational 

explanation. Her endless remonstrances about superstition 

are not, as the gulli~le reader supposes, condescendingly 

superimposed on a fantasy world with its own accepted 



supernatural framework; her fictitious world may be 

'romanticized, but it is still subject to the natural laws 

of physics and "natural religion". Her homilies on super

stition reflect the essential limitations of her moral 

theory; with "nature" at its best as the norm of her 

morality, it is not surprising that she will not admit that 

which is not ln physical "nature". The triumph of virtue 

asserted in her customary perorations designates the 

triumph of rationality, but as far as Ann Radcliffe's 

artistic effects are concerned, it 1S a Pyrrhic vic tory. 



CHAPTER II 

IiNATURAL RELIGION" VERSUS FORMALISM 

The purpose of this chapter is to examlne the re-

lationship of Ann Radcliffe's specific treatment of religion 

to her art, showing how her attitude helps to confirm the 

groynds of her chosen limitations and to account for her 

position in the middle ground behJeen_"e:ighteenth-century 

Enlight~flM(.,t and Romanticism. To some extent, such a dis-

cussion must be a recapitula-tion of her theory of morals. 

Although these first two chapter heads may imply that, for 

Ann Radcliffe, morals and religion ape distinct entities, 

the division has been made solely for convenience in dis-

cussion; her idea of morality and her idea of religion are 

essentially one and the same. As such, they ~~@ subject to 

the same limitation, a conservative estimate of the mind's 

capacity to interpret experience. Before the artistic 

~plications of her theory are discussed, therefore, some 

account must be given of its basic assumptions by reference 

to points raised in the first chapter of this thesis. 

It will be remembered that Ann Radcliffe's explicit 

emphasis on good works as the fulfillment and perfection of 
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man's nature is most clearly reflected in Louis La Motte's 

reaction to the old tomb in Fontanville Fores·t which re-

presents the lifelessness of 1Ifaith vJithout works". Louis 

points out that lireason" should, have told the occupant that 

Ilthe active virtues, the adherence to the golden rule 'Do 

as you would be done unto' could alone deserve the favour 

of a Deity whose glory is benevolence" (I, 91). This 

11 golden rule If is' of course the homilis-ts' ideal of true 

Charity, the fundamental working principle of ~heir moral 

theory; at the same time, it is the basis of religion. Such 

Il natura11l duties, says Tillotson, are the foundations of 

"natural religion II ; 

By natural religion, I mean obedience to the natural law 
and the performance of such duties as natural light 
without any express and supernatural revelation, doth 
dictate to men. These l:re-at, the bottom of all religion, 
and are the great and fundamental duties which God re
quir~s of all mankind; as, that we should love God, and 
behave ourselves reverently towards him; that we should 
believe his revelations; and testifie our dependence upon 
him, by imploring his aid and direction in all our necess
ities and distresses; and acknowledging our obligations to 
him for all the blessings and benefits which we receive; 
that we should moderate our appetites, in reference to 
the pleasures and enjoyments of this world, and use them 
temperately and chastely; that vJe should be just and 
upright in our dealings with one another; true to our 
word and faithful to our trust; and in all our tvords and 
actions observe that equity towards others, which we de
sire they should use towards us; that we should be kind, 
and charitable, merciful, and compassionate one towards 
another; ready to do good to all, and apt not only to 
pity but to relieve them in their misery and n~cessity. 
These, and such like~ are what we call moral duties; and 
they are of eternal and perpetual obligatIOn because they 
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do naturally oblige, without any particular and 
express revelation from God. And these are the 
foundations of revealed and instituted religion, and 
all revealed religion does suppose them, and build 
upon them; for all revelation from God, supposeth 
us to be men, and alters nothing of those duties to 
which we were naturally obliged before. l 

In the S2me way, Barrow also tends to define religion by 

its informal or natural expresslon ln keeping with the 

1I1 g01den rule" principle: 

[Religion] consisteth not in fair professions and 
glorious pretences, but in real practice; not in a 
pertinaceous adherence to any sect or party, but in 
a sincere love of goodness and dislike of naughtiness, 
wherever discovering itself; not in vain ostentations 
and flourishes of ou·tl'Jard performance, but in an in
ward good complexion of mind, exerting itself in works 
of true devotion and charity; not in a nice orthodoxy, 
or politic sUbjection of our judgements to the 
peremptory dictates of men, but in a sincere love of 
truth, in a hearty approbation of, and compliance 
with, the doctrines fundamentally good and necessary 
to believed ... in a word ... religion consists in nothing 
else but doing what becomes our relation to G2d, in a 
conformity or similitude to his holy \vill .... 

Although, as we shall see, Ann Radcliffe promotes a highly 

informal idea of revelation, her treatment of morality goes 

hand in hand ~7i th her attitude to formal religion J.n a very 

similar conception of "natural religion!!. As has been shovm, 

lTillotson, Sermon XLVIII: "Instituted Religion not 
Intended to Undermine Natural II , I,Yorks, II, 3 07. 

2 
Barrmv) Sermon I: "The Pleasantnes s of Religion II , 

Works, I, 8. 
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the deportment of her heroines is virtually impeccable. 

Emily in particular dislikes "naughtiness, wherever discove~

:irig itself!!; in putting duty to her guardian and deference to 

her father's precepts before her love of Valancourt,she 1S 

"faithful to [her] trust". Ann Radcliffe's treatment of tne 

depredations of passion is in keeping with Tillo·tson' s emphas

is on temperance; she shmv8 that excessive selfish feeling pre

vents good works, and it must therefore be considered ir

religious, 1n view of Louis La Botte's emphasis on "the active 

virtues". At the same time, Ann Radcliffe's virtuous figures 

ste~dily acknowledge the Deity in the manner called for by 

Tillotson. They seem, in fact, to be constantly upon their 

knees, imploring assistance, asserting' resignation or ex

p~essing gratitude, and their gratitude for certain special

ized blessings is particularly relevant to this discussion. 

Ann Radcliffe's version of "natural lightl1 finds a natural and 

valid form of vJOrship ~~hich reinforces the equally acceptable 

system of "good l,.vorks'l, as part of' the It inward good complexion 

of mind It described by Barrmv. This app~oach helps Ann 

Radcliffe to make a more explicit at-tack on formalism than 

she can make by simply stating truisms about be~ificence and 

providing examples; it 1S also a means to purely artistic ends. 

As has been shown, the active virtues explicitly con

stitute the application of I1reason", and virtue itself' 
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is "'little more than active taste'" (Udolpho, I, 50). 

" 'Taste II" in Ann Radcliffe I s approach, helps "genius" to 

discern the benevolent Deity, who is pleas~d by man's active 

virtues, through the visible created world. The love of phys-

ical nature is therefore related to the love of man and the 

wise self-love of the virtuous; reason and taste, vir~ue and 

religion, are inseparable causes and effects, "natural light" 

promoting "natural religion". Ann Radcliffe does not, of 

course, originate the idea of looking for God in physical 

nature; it is virtually impossible to say who does, but the 

idea is typical of the homilists. Tillotson, for example, 

bases his argument on an appeal to the simplest physical 

sense: 

In this visible frame of the world, which we behold with 
our eyes, which way soever we look, we are encountered 
with ocular demonstrations of the wisdom of God. What 
the Apostle saith of the power of God is true likewise of 
his v.Jisdom. Rom. 1.20. The invisible things of him from 
the creation of the world are clearly seen, being UD8er
stood by the things that are made, even his eternal pcwer 
and godhead: sathe eternal wisdom of God is understood 
Dy the things vJhich aiPe made. As any curious vlork or 
rare engine doth argue the wit of the artificer; so the 
variety, and order, and regularity, and fitness of the 
works of God, argue the infinite wisdom of him who made 
them; a Hark so beautiful and magnificent, such a stately 
pile as heaven and earth is, so curious in the several 
parts of it, so harmonious in all its parts, every part 
so fitted for the sevvice of the whole, and each part 
for the service of another; is not this a plain argument 
that there was infinite wisdom in the contrivance of 
this frame?3 

Barrow explains from a similar viewpoint that the Deity Himself 

3Tillo'tson, Sermon LXXXII: "The TiJisdom of God in The 
Creation of the World", Works, II, 551. 
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provides the incentives to 

doing what becomes our relation to God, in a conformity 
or similitude to his holy will ... by re~resenting to us 
his transcendently glorious attributes, conspicuously 
displayed in the frame,order, and government of this 
world: that wonderful Power, which erected this great 
and goodly fabric; that incomprehensible Wisdom, which 
preserves it in a constant haI'TIlony; that immense Goodness, 
which hath so carefully provided for the various nec
essities, delights, and comforts of its inhabitants ... 
his tender care and loving providence continually 

. d . 4 supportlng an protectlng us ... 

Leaving aside Ann Radcliffe's attitude to this "great and 

goodly fabric" for the moment, it is useful to recall that she 

~cknowledges the existence of Providence as more than just a 

righter of wrongs and physician to morals. St. Aubert speaks 

of "those various innocent enj oyments I,vhich a benevolent God 

.has designed to be the sunshine of our lives ll (Udolpho, I, 20); 

his daughter later remarks accordingly that poverty cannot 

remove the natural blessings of existence, which, obviously, 

are provi~ed by the benevolent Deity: 

'[Poverty] cannot deaden our taste for the grand and the 
beautiful, nor deny ~s the means of indulging it; for 
the scenes of nature - those sublime spectacles so in
finitely superior to all artificial luxuries are open 
to the enjoyment of the poor as well as of the rich ... 
Weretain,then, the sublime luxuri¥s of nature, and 
lose only the frivolous ones of art. (I, 61). 

Barrow elsewhere remarks that "all the riches and ornaments 

of nature, the glorious splendours. of heaven, ~nd the sweet 

beauties of the field, are exposed to the common view ... and 



by imagination any man can as well take all that he sees 

for his own, as the tenacious miser doth fancy his dear 

pelf to be his".5 

45 

In all the above statements on God and the natural 

world, -the emphasis , explicit and implicit, is on the 

simple power of the eye. No complicated dogma must be ab-

sorbed before one can believe in the benevolent Deity; the 

individual teaches himself. As we might expect, the large 

and beautiful eyes of the Radcliffe heroine tell her all 

she needs to know about the nature of tbe Divinity, what-

ever previous influences have surrounded her. Adeline, for 

instance, has been locked in a convent all her life and sub-

jected to innumerable persecutions, but she retains "that 

elastic energy [of the mind] which resists calamity "perhaps 

because her "original taste" (Romance, I,ll), reflected in 

her love of virtue, is unimpaired. She is still, therefore, 

susceptible to the beauties of natural scenes. SomevJhat 

disillusioned by the "brave new world" of human activity 

outside the convent walls, she is consoled by a forest sun-

rise; her heart s~vells in "gratitude and adoration"at the 

thought of the benevolent Deity who made it: 

5 
Barrow, Sermon XXXI: "The Duty and Reward of 

Bounty to the Poor", Works, I, 3L~8. 



The scene before her soothed her mind, and exalted 
her thoughts to the great Author of Nature; she 

'+ 6 

uttered an involuntary prayer: Father of good, who made 
this glorious scene: I resign myself t~ thy hands: thou 
will support me undeE my present sorrows~ and protect 
me from future evil. (I, 28) 

The term, "Author of Nature" is common among the Deists, 

but Adeline's idea of the Deity 1S antipodal to their mech-

anistic conception. To appreciate the Divine handiwork is 

to confide one2f.;lf to the "tender care and loving providence 

f -· h d'" 6. B t o. h1m w 0 rna e 1t, 1n arrow,s words. Adeline's prayer 

1S involuntary, or natural; no rationalization- is needed. 

A fet-v pages later, Ann Radcliffe describes her "genius" and 

the purity of her heart, confirming the supposition that 

"origi,naJ. taste", II genius Il ,virtue, and piety are inseparable. 

"Taste" therefore becomes the medium of what may be 

called"revelation". It will be remembered that in this book, 

Ann Radcliffe does make her ideal of "good works" official 

by attaching the "benevolence of the Christian" (II, 96) to 

La Luc, but ignores the particulars of his office; one cannot 

even tell whether he lS a Catholic or a Protestant pastor. 

She is also, earlier 1n the book, at pains to present the mo~al 

evil and unhappiness of the cloistered life (I, 45). This 

anti-formalistic trend, enthroning "natural light" over 

officially acceptable revelation and dogma, is even more 

6 
Barrow, Sermon I: "The Pleasantness of Religion", 

r,lr\"'V"l.l. .... ,... I n 
~~, -L, o. 
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pronounced ln The Mysteries of Udolpho, ln which, as we 

have seen, morals are glven, as far as possible, a sub-

jective basis . In her specific treatment of religious 

. matters, Ann Radcliffe attacks formalism explicitly and 

implici-tly; the direct attack is given in general to· the 

sub-heroine, Blanche de Villefort. Like Adeline, Blanche 

has just been freed from the convent, and retairis her nat-

ural goodness. She is all "kindness and simplicity" to 

Emily, the unhappy stranger; her "good works" reflect a 

taste to which the truth about religion is soon revealed by 

nature. She is not distinguished by the "more brilliant 

qualities" (Udolpho, II, 193) of her new friend, requiring 

the stimulus of art before she can respond appropriately to 

nature, but her perceptions are accurate. A tapestried 

Fall of Troy fills her with melancholy thoughts of mortal-

ity; she goes to her window; and is 

cheered by the face of living nature. The shadowy 
earth, the air, the ocean - all was still. Along the 
deep serene of the heavens a few light clouds floated 
slowly, through whose skirts the stars now seemed to 
tremble and now to emerge with purer splendour. Blanche's 
thoughts arose involuntarily to the Great Author of the 
sublime objects she contemplated and she breathed a 
prayer of finer devotion than any she had ever uttered 
beneath the vaulted roof of a cloister. 

Very soon the same page, in fact, Blancre is encouraged to 

reassess the only values she can remember by a similarly 

spontaneous access of religiosity, and the convent's 

assumptions come off badly: 
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'Who could first invent convents ... who could 
first persuade people to go into them? and to make 
religion a pretense, too, where all that should inspire· 
it is· so carefully shut out? God is best pleased with 
the homage of a grateful heart, and when we view His 
glories, we feel most grateful. I never felt so much 
devotion, during the many dull years t was in the. con
vent, as I have done in the few hours that I have seen 
here, where I ne~d only look on all around me - to adore 
God in my inmost heart. I (II, 146). 

True vJOrship, is, therefore, appreciation, and is in all ways 

natural, depending on response of the innate taste to natural 

evidence, just as true piety is adherence to the "golden rule" 

of beneficence demanded by natural reason. The evidence or 

Hrevelationll of the benevolent Deity provided by taste can 

only encourage real piety. If the formal ba.sis of religion 

excludes I!natural light";tis In error. 

It is in The Italian that Ann Radcliffe most violently 

attacks formalism; her conception of monasticism, coloured 

by such objections and not particularly biased by factual 

knowledge, is also of central artistic importance to the 

book. Before discussing The Italian, however, it lS necessary 

to know how fully Ann Radcliffe justified her rejection of 

a.uthority, and vJhat artistic ends her justification promotes. 

As we have seen, Emily is close to the perfection of 

II nature ll
, and her excellence has been developed by reference 

to the best in IInature" generally. Her responses are accord-

in~y more sophisticated than those of BlancFe and Adeline, in 

keeping \'Ji th Tillot son's sentimen·ts: "Now the wisdom of God 
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in the Creation will appear by considering the works of God. 

Those who have studied nature, can discourse these things 

more exactly and particularly II 7 Emily has studied physical 

nature through the sciences, the "great miracle of this vJOrld 

h . d f ,,8. h· . . h k f ... t e mln 0_ man ln er acqualntance Wlt wo~ s o· 

Hgenius" and the natural beauty of virtue through example and 

practise. Her dismissal of the Hfr·ivolous ll luxuries of art 

for the "sublime Ii ones of nature reflec-ts the vieH that liThe 

wise Horks of God are the proper objects of our praise .. ,II 

and that only stupid and heedless men therefore prefer the 

. h 9 productlons of art to t ose of God. 

Emily, hmvever, enj oys her "revela-t ions" in a differ-

ent manner to the other heroines. Adeline, for instance, sees 

the Deity first through reassuring and pretty natural scenes; 

she is en.chanted by pure colours, gentle vloodland, and the 

pleasing sound of bird-song. All these douceurs, as they 

banish the dark, ominous atmosphere of the Abbey and Il v ivify" 

(I, 27) the surroundings, understandably fill her with the 

sense of the Deity's "tender' and loving providence l1
, Blanche's 

rejection of convent attitudes is similarly inspired, by the 

7 
Tillotson, Sermon LXXXII: "The T;!isdom of God in the 

Creation of the World~ Works, II, 551. 

8 
Ibid .. 553 --i, 

9Ibid . ,555, 
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tranquil beauty of gardens by moonlight, and by the sunny 

walks of Le Blanc. Emily, on the other hand, cultivates 

solitude, silence, and gloom in natural scenes from her early 

days; the chosen scenes fill her originally with detached 

veneration rather than with a personal sense of security at 

this time: 

It was one of Emily's earliest pleasures to ramble among 
the scenes of nature; nor was it in the soft and glowing 
landscape that she most delighted; she loved more the 
wild wood walks that skirted the mountain; and still more 
the mountain's stupendous recesses, where the silence 
~nd grandeur of solitude impressed a sacred awe upon ~er 
heart, and lifted her thoughts to the God of Heaven and 
Earth (I, 6) 

Since Emily is evidently not excessively occupied with her

self, perhaps her subsequent prudish coldness lO is more 

accepta.ble. At any rate, she easily sees the truth through 

tha-t which is not simply bright, beautiful, cheerful and 

reassuring. Evidently the aesthetic approach to the Deity 

will not, rejecting the unbeautiful or awful, leave the in-

dividual casting around for dubious explanations of their 

origins. Thanks to theasthetic of the sublime, in other 

words, one will not entertain the idea that God is not 

benevolent, and the Divine order not right. This is perhaps 

a rathe~ too refined version of the idea of order expressed 

for instance) by Pope: 

10 
Talfourd, Gaston de Blondeville, I, l2la. 
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Ask for what end the heav'nly bodies shine, 
Earth for whose use? Pride answers, u')Tis for mine: 
For me kind Nature ~7akes her genial POy.;' r ... O? 

But errs not Nature from this gracious end, 
From buJ.?ii5ng suns ~7hen livid deaths descend, 
When earthquakes sHallow, or when tempests sHeep 
Tovms to one grave, whole nations to the deep? 
No ( I tis reply' d) the first Almighty Cause 
Acts not by partial but by general laws; 
Th' exceptions few; som~ change since all began 
And what created perfect? .. (Essav on Man, I, v, l31-3, 
141-8)11 J. 

It must be added that Ann Radcliffe piously 19nores the rag, 

tag, and bobtail of Creation, that which is neither sublime, 

nor beautiful nor romantically interesting, and that her 

natural (Ol~ properly speaking, unnatural) disasters, such 

as the familiar timely shipwreck; never result in injury or 

death. The idea of Divine retribution, often accepted by 

instituted religion on the best Old Testament authority, has, 

incidentally, no place In her scheme,though she likes to 

tease the reader with it. Schedoni, for instance, myster-

iously collapses with no discernible weapon at hand, in best 

Locksd-Room-Nystery style, but a fev7 pages l,q.ter it is ex-

plained that he is poisoned. Only in Gaston de Blondeville 

is someone struck down by the Almigl1"ty,. and Ann Radcliffe 

presents the relation merely as an instance of mediaeval 

superst i-t ion. 

Emily, be this as it may, continues to demonstrate 

the superior natural taste which makes formal religion 

11 
Grant, ed., Pope: Selected Poems, p. Ill. 
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unnecessary ln vir-tuous conduct and in aspiringl! to con-

templaote ° :His pov-ler in the sublimity of His works, and His 
0" 

goodness in the infinity of His blessingsltCI, Lr9). When 

she does specificaLly conceive of the Deity as benevolent 

in this way, she is maintaining faith in spite of sorrow and 

misfor-tune. Ann Radcliffe leaves no loose ends; \"hen the 

unusually kind Abbess suggests that Emily will find consol-

ation by joining the nuns, her overtures are rejected. 

Feeling d~es not, therefore, overthrow reason. 

Ann Radcliffe thus goes to great lengths 1n Udolpho 

to justify "natural religion'" and natural religiosioty. 

Emily's tas-te is made to appear very reliable, and this re-

liability 1S of great service to Ann Radcliffe's art. Her 

provls1on of terror is founded in a specific aesthetic
12 

and, as media, her heroines must display asthetic responses 

which are appropriately validated; they must appear to inter-

pret external circumstance accurately. Their virtue, as we 

have seen, confirms their I!taste ll
, and since Ann Radcliffe 

also puts them through their paces in the laudable exercise 

of IInatural tl religiosity, the reader tends to accept their 

more dubious interpretations of circumstance. In Udolpho, 

Ann Raodcliffe' s supernatural suggestion becomes more frequent 

and more daring than in the Roma:t:lce, in keeping Hith the 

12 
Chapter III will discuss its nature and application. 
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increased sophistication of Emily's taste. Adeline's 

recognition of the Deity arises from the bright and pleasing 

views she enjoys, thus it is easy for her to think. of the 

Deity as benevolent; it is also easy for the reader to forget 

the mystery anc terror attached by Adeline to the Abbey, vlhen 

the "natural light" reflected in La Luc's virtue shines for 

so long after these, and the suspense has begun to revolve 

around physical action. As was mentioned before, Ann Radcliffe's 

deprecation of superstition does not in itself promise dis

appointment; it is too easily assumed that she is merely tak-

lng a sceptical tone in presenting a fant~sy world with its 

own laws. Ydolpho's terrors are therefore effective in 

proportion to the degr)ee of freedom from. formal restraints 

allowed to the heroine's taste. 

Emily, however,is mistaken; her superstitious terrors 

are founded i~ misinterpretation of circumstance, and their 

sources are hllillan. Since Emily has been allowed so much 

latitude, Ann Radcliffe is in an awkward position; by rejecting 

authority she has let tbe innate senses loose to be thoroughly 

deluded. Her attitude to formalism in The Italian, however, 

suggest that this situation is the lesser of two evils. 

The Catholic Church in Italy is an ideal scapegoat for 

formalism in general, and, having for Protestants its own 

inherent awful mystery, admirably suits Ann Radcliffe's 

artistic needs. Closed orders in particular are the objects 



of her attack, representing "horrible perversions of reason", 

as she says elsewhere: 

It is not easily that a cautious mind becomes convinced 
of the existence of such severe nrders; when it does, 
astonishment at -the art ificial miseries, vJhich the in
genuity of human beings forms for themselves by seclusion, 
is as boundless, as 2.t t,he other miseries) vJith \"hich 
the most trivial vanity and env~3so frequently pollute 
the intercourse of social life. 

she says in Journey. Visiting a monastery at Bonn, she covertly 

scrutinizes the face of her monkifuguide for the ravages of 

sorrow and penance, to bear out her preconceived notions; he 

is, howevep,regrettably jovial, Bnd she consoles herself with 

the thought that IIRis sense of decorum as 0_ member. .. seemed 

to be struggling t-7ith his vanity, as a manTI (I, 216-18). If 

The Italian, published in ;797, is a reflection on this monk, 

it seems a disproportionate one; there is scarcely a single 

monk or nun in it who is not thoroughly worldly. 

Setting out to show that Tlnatural religion" is superlor 

to "all the distinctions of human systems" (Udolpho, I, L~8), 

Ann Radcliffe takes pains to show how unnatural this partic-

ular system is. The Induction sets the tone rather deceit-

fully, by linking crimes too frightful to name with a monkish 

penitent in the Confessional reserved for the most shocking' 

offences possible to human riature. The crime, implicitly, is 

-------._------------------------------

13Ann Radcliffe, A Journey Made in the Summer of 1794 
through Holland a~d the We~tern Frontier of Germany 
(London, 1795)", I, 188-9. 
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most unnatural; one expects the guilty party to have sold 

himself to the Devil at least. Other jUdicious appeals to 

superstition are made through the association with evil 

Father Schedoni of apparent supernatural powers, so that 

the reader is inclined to associate not only unnatural but 

also supernatural evil with any figure in monkish garb. 

Having removed her monks from "nature!! thus, Ann 

Radcliffe demonstra-tes the physical and moral isolation 

from "nature" of the monastery of San Stefano. Perched on 

a mountain-side across a perilous chasm, San Stefano is some

what redundantly equipped with a high wall, grates, and even 

dungeons. There is no natural intercourse with the outside 

world; a few select pilgrims of good standing are admitted 

to the parlour to admire the ostentatious arrangements for 

special occasions, but even these visitors are kept apart 

from the nuns by a grille. All in all, San Stefano 1S a 

pr1son, whose occupants are denied scope for n~tural bene

volence and shut away from the benevolent Deity they might 

find 1n the scenes of nature. 

Ann Radcliffe's treatment of San Stefano reflects 

an uncharacteristic employment of heavy symbolism which 

appears to be an attempt to convey the reward-and-punishment 

emphasis of formal religion 1n the most repellent terms. 

The punishment for displeasing the Abbess is consignment to 

the oubliette buried in the rocky foundations of the monastry, 
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utterly isolated from -the world of nature, and , implicitly, 

from the Deity recognized and \'lorshipped through it. This 

chamber lies behind the celebrated shrine; the same recess 

contains tunnels which allow access to objects needed to 

"excite the superstitious wonder of the devotees ll (II, 26). 

Behind the glorious facade of formalism lS the menace of 

damnation, and in the middle ground is the fraudulent appeal 

to superstition. IINature ll and reason are symbolically 

denigrated, while the individual seems to be arbitrarily 

condemned; only fearful rumour can account for his fate. 

The reward for acquiescence lS no more dignified. Nuns who 

have pleased the Abbess are feted with pastries, artifical 

flowers, and music at the Abbes~lsoiree before the admiring 

visitors; they anticipate the affair with as much vanity as 

any group of d(butantes. If this is a picture of the trad

itional Heaven, with harps, nectar, and the complacent re

collection that one is not of the damned, it does not seem 

much of an incentive to piety. 

Elsewhere in the book, Ann Radcliffe illustrates the 

danger that authority may 

lead to moral evil. The Marchesa di Vivaldi agrees to help 

Schedoni in his wicked designs because he is, after all, as 

her Confessor, the representative of the Church. Natural 

insight, however, Ann Radcliffe insists, cannot be rationalized 

away: The Ma~ches~ is stricken with pangs of conscience as 
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she hears a timely requiem, and takes the inscription 

"God hears thee!" over the confessional as a peculiar ~varning~4 

Ann Radcliffe's attack on formalism ends, however, 

ln a compromise; a clerical guardian of "natural religion" 

similar to La Luc is found at the Santa Maria della Pieta 

convent. The worthy preceptress is 

a shining example to governesses of religious houses, 
and a striking instance of the influence which a 
virtuous mind may acquire over others, as well as of 
the extensive good which it may thus diffuse. She 
was dignified without haughtiness; religious without 
bigotry, and mild, though decisive and firm. She 
possessed penetration to discover what was just, 
resolution to adhere to it, and temper to practise 
it with gentleness and grace, so that even correction 
from her assumed the winning air of courtesy: the 
person, whom she admonished, wept in sorrow for the 
offense, instead of being irritated by the reproof, 
and loved her as a mother rather than feared her as 
a judge (III, 116). 

The MDES:; is therefore, ln Barrow's terms. a "clear pattern II 

proving that lIa visible good conversation v-Till have a 

great efficacy toward the promotion 2fW::i,propqgation of good-

15 ness". Some startling assertions follow, however: 

Her religion was neither gloomy nor bigotted; it was 
the sentiment of a grateful heart offering itself up 
to a Deity, who delights in the happiness of his 
creatures; and she conformed to the customs of the 
Roman: Church without supposing a belief in all of them 
to be necessary to salvation. This opinion, however, 
she was obliged to conceal" lest her very virtue should 

14Ann 'Radcliffe, The Italian, or, the Confessional 
of the Black Penitents (London, 1797), II, 132. 

15BarrovJ, Sermon 'LXV "Provide things Honest in the 
Sight of All Men", v.lorks, II, 22. 
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draw upon her the puni~hment of a crime from some fierce 
ecclesiastics who contradicted in their practise the 
very essential principles which the christianity they 
professed would have taught them (III, 117). 

The mother superior thus stands for "mercy and not 

sacrifice", ,,16 the upholding of "natural law" vlith which in..::: 

stituted religion must not dispense.
17 

Since she is regarded 

as a mother more than a judge, her authority is in conform-

ity with nature, as is that of La Luc, whose flock is trans-

formed into a family of which he is the head. 

As we have seen, Ann Radcliffe is not inblined to 

reject all authority, though she tries to present the most 

reasonable and natural examples of it as ~er ideals. Her 

treatment of La Luc and the Abbess of the della Pieta 

suggests that formalism can be de-formalized and brought to 

terms with nature. Tillotson remarks, after all, that "the 

great design of the christian religion, was to restore and 
18 

reinforce the practise of the natural law'!, and it seems, 

on the whole, sufficient to Ann Radcliffe that this be done. 

She still, furthermore, retains her doubts as to the 

accuracy of the indi vid~tal' s insight s . Perhaps superst it ion 

is ul-timately harmless to her virtuous figures, but it does 

arise from a similar conspirac~ of feeling and imagination 

16 Cf • Tillotson, Sermon XLIX: "Instituted Religion 
not intended to Undermine Natural" ,~vorks, II, 304. 

17Ibid., 307. 

18 Ib id. 



to that which promotes vice; the influence of her !'moral 

guardian!' figures helps to keep up the contact with reality. 

In The Italian she creates this effect in ~ different manner, 

but the intention may be presumed the same. The della Pieta 

is played off against the Inquisition, the stronghold of 

excesslve authorization zeal where appearance and reality 

are hopelessly confused. Vivaldi can hardly tell whether 

he is awake or dreaming throughout the experiences he en-

co~nters in his dungeon and the Inquisitors show little in-

clination to seek the truth beyond appearances themselves; 

the prisoner is presumed guilty because charged. 

At the same time, her scheme is restricted; the em-

phasis is on refinement, thus it does not seem that she is 

suggesting a universal application. Since virtue comes to 

the highest development according to the degree of taste and 

exposure to superior influences, the picture does not look 

bright for those who have little taste or no opportunity to 

develop it. Ann Radcliffe shows those not privileged, the 

lower orders, as honest souls in general, loyal and 

. 19 . 
hospltable; ObVlously, however, they are not to be looked 

to for moral leadership, which is up to those whose !'superior 

attainments of every sort bring with them duties of superior 

19 
Chapter IV will discuss her attitude more fully. 
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exertion I! (Udolpho, II, 3 L~ 3). These are respectable 

sentiments for her time, of course; but still conservative; 

one may find a similar assumption in BarroH's sermon 0'11 

the gentleman's duty: 

He hath all the common duties of piety, of charity, 
of sobriety, to discharge with fidelity; for being 
a gentleman doth not exempt him from being a Christian, 
but rather more strictly doth engage him to be such 
in a higher degree than others; it is an obligation 
peculiarly incumbent to him, in return for God's 
peculiar favours, to pay God in all due obedience, 
and to e~rcise himself in all good works; 
disobedience being a more heinous crime in him than 
in others, who have not such encouragement to serve 
God. 20 -

Ann Rad(Hiffe commonly shoHs the lower orders to be as cor-

ruptible as the higher, furthermore, and at least twice as 

likely to be prone to superstition. One suspects that, out-

side fiction she would, like many before her, relegate them 

to the enthusiastic persuasions, whose application to the 
21 

simple emotion of fear accords well with superstitious minds. 

It is impossible to imagine her in the same spirit as 

Wordsworth when he suggests that in humble and rustic life 

"the essential passions of the heart find a better soil in 
22 

which they can attain their maturity!!; her version of such 

20 . Barrow, Sermon XXXI: "The Duty and ReHard of Bounty 
to the Poorl!,. Works, I, 341. 

2lBasil Willey, The English Moralists; (London: 
Chatto and vlindus, 1964) 267. 

22 .. . . 1 . 
. Wllllam WordsHDrth, Preface to Lyrlca Ballads, wlth 

Pastoral and Other Poems [1802J, in Paul M. Zall, ed., 
Literary CrITIcIsm of-William VlordsvlOrth (Lincoln : University 
of Nebr~skaPress, 1966), p. 41. 



a life is firmly bound up with the gentry and their 

"superior attainments". 
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Ann Radcliffe's dismissal of superstition also pre

cludes the possibility of attaining any kind of transcen

dental vision; she will not accept ideas which are not 

founded in evidence from a strict view of the limits of 

'Inature", and she is impelled to betray her ovm art by a 

sense of such limitations. Though her empirical bias and 

her tendency to reduce authority to the loosest possible 

terms a.f'~ perhaps link> v;rith Romantic thought, as is her 

interest in the workings of the mind, she is really too 

conservative in her thinking to be a genuine romantic. Her 

partial rejection of authority is best seen as "romantic ll 

only in the sense that it suits the escapist aspect of her 

novels. 



CHAPTER III 

"THOSE THOUSAND NAMELESS TERRORS fT 

Suspense, the mainspring of Ann Radcliffe's romance, 

depends entirely on the susceptibility to phenomena implicit 

in the fltaste" and fTgenius" of her virtuous principals. 

Without the aesthetic approach to experience so much valued 

in their moral outlooks, they would hardly be subject to 

"those thousand nameless terrors v.7hich exist only in active 

imagination, and set reason and examination equally at 

defiance" (Udolpho, I, 244). This is an empiricism of 

limited ends, perhaps, but it has some pioneer value. Ann 

Radcliffe sets her own limits; like other "Gothic" writers, 

she cannot transcend the real world imaginatively, confident 

1 
of finding ultimate answers, as the Romantics do. She 

does at least suggest, however, that accepted boundaries may 

not be finite. In her novels, it is the psychological state 

of a character which determines his view of reality; his 

varying interpretation of externals can evoke new dimensions. 

Her primary concern is to induce the reader to share the 

psychological condition, to enlarge his imagination through 

1 
R. D. Burne, "Gothic versus Romantic: a Revaluation 

of the Gothic Novel", Publications of the Modern Language 
Association of America Co, hereafter cited as PMLA H, 
LXXXiV March 19b9) 289. 
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2 
lithe suspense of external circumstance ll

• 

This aim, together \.'lith her unambiguous moral out-

look, denotes her particular IlGothic If mode. t·Jhen Talfourd 

praises her alone among recent romance Hriters for having 

IIforborne to raise one questionable throb, or call forth 

3 
one momentary blush", he is no·t merely eulogizing but re-

gretfully acknoHledging the disparate psychological purposes 

of other IlGo-thic II v.lri ters. He deplores the seeming vol-

uptuousness of LeHis, and Maturin's inclination toward 

-11 .., • _. Ii 4-
the forb1dden 1n specula-t1on, and the paradox1cal 1n morals . -----

These Hriters may, as D. E. Hume suggests, be classified as 

IIhorror-Gothic lr
; they seek to involve the reader in their 

psychological ambiguities: "The horror-Gothic Hriters 

postulated the relevance of such psychology to every reader. 

They Hrote for the reader Hho could say \.'lith Goethe that he 

had never heard of a crime Hhich he could not imagine him

self committing.
1I5 

Ann Radcliffe dallies Hith the attract-

ion of evil in her portrayal of villainy, but as will be 

shown, carefully keeps the appeal Hithin the bounds of 

2Ibid ., - 284--285. 

3Talfourd, Gaston de Bloncleville, I, 132a' 

4-Ibid. 

51.1 r"ume, PH:LA, LXXXIV, 285. 
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contemporary aesthetic. Even the virtuous heroes and 

heroines do not arouse sympathy; their function is purely 

mediatory, and they are accordingly one-sided. Talfourd, 

acknowledging that sympathy has no place in her effects, 

suggests that "a moral paradox c:ould not co-exist with a 

haunted tower ln the minds of her readers " .6 Her approach 

does, hOvJever, lack the poten-tial seriousnes s of -the Ifhorror-

Gothic". In her field, nevertheless, her achievements are 

considerable, and her principles and methods are worth In-

vestigation both as techniques and for their historical 

interest. 
7 

Ann Radcliffe's "terror-Gothic ll is a natural off-

spring of the aesthetic of the sublime. It is interesting 

that Walpole, an early prose fiction purveyor of terror, 

should refer to the sublime only in the old terms of 

. .. 8 I • 
rhetorlc and 1 ts l.mpact. Burke sEnqulr~" Has out before 

Otran!o; vJalpole, nevertheless, does not relate his terrors 

to Burke's aesthetic~ Ann Radcliffe is able to take Walpole's 

aim, the reconciliatio~ of imagination and probability in 

6 
. Talfourd, Gaston de Bloneville, I, 119a , 121 . 

a 

7 Hume , PHLA LXXXIV, 285. 

8 
In the Preface to the Second Edition of The Castle 

of Otranto, Walpole remarks: llHm'lever grave, important, or 



9 
the combined aspects of old and new romance forms, for 

granted, emphasizing the probable psychological response 

to uncommon circumstances rather than the probable 

expression of it. Her own V1ew of terror is an orthodox 

reflection of Burke's idea that IIwhatever 1S fitted in 

any sort~ excite the ideas of pain, and danger, that is 

to say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conver-

sant about terrible objects, or operates in a manner 

analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that 

is, it is productive of the strongest emotion which the 

mind is capable of feeling. 11
10 II I Terror'! II, says Ann 

Radcliffe, II' expands the soul and a~vakens the faculties 

to a high degree of life'lI~l Regarding the most IIGothic ll 

aspect of her work, supernatural terror, Ann Radcliffe 

remains close to Burke, sharing his non-commi-ttal 
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or even melancholy the sensations of princes and heroes may 
be, they do not stamp the same affections on their domestics: 
at least the laTter do not, or should not be made to, 
express their passions in the same dignified tone. In my 
humble opinion, the contrast betHeen the sublime of the one, 
and the naivete of the other, sets the pathetic of the 
former in a stronger li~ht": Horace Walpole, The Castle of 
Otranto (176t~) ci.n E. F. Bleiler, ed., Three Got~"}iovels 
-(New York : Dover Publications, Inc., 196~p:2 2. 

~Ibid., 21. 

10E· k A Ph' . .. dmund Bur e, llosoph1cal Enqu1ry 1nto the 
Origin of our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful, ed. 
J. T. Boulton, (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1958), p.39. 

llQuoted by Hurne, fM~~~ LXXXIV, 285. 
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attitude in spite of the ~nticements of the Ossianic sub-

I
, 12 
lme. The "horror-Gothic ll writers provide manifestations 

and othe~ abberations of physical laws; if they aspire to 

the sublime, their sublime recalls not Burke so much as 

Blair, whose passion for Ossian is often in direc~ pr6portion 

- 13 
to the number of ghosts available. Ann Radcliffe's 

sequence involving terror of the supernat~ral usually close 

with authorial lectures on the folly of superstition, of 

\vhich the follm'7ing is characteristic: Iltt was lamen-table 

that her excellent understanding should' have yielded, even 

for a moment, to the reveries of superstition, or rather to 

those starts of imagination which deceive the senses into 

vJhat can be called nothing less than momentary madness II 

(Udolpho, I, 105). It is evident,then, that the emotion 

alone is real, rather than the source, and there is no 

reason to expect that the heroine's superstitious response 

will be justified. Ann Radcliffe simply provides a climate 

in which supernatural explanations for unlikely occurences 

present themselves, in ~he spirit of Burke's suggestion 

12 
I refer to works published in Ann Radcliffe's life-

-time. Only one authentic ghost appears, and In a fictious 
context; see ~dolpho~ II, 223-7. 

13Samule H. Honk, The Sublime: a Study of Critical 
Theories in Eighteenth-Century England (Uni v'ers i ty of 
Michigan Press~ 1960), p. 127. 
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that the existence of supernatural powers has not actually 

made darkness terrible, but that darkness seems an 

appropriate environment for them .ll~ 

Burke's characteristics of sublimity are easily 

traced in Ann Radcliffe's general presentation, though 

she usually applies the ramifications of other writers ·to 

particulars. Before going on to examine her supernatural 

or preternatural terrors 1n detail, it is useful to consider 

the place in her effects of the sublime in scenery, Slnce 

her treatment of it does contribute to the psychological 

climate inducing unaccountable terror. Both sublime and 

beautiful scenes provide a continual bombardment of ex-

ternals, which, when coupled with details of the appropriate 

response, presumabl~ induce the reader to keep channels 

open. The interludes of religiosity inspired by natural 

scenes, of course, also have a part in the scheme under the 

same pri~ciple. Ann Radcliffe is perhaps over-zealous; even 

at the height of her popularity, her effusions did not please 

everybody. Hester Piozzi, for instance, frankly admits that 
1 5 -

the descriptions weary her ,and Coleridge, justly~ finds 

14 
Burke, ~n"Jl;Y'V, ........ _ .. -:1,. .... __ ._-' 

144. 

15 
Hester Piozzi and Penelope Pennington, The Intimate 

Letters of Hester Piozzi and Penelope Pennington, ed. 
Oswald- G. Knapp (London: John Lane, 19l4)~lT6 .. 
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fap I1too much of sameness" in Ann Radcliffe's eternally 

waving pines and larches and in the relentless play of her 
16 

moonlight. 

Malcolm Ware has already acknowledged Ann Radcliffe's 

debt to Burke and others with reference to her presentation 

17 
of landscape. One particular aspect of her approach, which 

has considerable bearing on -the "nameless terrors" , invites 

closer inspection, however. In her treatment of scenery 

she provides scope for a more romantic conception of the 

sublime which goes beyond Burke's provisions,but she is 

very cautious in classifying her effects. Such divergences 

from the essential Burke as do appeal" may furthermore be 

traced to respectable sources. In the following passage, 

for example, the impact of vastness and apparent infinity 

• I' • 18. . 
fundamental 1n Burke s concept1on of the subl1me 1S eV1dent, 

but the response evoked is not conveyed in his terms: 

---'-------------------------------------

16 
Coleridge, "The Critical RevievJI! (1794), 1n 

Coleridge: Select Poetry and Prose, 204. 

17 
See Ma_lcolm ~'Jare, " Sublimity in the Novels of 

Ann Radcliffe '1 , PMLA Philological Studies (Uppsala: 
Lundequist, 1964~ 

18 
Burke, Enquiry, 72, 73. 
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Around, on every side, as far as the eye could 
penetrate, Here seen only forms of grandeur - the long 
perspective of mountain tops, tinged Hith ethereal 
blue, or white Hith snow; valleys of ice, and forests 
of gloomy fir. The sereni-ty and clearnes s of the air 
in these high regions tvere particularly delightful to 
the travellers; It[sic] seemed to inspire them Hith a 
finer spirit, and diffused an indescribable com
plancency over their minds. They had no words to 
express the subl'f_me emotions they felt. CUdolpho, 
I, 43). 

Whatever these emotions may be, terror does not appear to 

be among them. The "indescribable complacencyll is hOv7ever, 

akin to Priestley's IT, aHful s-tillne~~' 11,19 which takes no 

account of fear. Priestl'1' says tha-t emotions may be sub

lime if they !"relate to great objects, suppose extensive 

vieHs of things, require great effort of the mind to con-
20 

celve them, and produce grea-t effects' ", and all these 

particulars are apparent in this passage. Although the 

magnitude of the prospect, infinite "as far as the_eye 

could penetrate!l, is, as previously suggested, compatible 

with Burke's general emphasis, most of its features are not. 

The lIethereal 

especially in 

blue ll and white of the mountain tops are not, 
21 

such quantity, productive of the sublime; 

the clearness of the air is also prejudicial, since liTo 

make any thing very terrible, obscurity seems in general to 
22 

be necessary". Perhaps the gloomy forests could inspire 

19 
Quoted by Monk, The Sublime, 119. 

?l ~. - . 81 --burKe, Enquiry, . 

22 Ibid ., 58. 
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a suitable response of apprehension, but against the whole 

bright scene they are no more than pleasing touches of 

contrast. The II strongest emotion vJhich the mind is cap-

able of feeling" is not, therefore, based on terror. When 

Ann Radcliffe ventures away from Burke to make specific. 

pronouncements on sublimity, therefore, she will be justi-

fied by equally acceptable authority, and her· self-imposed 

limitg are obvious, as her treatment of more IIromantic" 

scenes will show. Like Blair, Ann Radcliffe anticipates 

23 
the IIromantic fondness for the vJilder a.,spects of nature II , 

and is partial, as he is, to gloomy fir forests and the 

thrill of the raging torrent. By Ann Radcliffe's time of 

writing, the influential Alison had sanctioned these and 
24 

other motifs, including her cherished Gothic castle, as 

sublime. She remalns, nevertheless, conservative in her use 

of the term. Usually, if she thinks something is sublime, 

she says so, and with the precedents of Blair and Alison to 

justify her, her reticence in the folloHing example seems 

unnecessary: 

It was when the heat and light were declining that the 
carriage entered a rocky defile, which shewed, as though 
a telescope reversed, distant plains, and mountains 
opening beyond, lighted up with all the purple splendor 
of the setting sun. Along this deep and shadowy pers
pective,·a river, which was seen descending among the 

23 
Monk, The Sublime, 121. 



cliffs of a mountain, rolled with impetuous force, 
fretting and fDC:1ming amidst the dark rocks in its 
descent, and then flowing in a limpid lapse to the 
brink of other precipices, t·Jhence again it fell vJith 
thundering strength to the abyss, throwing its misty 
clouds of spray high into the air, and seeming to 
claim the sole empire of this solitary vlild. It s 
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bed took up the whole breadth of the chasm ... the 
road, therefore, vIaS carried high among the cliffs ..• 
and seemed as if suspended in air; r,.Thile the gloom 
and vastness of the precipices, Hhich totvered above 
and sunk [sic] below it, together with the amazing 
force and uproar of the falling Haters, combined to 
render the pass more terrific then the pencil could 
describe, or language may express (The Italian, 
I~ 155); . 

Inexpressibly terrific though the scene may be, it is not 

made explicitly "sublime ll. The heroine, in considerable 

jeopardy, is not in a position ~o show Priestleian de-

tachment; she does not escape fear. Nor is her response 

as total as Burke would demand. She does not fully ex-

perlence If that state of the soul In which all its motions 

25 
are suspended, Hith some degree of horror", feeling only 

If somet-That of a dreadful pleasure If (I, 156) ~ and almost 

forgetting her troubles. The scene, however, has all the 

requirements of obscurity, vastness, manifest power and 

apparent infinity to produce the sublime effect from the 
, 

readers point of view, and is a suitable introduction to the 

terrors of San Stefano. 

Ann Radcliffe is similarly reticent in her description 

of Emily's journey through the Appenines in Udolpho. 

25 
Burke, Enquiry, 57. 
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From an endless range of peaks, Emily inspects the 

campagna of Italy; the whole prospec·t, apparently infinite, 

is confidently described as lI sublime" (I, 229). Soon, 

however, the windings of the road bring ever changing 

prospects of rugged precipices and gloomy pine forests, and 

Ann Radcliffe modifies her attitude accord:ir·gly: IlvJild' and 

romantic as were these scenes, their character had far less 

of the sublime than had those of the Alps which guard the 

entrance of Italy. Emily was often elevated, but seldom 

f~lt the indescribable awe which she had so continually 

experienced in her passage over the Alps" (I, 229). Ann 

Radcliffe's discretion here, however~ is to good artistic 

effect; the lessening of these scenes increases the impact 

of the sublime Udolpho itself. Ann Radcliffe does not 

destroy her atmosphere by these qualifications, on the whole, 

and manages to gratify her romantic partialities without 

infringi~on her selected canons of taste. Inevitably, 

however, these eternal qualifications do give her descriptions 

the air of lessons in appreciation; it is not surprising 

that Catherine Morland of Northanger Abbey' should naively 

take Ann Radcliffe as her arbiter. 26 The exquisite taste 

of the heroines, of course~ is conveyed by this fine dis-

26 
Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, ed. R. B. Johnson 

(London: J. M. Dent, 1950), p. 85. 
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crimination, and their taste is vital to the success of 

Ann Radcliffe's effects in terror, since the reader sees 

through their eyes. 

The urge to qualify, a mlnor fault in this context, 

magnifies disastrously in the machinery these descriptions 

-are intended -to support. Scott is kind to Ann Radcliffe's 

explanations of supernatural effects, archlY indicating 

that lIromance writers Ov.le no bless ings to the memory of him 
27 

who devised explanatory chapters". He is, all the same, 

unable to resist adding that, in the words of Buonaparte, 

there is but one step between the sublime and the 
2 8 

ridiculous. 

Before Ann Radcliffe ever gets to the point at which 

she explains all, however, her endless caveats should have 

indicated, as I have said before, that it would be un-

reasonable to expect supernatural explanations. These little 

homilies and some of their concomitant incidents convey the 

basic assumption of her approach to suspense. Free from 

superstition herself, and amused by passages of her own con-

sidered by William Radcliffe too terrifying for solitary 

reading,29Ann Radcliffe has a good appreciation of the 

27 . 
Sir Walter Scott, Lives of the Novelists, intro. 

Austin Dobson (London: Oxford University Press, 1906), p. 316. 

28 Ibid., 328. 



psychology of superstition in its connection Hith the theory 

of association. This theory of course essentially lies be-

hind the aesthetic of the sublime. She makes it clear that 

superstition is a foolish response to circumstance, but it 

does help enlarge the imagination to degrees Hhlch make i-t 

receptive to the sublime. It i~, incidentally, an essential 

source of what unity Ann Radcliffe achieves. 

Alison, whose aesthetic application of Hartley's ideas 

on assoclation appeared just ,aft~r Ann Radcliffe first pub-

• 30 
Ilshed, is a possible source of her conception and appli-

cation of the theory. Like Alison, Ann R~dcliffe shoHs that 

associative habits are largely predetermined by ItHabits of 
31 

thought, occupations, character lf
; the pr'edilection of her 

heroines for melancholy rambles and natural worship shows 

that they are inclined to link the external Horld with 

solemn and refined emotions. Training improves their taste 

and they are in fact susceptible to anything which may be 

perceived, including the emotions and personalities of others, 

a tendency which Ann Ra~cliffe exploits to the full in 

Udolpho Hi th Emily's y,eacti on to Hontoni. 

30 
Monk, The Sublime, 148. 

31
1 

. 
bJ_d., 150. 
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Accepting Alison's distinction between practical and 

aesthetic perception, Monk explains that in the latter in-

stance 

the perception of the object may be followed by a 
train of closely associated ideas that are somehow 
analogous to the object--- The imagination has been 
engaged, and 'trains of ple~sing and solemn thought 
arise spontaneously within our minds'--- we see the 
values impJiEd, the experiences to \<7hich they are 
alli~d, ~hei~ sign~~icance - in other words, we 
see lmaglnatlvely. 

Ann Radcliffe's grasp of the principle is reflected ln the 

following sequence from Udolph6, one which does not suffer 

in being taken out of context. On her te~race at Udblpho, 

Emily, soothed by the peaceful night scene, falls into a 

. 33 
melancholy reverle The stars remind her of the happy 

hours spent looking at them with her father; one bright 

planet. especially recalls the eve of his death, and a con~ 

versation then held on the futurity of departed souls. An 

allied experience naturally comes into her mind; she recalls 

the mysterious music then heard, to which her tender emotion 

gives a 'superstitious ~eaning. Suddenly, she hears more 

music, and is seized with a "superstitious dread" (1,335). 

3"2 .' 
~., 148. 

33Honk shows tha-t Alison's sugges-tion of a IIpOlverless 
state of reverie!! as bes-t fop the achievement of the aesthetic 
experience is rela.ted to Hopds'i;vort1"1' s 'l1 wise passiveness ll 

~The Sublime, 149), Ann Ra.dcliffe .has other affinities with 
Wordsworth, as we shall see later. 
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Emily's sanity must be established so that Ann 

Radcliffe may convince the reader to accept her interpre-

tation of these circumstances; it is explained that Emily 

has not been unhinged by her sufferings. Her grief is deep 

but composed, "not the vlild energy of passion, bearing dm-Jn 

the barriers of reason and living in a vJOrld of its mm If 

.(1, 334). At this time, however, her circumstances seem 

"more like the vision of a distempered imagination than the 

circumstance of truth'!; her psychological state has extended 

the boundaries of reality, for "human reason canno·t establish 

her laws on subjec-~lost in the obscurity of imagination, 

any more than the eye can ascertain the form of objects that 

only glimmer through the dimness of night" (I, 335). Here 

there is a hint that imagination lS sublime; its power is 

greater than that of reason, obscurity makes it terrible. 

Emily's attempt to assess the value of these exper-

iences gives further proof of the manner in which associ-

ation works to promote superstition: 

it now seemed to her as if her dead father had spoken 
to her in that strain [the latest music] to inspire 
her with comfort and confidence ... Yet reason told her 
that this was a wild conjecture, and she was inclined 
to dismiss it; but, with the inconsistency so natural 
when imagination guides the thoughts, she then wavered 
towards a belief as wild. She remembered the singular 
event corinected with the castle, which had given it 
into the possession of its present owner; and when she 
considered the mysterious manner in VJhich its late 
possessor had disappeared, and that she had never since 
been heard of, her mind t"las impressed l.'li th a high degree 
of solemn awe; so that, although there appeared no clue 



to connect that event with the late music, she had 
inclined fancifully to think that they had some re
lation to each other (I, 336). 
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Ann Radcliffe is not, of course, absolutely denying 

any supernatural relationships 1ust by saying that Emily is 

being irrational. Emily is sane, after all; the implication 

seems to be that if the supernatural exists, it is far be-

yond reason and knowledge, and reason may well reject the 

unknown. Thus widely disparate circumstances are related in 

the reader's mind. 

The. I4flity 

sta.I"\<"<. It is, superficially, most like the IIGothic If unity 

discussed by Hurd, vJhich results from lithe r8SPf:lct which a 

. II 3 4 
number of related actions have to one cornmon p~rpose. 

Ann Radcliffe's actions are only related psychologically, but 

this does not change the effect, which is to turn the reader's 

mind into "the glass of a magician, on v7hich the apparitions 

of long-buried events arise, and, as they fleet away, point 

portentously to shapes half-hidden in the duskiness of 

futurityll (The Italian, III, 172). 

34 . 
Rlchard Hurd, Bish., Letters on Chiv~lry and Romance 

(1762), ed. Hoyt Trowbridge (Los Angeles: Augustan Reprint 
Society, 19G3~ p, 66, 
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The problem in Ydolphq, the outstanding work, 1S to 

reconcile mysteries reiated to three different locations, 

then, in one mad rush, to solve them. The improbable dis-

tances ~overed by the heroine, the amazing" power of co-

incidence to bring her to the right place at the right time, 

the unlikelihood of her encounters with essential personages, 

could be prejudicial. One hardly riotices _these features, 

however~ among the heroine's superstition-~inged reflections, 

and the "sublime" terrors surrounding Udolpho itself. The 

"
atmosphere of terror is later carried over to Chateau-Le-

Blanc by association; meanwhile, Ann Radcliffe has at least 

provided one early link betv.7een Emily's home, La Vall~e, and 

A 
Chateau-Le-Blanc. The two are connected by the reactions 

of Emily's father and her responses to- them. St. Auber-t 

vievJs the Ch~teau and the nearby convent ~"i th II clouds of 

grief, mingled with a faint expression of horror, gathering 

on his brow ll (I, 73). A handy peasant hints at the sad and 

unusual history of the place, and tells of a mysterious 

music known to herald death. St. Aubert hears it himself, 

and presently expires, gasping out a few last homilies and 

exhorting Emily to destroy certain papers at home without 

giving them a single glance. 

Doing this, Emily cannot avoid glimpsing one- IIsentence 

of dreadful import" (I, 106); soon she finds the miniature 

over which she has earlier seen her father weeping, with a 
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"a look so solemn as she had seldom seen him assume, and 

which was mingled with a certain wild exp~ession which 

partook more of horror then any other character" (I, 26). 

She is already inclined to be superstitious, in her grief 

fancying she sees her father's spirit in every familiar 

corner. The result is predictable: l1Hore than once re-

membering his manner when he had spoken of the Marchioness of 

A. 
Villeroi [the lady of the ChateauJ, she felt inclined to 

believe that this was her resemblance; yet there appeared no 

reason why he should have preserved a picture of that lady, 

or ... why he should lament over it in a manner so striking 

and affecting ... " (I, 107). The miniature, the papers, and 
35 

the two houses, are therefore made "somehov,] analogous" in 

their power to ~licit horror and superstitious wonder for no 

very valid r~ason. When Emily later discovers a similar 

portrait at Le Blanc, the reader pounces eagerly on the 

apparent connection, and Ann Radcliffe has achieved her purpose. 

" Aside from incidental remarks on scenery, Ann 

Radcliffe makes no specific reference to the sublime in this 

sequence. In order to accommodate the third location in her 

scheme, however, she introduces a character who may be seen 

as an attempt to render the sublime in terms of personality. 

"I know of nothing sublime", says Burke, "which is 

36 
not some modification of, power!!. Montoni's power appears 

3S 
Honk, The Sublime, llf8. 

-, -, ,-~ ~-----
36 , 

Burke,. tnquiry, 64. 
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originally as a psychological dominance, an "air of 

conscious superiority, animated by spirit and streng~bened 

by talents, towhi~~~ery person seemed involuntarily to 

yield"; he soon enthralls Madame Cheron, Emily's foolish 

guardian, but Emily, susceptible as ever, views Montoni 

with "admiration, but not the admiration that leads to-es-

teem; for it was mingled with a degree of fear she knew 

not exactly wherefore " (I, 125), This 1S a response allied 

," . " . 37 to Burke s del1ghtful horror before the subl1me. 

Montoni's past is obscure but vaguely terrible 

(I, 160), as are his plans. His psychology, in its 

perversity, is even more obscure. As the love of power is 

his master passion, he revels in the hatred of his 

enemies as the measure of his ascendancy (I, 186). 

Unless it suits his evil designs, he muns society; he 

avoids plays and music,38 and is not partial to "views 

of any kind" (I, 175). Montoni's lack of taste makes him 

capable of infinite wickedness, in terms of Ann Radcliffe's 

morality, and this implication enhances the terrible 

impact of his personality. He has, ne~ertheless, a 

certain attractiveness, a combination of saturnine 

good looks, vitality, and forcefulness; it is important that 

37 
Burke, Enquiry, 136. 

38 M .. d ] ~ . Sh k ' onton1 1S mo el ell 1n part on a espeare s 
Cassius; Ann Radcliffe's chapter heading (I, 1~5) is 
Julius Caesar, I, ii, 202-9. 
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he should, because a repulsive object cannot be sublime. 39 

Obviously enough, he adumbrates the Romantic hero, alienated, 

perverse, yet a-ttractive, a much more glamorous figure than 

Halpole 's blustering Manfred, vJho may also be considered a 

forerunner of the type. 

In her awe of Montoni, Emily associates infinite 

awful possibilities with his castle; Udolpho's distance and 

inaccessibi_lity, the. natural grimness of its surroundings, 

can only reinforce these associations. Ann Radcliffe has no 

hesitation in ascribing sublimity to Udolpho, which is the 

compleat Gothic cas-tle as approved by Alison, vJi th i-ts over-

grown courts and shattered towers testifying the ravages of 

. . h d 40 tlme and war Wlt stoo . More important, Udolpho's de-

scription forcibly recalls the impression given by Montoni 

himself. The description is suitably general, to give 

Ud6lpho a terrible obscurity: 

Emily gazed with melancholy awe upon the castle ... for, 
though it was now lighted up by the setting sun, the 
Gothic greatness of its features, and its mouldering 
walls of dark grey stone, rendered it a gloomy and 
sublime object ... the rays soon faded, and the whole 
edifice was invested with the solemn duskiness of 
evening. Silent, lonely, and sublime, it seemed to 
stand the sovereign of the scene, and to frown defiance 
on all, who dared to invade its solitary reign. As 
the t~"ilight deepened, its features became more awful 
in obscurity ... CI, 230). 

39 .. . . 
It would lnsplre horror, WhlCh, for Ann Radcllffe, 

does not expand the mind. 

40Monk , The Sublime, 152, note ~3. 
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Udolpho therefore has the same alr as Montoni, the attitude 

manifest in his fierce eye, in iots II fire 2md keenness ... 

Its proud exultation, its bold fierceness and sullen watch-

fulness lf (I, 161). Eino Railo remarks on the peculiar 

interest of the "school of romantic horror's!! in the terrific 

. h . h 41 power ln erent ln t e human eye; Since Ann Radcliffe 

"otherwise emphasizes the benificent role of the eye, this 

reversal in villains is an apt source of terror. Some 

psychological resentment of the eye itself asa tyrant may 

be thus reflected, since Ann Radcliffe's Tlreason" generally 

limits the scope of her heroine's perceptions; perhaps this 

is an attitude to the "despotism of the eye" similar to that 

. 42 
of Colerldge. 

At any rate, both Montoni and his castle amply "excite 

the ideas of pain, and danger" in the same :way. Scarcely 

has Emily entered the castle than terrible images of "long-

suffering and murder!! (1,231) spring to her mind by 

association. 

Montoni's disposition of his wife offers both these 

delights for the reader; the circumstances, however, pale 

beside the celebrated black veil, whi~h lends itself so 

Lf 1 
Eino Railo, The Haunted Castle: A Study of the 

Elements of English Romanticism-n~ewYork: Humanit~ress, 
1964) pp. 175, 263-6. 

42Coleridge1" Biographia Literaria, 56 
L~ 3 

See Aus~en, Northanger Abb_ey, 23-24. 

I 
" , 

I 



well to the association of ideas that it becomes an im

portant and utterly specious link between Udolpho and 

Le Blanc. 
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Ann Radcliffe insists. that only vulgar minds have,an 

unreserved love of the marvellous (Romance, I) 125), and) as 

we have seen, she is concerned to justify the heroine's 

taste; she therefore provides Emili with an irrational 

alter ego in the person of Madame Montoni's woman servant, 

who obliges with a garb~ed account of a nameless horror 

behind -the black veil: ". I have heaJ(l that there is something 

very dreadful belongi~to it and that it has been covered 

up in black ever Slnce - and that nobody has looked at it 

for a great many years - and it somehow has to to with the 

owner of the castle before Signor Montoni came to the 

possession of it ... they made me promise never to tell ... III 

(I; 237). These factors are of course remembered~ and soon 

become associated with other circumstances. What Ann Radcliffe 

gives with one h~nd, she takes back with the other; while 

Armette is describing the mysterious apparition which passes 

through \VeIls, the lamp burns blue, and a sudden knock J.S 

construed as supernatural in its origin. The knock is ex

plained, the blUe flame is not. 

With some terror arising from these aggregate myster-

ies, Emily seeks out the dreadful v~il: "But a terror of 

this nature, as it occuples and expand~ the mind, and 
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elevates it to high expectation, lS purely sublime, and 

leads us, by a kind of fascination, to seek out the object 

from v.7hich \'Je appear to shrink tl (I, 252). In Burke's terms) 

the fascinated mind is II so entirely filled vJi th its ohj ect, 

that it cannot entertain any other, iPr, by consequence, 
4 Lf 

reason on that object which employs itl!. It is the terror, 

rather than the obj ect, which to A:'.1D Radcliffe is sublime. 

Emily, at any rate, draws the veil and promptly 

faints dead away. Her response, therefore,is one of horror, 

Vlhich "contracts, freezes, and nearly annihilates" the 

faculties, and lS no~c ) in Ann Radcliffe's view, a high 

. 45 
vlhether not the object is sublime is immaterial; emotlon. or 

the same II sublimc !f terror attends the. reader every time a 

new recess seems about to offer Emily another terrible 

sight , and is therefore "sought out" by association. Ann 

Radcliffe builds up her effect by offering a new and prom-

ising veil to which Emily responds with the same reluctant 

fascination: "She v.7ished, yet dreaded, to lift it, and to 

discover what it veiled; tv.lice she was withheld by a 

recollection of the terrible spectacle her daring had form-

erly unveiled ... " (II, 18). The wording itself serves 

to reinforce the association, v.7ith two derivatives of Irveil". 

44 
Burke, Enquiry, 57. 

lit:, 
'~See note 10 of this chapter. 
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This time, Emily 1S disconcerted to find a ghastly, blood-

boltered corpse; if this may be described, the secret of 

the black veil "must be dreadful beyond expression. 

Since the secret is" originally presented to Emily in 

relation to Udolpho's former owner, it seems to belong with 

the mysterious musib Emily associates with her and with her 

A own dead father, and, in turn, with the mystery of Chateau-

Le-Blanc. When Emily, by amazing coincidence, turns up at 

Le Blanc after escaping from Udolpho, congenial effects re-

inforce the pattern, though these are of a lower order. 

The music returns and Emily swoons; whether out of grief for 

her father or of superstition, it is not specified. Later, 

Emily is compelled to tryon the black veil of the dead 

Countess, with whom the old servant connects the music; this, 

of course, takes place in the haunted chamber. Naturally 

the colour and the association ~vi th the music link the veil 

",lith the mysteries of Udolpho, and the "apparition of a 

human countenance" (II, 206) wavering over the black coverlet 

s~nds Emily shrieking from the room. Ann Radcliffe does not, 

however, build up any specifically "sublime" anticipation,nor 

does the ignominious retreat of Emily suggest a sublime ex-

pansion pf the mind, or even thoro~ghgoing horror. Ann 

Radcliffe'sd~nouement is not far off; she has achieved unity 

of effect by establishing a pattern of associations which 

the reader carries on for himself. 
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The Italian, Udolpho's successor, takes a great deal 

more for granted; early events take on more obvious signi

ficance than in Udolpho because the reade~ is pushed more 

vigorously into superstitious assumptions much sooner. 

Superstitious terror helps to establish the villain before 

his real acts proclaim him. Vivaldi, a hero for once brought 

into prominence to experience mysteriou~ terrors, is 

accosted by a shadoVJY, cmvled figure beneath a gloomy arch; 

this personage displays a preternatural knowledge of his 

destination and utters dir~ warnings. The co01 and the grim 

aspect incidentally recall the ferocious assassin of the 

induction, in sanctuary at the Santa del Pianto; the story 

of Vivaldi and Ellena is presented as a remarkable history 

associated with this church. Vivaldi returns to the arch, 

associating the figure with the same hour and place, and is 

baffled by the "strange facility ... surely more than human ll 

with which the figure eludes him. Ann Radcliffe supplies 

another broad hint in the words of Vivaldi's companion: 

,~ ... I"could be superstitious. This place, perhaps, infects 

my mind with congenial gloom, for I find that, at this 

moment, there is scarcely a superstition -too· dark for my 

credulity'l! (The Italian, I, 38). 

It is Ann Radcliffe's business to spread this 

IIcongenial gloom!! over the mind of -the reader by reference 

to the dark possibilities beyond the outward forms of 

Catholic institutions. 



In Vi~aldi's mind"monkish gar~ and ferocity are 

linked with Father Schedoni; if Schedoni is not the 

mysterious visitant, he probably gives him his orders 
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(I, 111-115). Schedoni seems to verify these superstition

tinged associations by plotting to destroy Ellena and 

punish Vivaldi's impetuous challenges. Essentially, all 

that happens 1S that Schedoni lays plots which Vivaldi tries 

to confo~nd; 1n contrast to Montoni, Schedoni lets his 

motives shoH clearly from the early chapters. Suspense 1n 

this book depends more on obscure menac~s and hairsbreadth 

escapes from unspeakable fates; there is no equivalent to 

the black veil, and Ann Radcliffe alloHs the reader less 

freedom to make his own imaginative connections betHeen 

circumstances. 

The old emphasis on the power of externals to evoke 

terrific ideas, however, glves Schedoni and the institutions 

he exploits considerable pOHer over the imagination. The 

Confessor is a vastly exaggerated Montoni whose pOHers seem 

not entirely human. He is first presented in Burkean 

chiaroscuro, his cowl shading the livid and awful pallor of 

a countenance ravaged by unseemly pass1ons. His movements 

seem to'defy the laws of matter, and his rages exhibit the 

lIY-7ild energy of something - not of this earthlJ(1, 283). 

Schedoni's glance may be called sublime, as it promotes the 

utmost psychological terror, seeming lito penetrate, at a 
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single glance, into the hearts of men~ and to read their 

most secret thoughts; few people could support [this] 

scruting, or endure to meet it tv-rice II (I, 82). Later', this 

glance serves to keep alive the ter~ific illusion lamented 

by Scott, for example, when rational explanation has dis-

pelled most terrors. Schedoni fixes his treacherous 

accomplice with a basilisk stare and declares he must die: 

that 00nk [the traitor] seemed as if transfixed to the 
spot, and unable to withdraw his eyes from the glare 
of Schedoni's; in their expression he read the dread
ful sentence of his fate, the triumph of revenge and 
cunning. Struck with this terrible conviction, and a 
pallid hue overspread his face ... an involuntary motion 
convulsed his features, cold trembling seized his frame, 
and, uttering a deep groan, he fell back ... Schedoni 
uttered a sound so strange and horrible, so convulsed, a 
and so loud, so exulting, and yet so unlike any human 
voice, tha-'c every person in the chamber, except those 
who were assisting [the vict~m], struck with irresis
table terror, endeavoured to make their way out of it 
(III, 407). 

The ready but vague explanation of pOlson is not entirely con-

vincing, as this all takes place in conditions of the utmost 

security. It is much more satisfactory to believe that the 

victim dies of terror, and Ann Radcliffe doe~ not insist too 

strongly on the alternative. 

There are two other effects worth mentioning. Ellena, 

~aved from an unspeakable fate at San Stefano, discovers 

herself in the very sp6t set aside for unspeakable fates. 

/I • ,,46 
This place, associated with the klng of terrors, its dark-

Lt 6 
Burke,Eriquiry, 40. 
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ness and remoteness, has a profound effect on her imagin-

ation: I! '0 wha-t sufferings have these Halls t>Jitnessed: 

what are they yet to vJitness:'" (II, 40). Vivaldi experiences 

similar emotion, much magnified, in the halls ~f the 

Inquisition. He recoils from the cruel smirks of his captors, 

imaginathd;t linking supreme power to inflic-t pain and @ath 

with the power to strike death with the ~es; this association 

of cbu~se paves the way for Schedoni's apparently death-

dealing stare. Great astonishment at the "nev.l viev-J of 

human na-ture If he discovers, hO':.veven!;' turns to great moral 

energy: "sublime II emot ion promotes specific moral advan-tage 

(II, 192), and Vivaldi's response is correspondingly greater 

that Elena's in similar situation; he ~athers up all his 

strength to defend the right. 

Like the other works published 1n her lifetime, 

however, -The Italian breaks down into "pet-ty decept ions and 

gross improbabilities ... vlhich disappoint the ima~in atic;>n and 
l~ 7 

shock the understanding". At least r;:~ontQni is deprived of 

his power over the imagination out of sight; Schedoni, 

however, changes from fiendish homicide to tearful parent 1n 

a moment, and does not really recover his old aspect until 

the last scenes. Disappointments like this multiply when 

Ann Radcliffe explains all; the effects so laboriously -. 

achieved are destroyed. Edith Birkhead says that she half-

l~ 7 
Talfourd, Gaston de Blondeville, I, llG a · 
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expected the ghost tale of Sir Bevys in Udolpho to be 

explained, though its function is) of course, purely at-
," I} 8 

.mospheric and it has no real bearing on events. Even 

Scott, usually generous, admits that no re-reading of Ann 

Radcliffe's novels can ever recall the original effect.&9 

Coleridge points out that no adequate gratific~tion is in 

, ", 50 
fact posslble for the enormous curlosrty she ralses. 

Though Talfourd, unlike Coleridge has faith in Ann Radcliffe's 

capacity to create suitable great wonders and puts her 

reticence down to fear of infringing some (conjectural) canon 

f 51 C 'd ' h 1 o romance , olerl ge lS closer to the trut , as a g ance 

at Gaston de Blondeville will show. Ann Radcliffe did not 

intend to publish this book,52 thus had no need to fear 

criticism, but the induction makes it clear that only con-

ceptual ghosts have imaginative value. The ghost of 

Elizabeth ~ is awful as a suggestion) but as an apparition 

complete with ruff and farthingale, it would be an absurdity 

(1, 30). With Willoughton, the young antiquary, Ann Radcliffe 

does not express herself In terms of her old opposition of 

-----~--

l~ 8 
Edith Birkhead, The Tale of Terror: a Study of The 

Gothic Romance (New York: Dutton, 1920) p. 51. 

l~ 9 Scott, Lives, 329-30. 

SOC ' 20 l olerldge, Se1~~ted Poetry and Prose, f. 

51Talfourd, Gaston de Bl2.r1£~vill~, 1, lISa' 

52l£isl., gOa' 
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reason and superstition, reflecting instead a nostalgia 

for the pleasures of fancy, which inevitably dissipate 

before the "plain reality of the ~vork-a-da:'y world" (1,6), 

the world to which as we have seen, Ann Radcliffe always 

returns. 

Eagerly seeking to recreate his own fancied 

version of Shakespeare's Warwick, his own Ard~n, 

\'-lilloughton is crestfallen when the original spot turns 

out to be far less evocative than the theatre, where ~by 

the paltry light of stage-lamps ... surrounded by a noisy 

multitude, whose catcalls often piped instead of the 

black-bird" (I, 6), he has so often enjoyed his visions. 

Gaston is presented merely as one of those 

"picturesque visions" (I, 1+ 7) of old times one might 

enjoy in reading an allegedly ancient manus~ript. Its 

ghos-ts therefore seem artfully crude, such as Ann 

Radcliffe fancies a mediaeval mind might conceive. All 

the same, perhaps the ghost of a mediaeval cortier 

might be expected to utter something more interesting 

than a snatch from "Fair Margaret and Sweet William" 

(III, 21). Obviously both the inclination and the 

ability to create wonders are tempered. Ann Radcliffe's 

young antiquary has a romantic de'sire to believe the "Trewe 

Chronique" of Gaston, but is easily drawn away to wi-tness 

da~m and the "silent course of order and benevolence" 

(III,54) reflected in the scene; the effect recalls Burke's 
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projection of ~ theatre emptied, if the expression will be 

53 
excused, by a real-life drama. Willoughton turns from the 

pleasupes of fancy and the I!TreweChroniquell1s ancient and 

spurious conception of divine vengeance to seek the II real" 

benevolent Deity in I!nature". 

Ann Radcliffe therefore turns back to reality and 

retains her old attitude to imagination. As she never tires 

of expiaining, imagination can put experience in a salutary 

light and expand the mind, but it can also endanger the reason 

by calling the bounds of reality into question) with implicit 

danger to the morals. Her usual explanatioffi prove merely 

that data have been recombined by association; she disavowE 

the ultimate power of the imagination to create by disavowing 

her ovm effects. Her Q\.vn lIimagination", in other yvords ~ lS 

none other than Colegridge IS "fancy", yvhich, in its de-

pendence upon association, is limited: "The fancy is indeed 

no other than a mode of memory emancipated from the order of 

time and space; while it is blended with, and modified by 

that empirical phenomenon of the" tQill, which He express by 

the Hord Choice. But equally with the"ordinary memory the 

Fancy must receive all its materials ready made from the lat-J 

f "!' 54 o assoclatlon '. 

Whatever name be glven to this faculty. Ann Radcliffe 

5 L~ 
Coleridge, Biographia Literaria, 160. 
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also emphasizes its mutability as well as its unreliability 

(and remarkably early) in Udolpho. St. Aubert, gratified 

by the exercise of benevolence, recalls the old power of 

his fancy to evoke "'a thousand fairy visions and romantic 

images' n (I, 15) from· the twilight vJOods he stands in, 

adding that he is !I'not yet wholly insensible of that high 

enthus iasm vJhich tvakes the poet's dream' 11 • F. L. Beaty has 

noted the congeniality of these sentiments vJi th the faood of 

. 55 
certain passages in Wordsworth's Tintern Abbey. St. Aubert 

does suggest a mind !linformed!l by Nature, his benevolence 

unshaken by experience, his capacity to bel!renovated ll 

(Udolpho, I, 36) by natural scenes still considerable, though 

. 56 
he is beyond the IIdizzy raptures !I (Tintern Abbey, 1. 85) 

of youth. Later in Udolpho, de Villefort, the St. Aubert -

surrogate, laments that the old scenes are the same, but 

time has changed him, and !I'the illusion, Hhich gave spirit 

to the colouring of nature, is fading fast ~ '" (II, lL~ 5) . His 

decline seems more advanced, since he takes over in the book 

where St. Aubert leaves off. De Villefort's illusion, 

!lfading fas't", of course recalls the fleeting of the 

55 
F. L. Beaty, ifNI's Radcliffe's Fading Gleam!!. 

Phi logical Quarterly [hereafter PQ), XLII, (Octbber 1963), 126i 

56 
William Wordsworth Lines Composed a few Miles Above 

Tintern Abbey (1795), in Thomas Hutchlnson, eel., The PoeTIcal 
~JOrks of \A7ords\·mrth CLondon: Oxford University Press, 1965)' 
p. 163. 
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ll v isionary gleam ll regretted J_n the Intimations Ode (I, 56)57 

Beaty finds the idea of Ann Radcliffe as a likely source f?r 

Wordswopth very attractive, calling the "fading gleam" her 

"one real idea H of value to later writers.
58 

It is not 

certain that the connection lS as direct as Beaty would like, 

however t: Ann Radcliffe and vJordsworth are among many \.\lho 

at this period take an interest in the value given by the 

mind to externals; both recognize that these values shift, 

and coincidence is just as likely to explain the connection. 

Ann Radcliffe's sense of the mutability of the vision-

ary capacity is, therefore, one·more reason for her hesitat-

lon to sweep aside normal bounds of reality. It is slgn1-

ficant, however, that the artistic application of her limited 

thinking should be relegated by her unkindectcitics to the 

59 
nursery perhaps the judgement 18 not so damning after all. 

Wordsworth himself acknowledges, 1n Book V of The Prelude, 

that fictitious wonders have value for the young mind, and 

his words ape worth quoting: 

... Our childhood sits 
Our simple childhood, sits upon a throne 
Th.;3.t h:ttb mOI'e pm·Jep than B.11 the elements. 

57 1 , . f I l' fl' ntuflat10ns 0 _mmorta 1 ty pom Reco lect10ns 
Early Childhood, Ibid., 4-60. 

58 
Beaty, PQ, XLII, 129. 

59 . 
Scott, ~ives, 322 (Scott refers to others, not 

himself). . 

of 



I guess not what this tells of Being past 
Nor what it augurs of the life to come; 
But so it is, and, in that dubious hour, 
That twilight when we first begin to see 
This dawning earth, to recognize, expect 
And in the long probation that ensues, 
The time of trial, ere we learn to live 
In reconcilement with our stinted powers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I . . 

. - oh. then we feel,we feel 
v.7e know where tAle have fri-ends, Ye dreamers, then, 
Forgers of lawless tales. we bless you then, 
Imposters, drivellers, dotards, as the ape 
Philosophy will call you: then we feel 
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With what and how great might ye are in 60 
. league ... (507-16,522-27). 

Perhaps Ann Radcliffe has this place in, relation to 

RomanticisTfl .. 

60 
t'Jords 1dorth) Ibid. ~ 527. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE ITELEGANCE OF SOUL REFINEDIl 

Sensibility, as the ever-watchful St. Aubert remarks) 

lS, though a grace, IT, a dangerous' quali ty, vJhich is con-

tinually extracting the excess of misery or delight from 

every surrounding circumstance'lT (Udolpho, I, 82). Since, 

the better to show the beauty of the virtuous mind, Ann 

Radcliffe's heroines must possess all mental graces, she 

compromlses to put sensibility ~n the best light. The 

capacity for melancholy, in Ei~lteenth-Century terms, is a 

rare mark of refined sensibility and a source of lofty 

pleasure. As Thomas W~rton the Younger puts it: 

Few know that elegance of soul refined 
Whose soft sensation feels a quicker joy 
From Melancholy's scenes, than the dull pride 
Of tasteless spl~ndour and magnificence 
Can e'er afford. 

Since this capacity extracts neither utter misery nor hectic 

joy from circumstance, it is an ideal expression for the 

sensibility of the heroine, and; as evocative objects are 

needed~ it increases the scope of Ann Radcliffe's descriptive 

talents. 

IThomas Harton the Younger, "The Pleasures of Melancholy!! 
U747:] in L.I. Bredvold, A.D. McKillop, and L. Whitney, eds., 

Eighteenth Century Poetry and Prose.Second edition (New York: 
Ronald, 1956), p. 566, II. 93-97. 

96-
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Ann Radcliffe's own pursuits of melancholy further-

more provide insight into her attitudes to such concerns as 

time, people, politics and love; the cult of melancholy 

forces her to acknowledge ideas about change which strongly 

affect her vie\,] of the existing order. Her OI-Jn "elegance 

of soul refined1!, the general sensibility expressed in her 

interest i~ melancholy, seeks emotionally satisfying answers 

t~ the questions raised by experience of life. Her general 

ideas are consequently restricted; though not impractical, 

they are hardly progressive. As we have already seen, her 

outlook is limited. 

There are one or two points to be considered before 

her ideas about melancholy and refinement are discussed in 

relation to Ann Radcliffe herself and her characters. As 

usual, she swims with the stream; she is partic~larly fond" 

of the poets of melanc'holy, viho often provide her evocative 

chapter headings
2 

and inspire reverent private notations,3 

2E . g . Romance, II, 205, Udolphoi 159, 262, 310 (Gray), 
Romance, I, 190, II, 1,66,109,234, Udolpho, 1,84,225, 
Italian, III, 273 (Collins), and Udolpho, II, 21, 26, 58, 301, 
342, Italian, II, 312, (Milton). 

3E . g . Journey, I, 242 (Collins), and II, 39 (Gray). 
An eulogy for Gray appears among her occasional poems 
(Gaston de Blondeville, IV, 53). 
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and her heroines often reflect the attributes of their per-

sonified versions of "Melancholy". Gl'ay, a particular 

favourite, shows Melancholy and wisdom together, attending 
4 

the suppliant of Virtue's "stern nurse" Adversity. 

Certainly, Ann Radcliffe's heroines have more than their 

share of adversity. Collins' Melancholy is aloof from the 

~rowd5 like a Radcliffe he~oine among her favourite scenes. 

Milton's nun-like figure, "devout and pure/Sober, steadfast 

and demure,,6 has the virtues of an Adeline or an Emily. It 

is not surprising, in view of Ann Radcliffe's generally 

eclectic approach to theory, that an elega.nt and improving 

cast of mind endorsed by poets should typify those paragons, 

the heroines. 

The cult of melancholy has much, furthermore, to do 

with terror, since its end, lofty reflection on "the i"n

constancy of all sublunary things,,7, involves taking account 

of the idea of death, or the "king of terrors", as Burke 

calls it. Objects testifying mutability are sought, hence 

the extravagances of. the "Graveyard Sc1)ool" of poetry, so 

called because it prominently features corpsei, graves, 

4Thomas Gray, "Hymn to Adversity" (17,53), in Austin 
Lane Poole, ed., The Poetical Works of Gray and Collins 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1926), p.40, II. 27-29. 

5William Collins, liThe Passions: An Ode for Music 
(1746), Ibid" 284, II. 5~-61. --" 

6John Milton, II Penseroso, 111 H.C. Beeching, ed., 
The English Poems of John Milton (London, Oxford University 
Press, 1968), p. 25, II. 31-32. 

7 
Monk, The Sublime, 88. 
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skeletons, ruined chapels, and so on. Ann Radcliffe is 

more restrained; her occasional yawning grave~ and gory 

corpses are tempered with milder scenes, ~nd she does not 

dHell on the nastiness of corruption except under false 

8 
pretences. Contemplation of the skull and bones,unless 

accidental, 1S relegated to Popish superstition (Udolpho, 

II, 247). Her paraphernalia of terror accords Hell, never-

theless, with the unwholesome aspects of the cult of 

m~lancholy; her emphasis on mouldering castles, ruined 

abbeys,lonely forest tombs, the occasional pciison-blackened 

countenance or skeleton, is, in fact, morbid, as Hell as 

artistically successful. Her other terrors provide plenty 

9 
of Ilhorrid shapes, and shrieks, and sights unholy,1l like 

those banished by Milton as attendants of Hloathed Melan-

choly". These nebulous but terrific objects do not reappear 

in the t!,ain of his "divinest Melancholy" in II Penseroso, 

but they do accompany Ann Radcliffe IS many-faced spirit. 

EVen the "sublime" terror of the black veil is only a horrid 

memento mori. 

Her charact~rs do not, hOHever, have a morbid relish 

for such objects, whose function is to enhance terror 

originating elsewhere. These figures can extract Ilthat soft 

and pleasing melancholy so dear to the feeling mind H 

(RoT1lar:..c:.~ .. I, 9L~), from objects v.lhich do not assail eyes and 

AThere 1S none with reference to real bodies. 

9 
John Miltpn, L'Allegro, English Poems, 20,(1 -4\ 
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mind with obvious decay; the indulgence is sometimes purely 

/ 
aesthetic, as when Emily roams the woods n~ar La Vallee 

"wrapt in a melancholy charm"(Udolpho, I. 6) which has 

nothing to do with sorrow. The purpose of these exercises 

is to display their"elegance of soul refined" to the reader. 

Often, 1n fact, "melancholy" is interchangeable vIi th 

"nostalgia ll
• and demonstrates the value Ann Radcliffe puts 

on past time without suggesting the ultimate future terror. 

Udolpho, as usual, contains her fullest expression of the 

idea, first providing, very early on, a lesson in the "elegance 

of soul refined II thr'ough reference to ' .. external obj ects . St. 

Aubert, the man of taste, is offended by his vulgar relative 

Quesn~l!s plan to cut down a fine old oak and replace it with 

the incongruous poplar his wife associates with splendid 

Italian villas. The tree has centuries of growth, and is 

further hallowed by its association with St. Aubert's boy-

hood reveries (I, 13). St. Aubert, however, is unable to im-

press Quesnel with such considerations. The refined soul, 

therefore, cherishes objects which testify his relation to 

time and to the way it has passed over him, while the mean 

one does not; Quesnel's subsequently manifested indifference 

to the happiness of his niece is not surprising. 

After St. Aubert's death, Emily takes a Ilmelancholy 

pleasure" (I, 99) in repeating lines he has once recited at 

the same hour and place; it is therefore possible to ~ecall 

M,.MASTER UNIV't.W;SITY LlI::iKAta 
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happiness of times past while acknowledging present 

reality, On other occaslons, melancholy is revived by 

objects not necessarily associated directly with its main 

source; as with terror, the associative process lS very 

flexible. Ann Radcliffe explains, for example, that a 

moonlit landscape awakens nostalgia because the light has 

the mellowing effect on the scene that time has on past 

events. It takes the exquisite mind of a Radcliffe heroine 

to make this connection, but Emily responds nobly with com-

bined pleasure and grief over her old life (II, 86-87). 

Such figures do not need graveyards to teach them 

about mutability. Even objects which do not please the 

taste can work on the mind by contrast to promote what 
, 10 

Ossian calls "the joy of gr·lef". Thus Emily mournfully 

compares her aunt's formal gardens with the easy charms of 

/ La Vallee's estate, thinking of these old scenes with 

"inexpressible pleasure" (I, 123), despite her present regret. 

Here, vJarton I s "tasteless splendour" itself induces the mental 

quest foruMelancholy~scenes", and the same moral emphasis is 

obvious. Madame Cheron is as soulless as her square part-

erres and artifical fountains, while Emily is a "soul refined". 

10, 'T P 't. 'II' Sh Osslan, Carrlc- hura, a oem, In ~l lam arp, 
notes and intro., James Macpherson, trans., The Poems of 
Ossian (Edinburgh: John Grant, 1926), p. 154. 
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Almost any scene can induce this elegant mood. 

Udolpho's romantic surr-ounc1ings, emptied in late after-noon 

of their remote groups of toiling peasants, encourage "that 

melancholy tranquillity such as [Emily] often loved to 

indulge" (I, 291). In The Italian, the presence of the 

setting sun, a mutability symbol, provides for "tender 

melancholy" !I ~ 2112) rather than "sublime If emotion, before a 

grand mountain prospect. Sounds, furthermore, may affect 

the mind as scenes do; this is not an original idea, appear

ing for ins-tance in Ossian's Death of Cu'thullin i
: "The 

music was like the memory of joys that are past, pleasant 

. 11 
and mournful to the soul- '. Ann Radcliffe attempts to 

reconcile different aspects of emotional and aesthetic ex-

perience in more complex associative ternlS. Emily, catching 

the enthusiasm of an Italian singer, immediately thinks of 
, 

Valencourt and La Vallee, but not in misery. 

She then remained sunk in that pensive tranquillity 
which soft music leaves on the mind - a state like 
that produced by the view of a beautiful landscape 
by moonlight, or by the recollection of scenes marked 
with the tenderness Of friends lost for ever, and with 
sorrows which time has mellowed into mild regret. 
Such scenes are, indeed, to the mind, like those faint 
traces which the memory bears of music that is past 
(I, 181). 

Arin Radcliffe therefore maintains her interest in the 

effects of externals and their complex relationships, and 

llI~ -, 
~Q..., 110. 
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the heroines remain as exquisitely attuned as ever. After 

Ossian, she could hardly lose with an emphasis on mela~choly 

sensibili ty; she still, nevertheless, asse'rts the moral 

value of detached melancholy (such as the reader might be 

expected to enjoy through her endless descriptions), as if 

uncertain: Ii'These st!enes, I said Valencourt, at length, 

'soften the heart like the notes of sweet music, and in-

spire tha-t delicious melancholy which no person, who had 

fe~t it once, would resign for the gayest pleasures: They 

waken our best and purest feelings; disposing us to bene-

volence, pity, and friendship. Those whom I love, I always 

seem to love more in such an hour as this/.' If (Udolpho, I, 46). 

This attitude is in keeping with the general emphasis of 

her morality on the value of benevolence; though Valencourt 

regrettably deviates from goodness later on, his essential 

elegance of soul mak~s him redeemable, and his present 

contempt for frivolity and folly is in the spirit of Warton's 

lines. 

By making the idea of melancholy attractive, and sus-

ceptibility to it the mark of fineness of soul, Ann Radcliffe 

is perhaps glossing over th, essential unpleasantness of the 

idea of change, generally making its representative objects 

the sources of gratifying feeling~. All the evidence points 

to her choice of the quasl-historical framework, for instance 

as an escapism of mere sentiment. She shows no thorough-
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going dissatisfaction with the present structure, though she 

resents authority if it restricts moral and spiritual free

dom. The Mysteries of Udolpho, for example,' extolls worth 

and sincerity over artifical values, but acceptable order 

prevails~ Emily is not given the opportunity to chobse a 

poverty-stricken lover, or one but of her class. Valencourt 

is not rich, but he is a gentleman, with a gentleman's last 

resort, an army commission, to maintain him in his allotrt:ed 

place. In the convention of romance, Ann Radcliffe looks 

up rather than down; Vivaldi, of The Italian, is of high 

rank, and Ellena is not happy until her own is proved com

patible, though the similar anxiety of Vivaldi's parents is 

condemned. History does not suggest any particular reason 

for Ann Radcliffe's scruples, at least, in her own time; it 

was not absolutely m};ID';tm for noblemen to marry the rankest 

of commoners. Her insistence on compatibility of standing 

suggests, simplY, pleasure in the harmony of a traditional 

balance, in keeping with the s pi: 1;> i tual harmony of true love 

she so vigorously promotes, and of which more will be said 

later. 

Any contex·t vJOuld have served for a simple attack on 

vanity, 'as opposed to dignified old forms, however; her 

choice of milieu probably reflects the assumption \'vhich came 

along with the "original genius" theory. The "original 

genius", who is distinguished by intense emotion and the 
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power to evoke it ln others, develops his strong "innate 

poetical faculty" through nature and not t:~rough art .12 

It may hence be assumed that "original genius" is comp-

atible with simplicity of environment, since the genius 

needs no artificial reference points. If he belongs to a 

past age, his spontaneity will appear to be futensified, 

for the·past is simpler than the present. Ann Radcliffe's 

fashionable partiality for Ossian,13 for instance, not to 

14 
mention Shakespeare, testifies the wide appeal of the 

whole idea. By removing her scenes to the past, she 

provides for the pure, strong, and penetrating emotions of 

her virtuous figures. The superimposed contemporary taste 

is not, from this point of view, entirely lncongruous; the 

heroines are pruned and trained a little, but the norm is 

"nature", and they are not emo-tionally espaliered by a 

polite education. 

12 
W. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic 

Theorv and the Critical Tradi tl'On ( NeV1 York: Norton, 
1955f, p. 83. 

13 
See Udolpho, II, 56, and Romance, I, IS for 

"mood" uses of Osslan, and the Journey, -rI, 217, on the 
"simple greatness" and "melancllo1y inspiration" he could 
gather at Shapfell. 

14It is safe to say that half her headings are 
Shakesperean. 



In turning to the past for freedom, Ann Radcliffe 

must, paradoxically, adopt its basic forms of social re-
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lations. She avoids accepting authority on higher matters 

within this context~ however, by secluding or liberating 

her figures from unsuitable influences. She does, of course, 

devote much space to -the imperfec-t courses human nature may 

take, whether she shows the good mind weakened by emotion 

or the unsound one tormented by passion and its consequences; 

she would not, therefore, deny that man needs points of 

reference outside himself. Obviously the "o 1d fashioned!! 
., 

times, feelings and tastes approved by St~ Aubert (Udolpho, 

I, 13) exist v.lithin a simple and time-honoured structure, 

the lesser of t",l0 evils because it is removed from modern 

complexity and artifice. She does not pretend to true 

primitivism; even the emotions described are not really 

primitive, as they have constant reference to contemporary 

aesthetic. Her escapism is sentimental, and the idea of the 

past is as a suitable field for the "elegance of soul re-

fined", evoking refined and moralistic melancholy as the 

twilight valley evokes it for Valancourt. 

In the novels, the mind that thinks of progress in 

worldly. terms is implicitly misguided or corrupt; it is 
~ 

shown without the capacity to relate itself to the idea of 

past time. Quesnel sees the old tree as present nuisance, ' 

not historic object paralleling some of his own years in its 
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growth. Montoni, the man without taste, never glves the 

past a thought unless questioned by his henchmen, though 

Udolpho itself reflects his own history and the history of 

centuries. He is obsessed with impingeing himself on present 

and future circumstance ; without some obj ect of stron'5 

interest, life seems "little more than a sleep" (I~ 185). 

The only progressiveness Ann Radcliffe unreservedly counte

nances is moral, and this, as will be shown later, is to ~ 

take care of certain practical problems, such as the plight 

of large sections of humanity, without change in social or 

political structures existing at present.' 

Ann Radcliffe's own "pursuits of, melancholy" , the 

writings never published in her lifetime, have largely been 

ignored to date. They are, however, illuminating; they 

demonstrate a fascination with the idea of absolute change 

~ich helps to explain her ~eserved approach to relative 

change. Their asthetic, furthermore, contains principles 

which colour her attitude to those who share her fictitious 

and real worlds with the "refined soul":the lower orders. 

Gaston de Blondeville and St. Albans Abbey revolve 

around what might be called the picturesque encounter: 

sensibility contemplates Time through its monuments. 

Gaston de Blondeville has little to recommend it as a novel, 

with an unlikely plot, prosy dialogue, and cardboard 

characters. Edith Birkhead finds its aspect closest to 
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pageant~15 it is true that Ann Radcliffe devotes more space 

to the succession of figures and tableaux than to real action. 

The trea-tment conj ures up the mediaeval frieze, in which 

bright figures are strung out in a line and cu~iou81y out of 

drawing: her elaborate physical descriptions give colour 

and dimension, but no depth is added by the characterization. 

The format of -the novel, hOvJever, reflects the "picturesque II 

approach on a. broad scale, and th eEe detaiJs have their place, 

though they are not as interesting as the essential idea: 

"[The picturesque] seeks a tension between the disorderly or 

irrelevant and the perfected form. Its favourite scenes 

are those in which form emerges only with study, or is at 

the point of dissolution. It turns to the sketch which 

. "16 
precedes formal perfection, and the ruin which succeeds 1t. 

The book presents three views of Kenilworth. The first 1S 

something of a "sketch"; it is the amateur antiquary's idea 

of what must have been. As Willoughton approaches, his view 

partly blocked by trees, his idea of Kenilworth is coloured 

more by the knowledge that it was once a royal pleasance and 

prison, than with the idea that it is now largely a heap of 

ruins (I, 9). He is greatly affected by his second view, 

15 
Birkhead, The Tale of Terror, 57. 

16l'-'Iartin Price, "The Picturesque Moment", 1n From 
Sensibility to Romanticisln, ed. Frederick tAJ. Hilles aJld 
Harold Bloom (New York: Oxford University Press, 1965), 
p. 277. 
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the prospect of the modern rUln. In the IITrewe Chronique ll 

of Gaston de Blondeville, perfection is re~ived; Kenilworth 

lS seen entire in the glory of Henry Ill's day. 

Willoughton~ of course, is a man o£ sensibility, who 

knows a IIgentle and luxurious melancholyll (I, 11) before 

this venerable pile. 
A 

As a belle-a l1} e, he is subj ect to the 

incomprehension of others, as is St. Aubert vJi th his oak-

tree; he must endure the good-natured raillery of his 

friend, whose own brain has "'never hatched any of those 

'high and unimaginable fantasies', as your poet Gray calls 

them'lI (I, 59). Simpson has already been dragged around 

Stonehenge at midnight on one of Willoughton's quests for 

pigh fantasies, without experiencing any movement of the 

soul except astonishment at his own presence there. Though 

Simpson is not incurious about ~he past, his curiosity only 

runs to ignoble speculations about the vast amounts of food 

carried in for Henry III. Willoughton, on the other hand, 

gazing at the same object, lS rapt, in the IIpicturesque 

1117 . II' . mOLle-nt ,a purely aesthetlc response.: How beautlfully 

the ivy falls over those light Gothic window-mullions, so 

elegantly and appropriateiy sculputred with vine-leaves! 

The sun now slopes its rays through the arch as if purposely 

to show the beauty of its propo~tion and the grace· of the 

vine that entwines it'" (I, 16). The aesthetic of the 

171 . bld. , 
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picturesque tends to bring into the fold all those orphan 

st imuli t-lhich are left out of the sublime and often the 

beautiful, but still have power to p!~ase; Willoughton's 

response is to texture, pleasing intricacy, and the "artistry 

f · d . 'I 18 h f . d . 1 . 0- t1me an accldent, te orm ln 1SSO utlon. 

Most important, howeveny the total view inspires 

thoughts of the individual's relationship to absolute change. 

vJilloughton may be seen as a persona; his moral view of 

KenihlOrth corresponds almost exactly Hith AIm Radcliffe's 

notation on her own visit in the autumn of 1802: 

This view of the ruin was very striking; the three 
chief masses great and solemn, without being beautiful. 
They spoke at once to the imagination, with the force 
and simplicity of truth, of the brevity and nothing
ness of this life - 'generations have beheld us and 
passed away, as you now behold us and shall pass away; 
they thought of the generations before them, as you 
now think of them, a~d as future ages shall think of 
you. We have witnessed this, yet we remain; the 
voices that rev~lled beneath us are heard no more, 
yet the winds of Heaven still sound in our ivy.' 
And a still and sO±gmn sound it Has as we stood looking 
up at these walls. 

As for Willoughton: 

The melancholy scene around him spoke with the simplicity 
of truth, the brevity and nothingness of this life~ 
Those walls seemed to say Generations have beheld us 
and passed away, as you now behold us, and shall pass 
away. They have thought of the generations before their 
time as you now think of them, and as future ones shall 
think of you. The voices that revelled beneath us, the 
pomp of power, the magnificance of wealth, the grace of 
beauty, the joy of hop~, the interests of high .passion 
and of low pursuits have passed from this scene for 

18 
Ibid .. 

19Given in "Memoir", I, 58 . a 



ever; yet we remain, the spectres of departed years, 
and shall remain, feeble as we are, when you who now 
gaze upon us, shall have ceased to be in this world 
(I, 2). 
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These passages bear out the idea that the picturesque 

scene "promotes a certain intensity of avJareness, and that 

intensity is finally given hel-J grounds that are primarily 
20 

moral". In comparison, the decopative melancholy of the 

heroines in the major novels is a much fainter acknowledge-

ItLent of the idea of mutability as it applies to themselves. 

Ann Radcliffe often provides them with monumental objects, 

but "sublime" emotion is their usual reaction, as with 

Adeline's "pleasing dread" (Romance, I, 22) before the Abbey, 

or Emily's "melancholy awe" at Udolpho (1,230) .. As we ha..ye 

seen, this emotion is exclusive; if it happens not to be 

so, it is generally because immediate problems are pressing. 

Vivaldi, for instance, is capable of a brief "sacred 

enthusiasm" (Italian, II, 184) at the sight of the Roman 

ruins which lie near the Inquisition, but loses it in anxiety. 

La Motte, it is true, appears to read the story of his own 

decay in the Abbey's ruins (Romance, 1., 20), but he is, after 

all, experienced and dejected; perhaps Willoughton has an 

old head on young shoulders. 

For the innocent media of vicarious experlence In 

the published novels, the emphasis is not, therefore, on 

the conviction of their mortal fate. These novels therefore 

20 
Price, Ibid .. 



allow the authoress and her readers to escape reality; 

pleasing sorrOH is a means of holding time for a while 

when there are few implica-tions of what is to come. At 
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a ti~e in which interest in the world of objects leads to 

the conviction that only change and dissolution are 

constant, escape is necessary. Ann Radcliffe's novels 

represent a literary Strawberry Hillism, satisfying the 

need to hold on. When views of the world change, of course, 

the style of escape becomes, like the architectural one, 

demod~. 

Ann Radcliffe's ovm "picturesque" enquiry for the 

cultivation of refined .melancholy comes to a somev7hat 

unwholesome conclusion v7i th St. Albans Abbey. Fortunately 

for her reputation, this work never came out in her life-

time; interminable length, indifferent verse, catalogues 

of architectural and d~corative detail, and an unbearably 

morbid emphasis on corpses make the reading a trial. 

As might be expected, however, the first canto ban-

ishes the profane from the sanctuary, while the elegant soul 

is cordially received. Originally, the poem is pleasantly 

enough filled out vJith those "picturesque visions" of ancient 

times so pleasing to the true antiquary's fancy (Gaston, 

I, 47). ·21 After painful researches ,Ann Radcliffe succeeds in 

21 . 
There are twenty-seven pages of very detalled 
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recreating the lives of the Abbey and its people, maln-

taining a pleasing tension between perfected form and 

present dissolution. She insists, however~,_ on a dreary 

tour of the Abbey as emergency mortuary after the famous 

Battle of 1455, as if the Abbey were not sufficiently storied 

with deaths to satisfy the most elegant inclination to mel-

ancholy; she makes the dead warriors on the field itself 

poignant enough objects amid the exuberant life of nature. 

The reader must, however, accompany the anxious Florence as 

she peers into countless ghastly faces iooking for her 

husband, and confront the horrid figure of the Charnel-Monk, 

•. . 22 
who looks and seems to relgn llke Death hlmself. 

This morbid exercise is the ultimate in pursuits of 

melancholy; Ann Radclifffe could find no better way to teach 

the individual about mutability. Her fascination suggests 

the old empirical expectation of answers through externals, 

but only one idea is offer~d by these objects. Ann Radcliffe 

privately falls back on the consolations of religion for the 

final answer. An impressive sunset landscape in the Kentish 

Downs inspires the following hope: 

The God of ordel' and of all this f and of far greater 
grandeur, the Creator of that glorious sun, which 
never fails in its course, will not neglect us, these 

22 
St. Albans Abbey, Canto V, part Xlll, II~ 9-25, 

Gaston, IV, 327. Perhaps this is an attempt to personify' 
·a "sublime!! idea: Burke's "King of terrors". 
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intelligent, though frail creatures, nor suffer us to 
perish, vJho have the consciousness of our mortal fate 
long before it arrives, and of HIM. He who calle~ us 
first2~rom nothing, c~an call us again from death into 
life. 

By apply~:i)g i1picturesquel.' theory to literature in these 

last works, however, Ann Radcliffe continues to disguise the 

awfulness of mutability in aesthetically, and emotionally 

sati~fying covers, still cherishing the "elegance of soul 

refined" which, through the virtuous figures in her major 

novels provides, through pleasing melancholy, a means of 

holding time fo~ a while. 

In the maj or novels , written before her I.' soul', re-

fined H took this extreme turn, the emphasis is on resignation; 

she casts her figures into becoming attitudes which make the 

idea of resignation pleasing. If the heroine is not taste-

fully posed at her windo~'7over unread volumes of poetry, she 

is likely to be found gracefully bent over a silent lute 

and bedewing it with gentle tears; these poses correspond 

pictorially to equally decorative moral attitudes. Ann 

Radcliffe arranges for these figures to be completely at the 

mercy of circumstance; Ellena, for instance, is trapped in 

a mountain fastness among hostile companions, through the 

enmity of a powerful house, and her captor has the power of 

23 
From Ann Radcliffe's journal of a tour to the 

South Coas-t in the autumn of 1800 given in the "Memoir", 
Gaston, I, 39 a . 
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life and dea-th. Rather than look for -PT<:1..C.t i c a. k> \e. alter-

natives, Ellena resigns herself gracefully to a life of 

passive resistance i~ perpetual imprisonment. The situation 

is necessary to Ann Radcliffe's art, of course, because the 

aeroine lnust be thrust into circums-tances promoting terror, 

but the motif becomes wearing with repetition. The attitudes 

exist in her fictitious framework for the sake of rescue, 

but in real life, rescuers are scarce and a certain amount 

depends on individual action. Ann Radcliffe perhaps projects 

her own image onto these unfortunate he~oines. A member of 

the middle class, whose leitmotif is action, she is doomed 

to the passive role of the female. Even socially, she is 

evidently prevented by natural diffidence from impingeing 

herself on the transactions with any degree of confidence. 

Scott, an old friend~ remarks that she was capable of 

holding her own in any intelligent conversation, but could 

not bring herself to venture into direct encounters when not 

. 24 . 
among close frlends. As the herOlnes often reflect Ann 

25 
Radcliffe's physical appearance ,they also recall aspects 

of her personality. Emily, for instance, has Ila mind that 

fears to trust its own powers; which, possessing a nlce 

judgement, and inclining to believe that every other person 

24 
Scott, Lives, 303. 

25 Cp . Scottls description of Ann Radcliffe Ubid .. ) 
vJith that of Adeline (Romance, I, 36) and Emily (.VdOlPho, 
I, 5). 
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perceives still more critically, fears to commit itself to 

censure, and seeks shelter in the obscuriiy of silence. 

Emily.hcid.frequently blushed Bt.the ·fearless manner which 

she had seen admired ... 11 (1,121); she is comforted by the 

knowledge that she at least does not make a fool of herse·lf 

by pushing forward with "brilliant nothings'i. IIThere is a 

souP90n of ~mur grapes about this passage, but it is a plea 

for the refined emotion of decorous fear to be understood; 

this conscious sensibility is perhaps another source of self-

limitation, and can be related to Ann Radcliffe's artistic 

timidity. 

Similar refinement and reserve characterizes Ann 
26 

Radcliffe's treatment of death, when it comes for the virtuous. 

This awful change usual~evokes little more than a melancholy 

farewell, to pleasing objects, some moral advice, and 

occasionally the expression of a solemn hope of futurity, but 

not panic, unless the victim is too late to reveal some 

vital secret. The emphasis on the hope rather than the con

viction of a future ~tate is typical of Ann Radcliffe's 

caution vJith ideas which cannot actually be demonstrated in 

IInature". The· emotions of the victim's friends are more lm-

portant. Emily's grief for St. Aubert is violent, but her 

sensibili-ty allows her to find "a thousand sweet emotions in 

26 
Gaston and St. Albans Abbey are not, of course, 

counted here. 
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words of comfort II (I, 87), vlhich is morally more sound 

than being enervated by unwise excess, as we have seen ln 

Chapter I. Such decorous exits and sensitive reactions 

provide the attractive regret needed to sustain eleg~nt 

melancholi in the reader. Ann Radcliffe is not engaged ln 

philosophical enquiry but ln the gratification of sensi

bility; any of the en~rgetic search and question the idea 

of death deserves, or even a too raw and naked rendering of 

natural grief, would spoil the effect. 

Since Ann Radcliffe's sensibility ~inds her up more 

and more with ideas of absolute change, and she finds de

corous resignation so appealing, it is not surprising that 

she should put little value on the relatively superficial 

changes possible in social and political structures, As 

she looks at the real world, she can see little that the 

simple exercise of beneficence would not impit'ove, without 

the need of total upheaval and restructuring, From present 

reality, she wants moral satisfaction, emotional grati

fication, and aesthetic'pleasure; as we have seen, her moral 

basis tends to make all these one and the same, and the 

'!elegance of soul refined 11 she brings to her treatment of 

the present order accomplishes the same result,. Ideally, 

social relationships are balanced by pleasing emotion, which 

she gives its own utility by showing how it makes the order 
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work while obviating both spurious bases of dependence and 

extreme new conceptions of liberty. Unfortunately, her 

treatment of the lower orders is particularly prejudiced by 

a desire for aesthetic gratification; it is heavily"picture

sque". Her attempt to show the personal relationshi~ of 

romantic love as a perfect harmony, a pleasing picture, 

also dehumanizes. Surprisingly, her approach to love turns 

up some ideas which may actually be considered progressiv~. 

Her emphasis on beneficial emotion is not, indeed, absurd, 

but it does depend on both a fixed ordeT outside the in

dividual and a subjective standard of response to it; this 

limits its value. 

It is convenient to look first at her attitude to the 

10vJeI'~cmiers, since in her time, they l.vere thrusting them

selves forward for acknowledgement close by with cataclys

mic effect. When her first book appeared in 1789, the 

Rights of Man were being bandied ln France as they had been 

in America; in the Castlffiof Athlin and Dunbayne, Ann 

Radcliffe looks kindly on the grievances of " Baron Malcolm's 

people, and even takes the trouble to depict individual 

character among them , albeit briefly. The fact is, hOvJever ~ 

"that she needs plenty of evidence of Malcolm's villainy so 

tha-t the heroes Osbert and Alleyn can have the moral glory 

of defeating the oppressor; W]len this is done, Malcolm's 

common soldiers and peasants happily restore due loyalty 
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and love to their betters~ in tacit deference to the feudal 

ideal. This resolution ostensibly has historicai authenticity 

but is does not have much relation to the ITspirit. of the 

age" in her Ol--ln time, though A.A.S. 'Vlieten thinks it may be 

. 27 
an unconSClOUS reflectlon. Ann Radcliffe persistently 

chooses settings which support ~ sentimentalized feudal order; 

her structure rests on good-will, right enough, but she pro-

motes the conservation of the superior-inferior relationship, 

not ~galitarianism, and her private writings do not reflect 

any deviation from this attitude. 

Wherever possible, therefore,Ann Radcliffe works out 

the happiness of superior and inferior in terms of emotional 

exchange. Thus, for instance, Valencourt's beneficence 

intensifies the tearful transports of "gratitUde and surprise!! 

(I, 53) excited in a poor family by a small gift tv-hen he 

adds almost his vlhole portion. Though he is discreet, St. 

Aubert knows his generosity by his pleasure and his sudden 

access of sensibility to the beauty of his surroundings. 

"'What pity''', observes St. Aubert, "'that the wealthy who 

can command such sunshine should ever pass their days in 

gloom in the cold shade of selfishness! For you, my young 

friend,may the sun always shine as brightly as at this 

moment!. May your own conduct always give you the sunshine 

27 
A. A. S. vJicten, Mrs. Radcliffe in Her Rclat ion tOHards 

Romanticism (Amsterdam: H.J. Paris, 1926), 13. 
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of reason and benevolence united! I" (I, 88). Here, then, 

is a criticism of present conditions, but it is of attitudes, 

not structures, and the revision is emotional, not involving 

an attack on the order. If the happiness of IIreason and 

benevolence II is possible, there would seem no reason to 

attack the framework which permits it. 

Later, Valancourt's love for Emily and his natural 

generosity en co urges him to assume her feudal responsibility 

to an old servant though it strains his slender resources 

badly; as a re~ard, he is forgiven for his excesses in Paris 

and reinstated . Sentiment, therefore, he~ps the plot, as 

. it does vJhen Emily almost plays into Hontoni' s hands in her 

anxiety to provide for the same loyal old retainer. 

Ann Radcliffe's idea of freedom is inevitably moder

ated by her sentimentalism. Speaking of the French Revolution, 

she declares that though the oppressive nature of the 

Ancien Regime must be odious to the English mind, "all the 

eloquence in the world" might not have overthrown it had it 

been administered by men of IImildness integrity and benevol

ence" like the kindly e'~igr~s she meets in Germany 

(Journey, II, 32). Patriotism, she adds) compels her to 

respect this kind of eloquence for its endorsement of the 

kind of fr'eedom already enj oyed in England ; -it is obvious) 

however, that, conservative as usual, she hates to see the 

end of a structure capable of supporting mutual benevolence 
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as i-t is. Her general Vlews are of-ten contradicted by 

sentiment in this way. It is doubtful wh~ther she gave the 

ideal freedom of the Imver orders much thought; the Journey, 

in fact, reflects dismay at their tendency to get ideas 

above their station, and does so at the expense of a general 

principle. At the beginning of the books she glibly trots 

out the familiar capitalist credo: . "Commerce ... is the 

permanent defender of freedom and knowledge against military 

glory -.and politics II (I, 22). Freedom for the lower orders, 

however, consists largely in ignorance of "artificial vlants" 

(II, 311); these, of course, commerce tends to encourage. 

The humble rustic's freedom comes from ignorance of luxury 

and the self-respect and sense of~h~t independence gained 

by toil, she explains. In the novels there is a clear 

difference between the honest peasants and their ambitious 

fellows like Spalatro and Barnardine, who submit to the 

tyranny of their betters out of self-interest, hate, and 

fear, and are consequently miserable. The Journey contrasts 

the happy lot of the honest toilers who do not know luxury 

with the sorry conditon of their Ifostentatious, manoeuvring 

and corrupted" fellovJS (I, 311), who have the misery of 

pernicious dependence to impair their benevolence and destroy 

their manners, "becoming abject before members of one clasf], 

that by the authority of an apparent connection with them 

they may be insolent to those of another" (T .."", 
\.1., 0.lUJ. It is 
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not as if these were equipped to emulate their betters. 

They may, she says, imitate their vices, but they have 

neither the intelligence nor the redeeming virtues of their 

superiors (II, 312), It is obviously useless to look for 

egalitarian principles in Ann Radcliffe's approach to the 

social order~ unless perhaps in the informal sense suggested 

by Barrow's insistence that all Christian souls are equal, 

and that a better fortune does not necessarily make a better 

28 
man. 

., 

She is, however, as fair to the lower orders as her 

limited outlook permits. When she meets sullen and resent-

ful peasant~ in Germany, she does not charge them with un-

seemly ambition, but blames the oppression their landlords 

inflict upon them (I, 248). All the same, she does not 

s~ggest that landlords be abolished. In a similar spirit, 

she remarks elsel-"here that it 1S very unfortunate that the 

poor should have been tempted to revenge the needless 

ostentation of the rich (II, 240), no doubt referring to the 

French Revolution. It 1s not the distribution of riches 

itself in other words, for which she comprehends· resentment. 

Such instances of the resentment of the lower orders are 

obviously painful to her feelings as evidence of a break-

dov.m in the agreeable and profitable pattern of mutual 

')Q 
<..v 

Barrmv, Sermon XXXI: IlThe Duty and Re'J.Jard of 
Bounty to the Poo~~ Works, I, 340. 
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benevolence. Sullenness, taking much of the delight out of 

giving, discourages benificence, and deprives the receiver 

of the delights of gratitude, as we may guess by comparing 

her experience \.;Tith the Germans to that of Valancourt Hi th 

the poor shepherds. She is, therefore, a sentimental re

actionary. The Italian, written after her foreign travels, 

if anything emphasizes the emotional and moral values of 

her feudal relation~re strongly than Udolpho does. Paulo, 

Vivaldi's servant, attacks the officers of the Inquisition 

at great risk to himself in order to share his master's fate. 

II I vlhat right have you to prevent my going shares vIi th my 

master in all his troubles?'" he cries indignantly (II, 197). 

This attitude could be called sentimel!tal egalitarianism, 

but it still revolves around the feudal relationship of 

mutual responsibility between superior and inferior. 

Since Ann Radcliffets sensibility demands pleasing 

moral views of the lower orders, it is not surprising to 

find the nature of the unspoiled peasant in her novels gen

erous to a fault. Adeline is gladly invited to share the 

miserable resources of Peter's family at the risk of in

creaslng their hardship; the passing stranger attracts, in 

Udolpho, crmvds of peasants, who, hearing he is ill, rush 

up with gifts of fruit, "each Hith kind contention .pressing 

for a preference ll (I, 68). Abruzzi shepherds in The 

Italian may look wild, but they have a Ilhospitable spirit" 
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(II, 59). \vordsworth makes much of this generous and happy 

spirit of chari-ty in the humble in "the Old Cumberland 

Beggar", which also emphasizes moral responsibility rather 

as Ann Radcliffe does; the unfortunate exist as objects for 

the salutary emotions and good actions of others. Ann 

Radcliffe has o·ther affinities with Vlordsworth in her atti-

tude to the humble. La Voisin, an old peasant, has a 

delicacy of sensibility which permits him to confer with 

St. Aubert over the question of death almost as an ~qual; 

even in times of sorrm'-l, he has always, furthermore,been 

able to respond to his natural surroundings appropriately. 

He remembers, for example, gazing at the Northern Lights 

Vlhile his son lay critically ill (I, 72), and the familiar 

Vloods still entice him to fancy, vd th sad pleasure, the 

spirit of his wife haunting these hep' favourite scenes 

(I, 69). Like vJordsvlorth' s Michael, he links the stages of 

his own history by reference to the scenes which have seen 

. 29 
so much"Of hardship, skill or courage, joy or fear" in 

his days; he represents rare instance of the "elegance of 

soul refined" among the lower orders. 

Ann Radcliffe, how~ver, does not really appreciate the 

humble as they are. If she thinks of p~easing a few 

"natural hearts" with her rendering, as WordsvJOrth'does, it 

29. . . 
Wllllam Wordsworth, Mlchael, A Pastoral Poem 

Po.t; tical vJor'ks, 104, 11. 61-70. 
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1S not .with "nature" as it is, but vIi th nature as it 

should be.
30 

Real inferiors, in other words, are too big 

for her Procrustean bed of art; her energetic chopping 

reduces them, on the whole, to pleasing visual impressions~ 

Somehow, they fall into artful groupings or individual 

poses; their attitudes and movements, their faces and the 

colours of their clothing, the relation in which they 

stand to surrounding scenes, all point to one end. They are 

animated pictures, her interest in their moral potential 

notvlithstanding. Her "elegance of soul refined" keeps 

them from losing their charm through progress by ideal~ 

izing ·them 

So far in this discussion, the "picturesque" has had 

a melancholy association with the idea of change. "Change," 

however, also connotes "novelty" and "variety", and the 

arbiters of the "picturesque" aesthetic suggest that 

novelty exercises those energies of the mind vital to the 

pursuit of happiness. In their terms, the pursuit is all, 

because happiness has an acquisitive rather than a 

possessive value. 31 For Ann Radcliffe, the novelty of 

30He does not achieve complete realism, but he wants 
only to deal in general truths (11. 30-36). Ann 
Radcliffe t 8 "pictu.resque" treatment, on the other hand, 
tends to emphasize the singular and the superficial, to 
the detriment of what she takes for general truth. 

31p . r1ce, Sensibility to Romanticism, 275. 
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picturesque figures is a source of exercise for the mind 

which does not require repudiation of the accepted bases 

of order in the world, just as her approach to the sublime 

is as a means of expanding the mind without going beyond 

the bounds of nature for any very serlous purpose or for 

long. 'Her picturesque figures of monks, peasants, soldiers, 

bandits, and so on, have their everyday humanity and common 

functions glossed over by the novelty of their appearance 

and environment. If they are wicked, they at least satisfy 

the aesthetic faculty; if they are good, thei allow 

pleasing sentiment the support of aesthetic and moral 

p~inciple, which in any case are almost the same to Ann 

Radcliffe. 

There lS no need to describe them; their familiar 

counterparts live in the paintings of Salvatos and 

Domenichino, on whose magic pencils she often self-consciously 

32 calls for a juster rendering of her verbal effects. One 

passage, however, will demonstrate her sentimental approach: 

They followed the sound over the turf, and came within 
Vlew of a cabin, sheltered from the sun by a tuft of· 
almond trees. It was a dairy-cabin belonging to some 
shepherds, who, at a short distance were watching their 
flocks, and, stretched beneath the shade of chestnuts 
[sic], \-lere amusing themselves by playing on these 
rural instruments [hautboy and drum]; a scene of 
Arcadian manners frequent at. this day upon the mountains 

32 
E.g. Udolpho, II, 47 (Domenichino). 



of Abruzzo. The simplicity of their appearance, 
approaching v7ildness, was tempered by a hospitable 
spirit (The Italian, II, 197). 

Her pleasure in the survival of such groups is obvious. 

In artfully anchoring them to their background by dis-
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posing them against the main masses of trees and flocks, 

Ann Radcliffe artistically reflects her satisfaction in 

seeing the humble in due context. She tends, in fact, to 

carryover her idea that they should remain in their 

alloted station into purely physical terms. In Udolph~, 

many "Arcadian" scenes (II, 91) are shown; Emily and her 

maid, however~ lament the removal of a brilliant peasant 

boy to the corrupting city. After all, he has at home all 

the advantages that he needs, amid the delights of a 

beautiful environment (I, 112). As usual, Ann Radcliffe 

is following the poets; this incident especially calls to 

. ., " . ,,33 V mlnd Goldsmlth s Deserted Vlllage When alancourt 

leaves his life of pastoral simplicity and love to be 

corrupted at length in Paris (though he is not a peasant), 

Ann Radcliffe takes her heading from The Traveller. 

If possible, The Italian is even more vigourously and 

expressly "picturesque" than Udolpho. Ann Radcliffe's hopes 

of novelty in the human appearance had been dashed as soon 

as she set foot on foreign soil (Journey,I, 4); she had 

33 See Oliver Goldsmith, The Deserted Village, a Poem 
(1770) in Collect Works of Oliver Goldsmith, ed. Arthur 
Friedman (Oxford University Press, 1966),IV, p. 291, 
11.99-112. 
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also seen the realities of poverty, oppression, ill-will, 

gracelessness and ugl·iness. Her "elegance of soul refined" 

had to be content ~{th scenery and a few islands of culture, 

and it never enjoyed the supreme treat anticipated in a 

visit to Switzerland, thanks to churlish and inefficient 

bureaucrats (II, 5). The news from France was continually 

assailing her sensibility with illustrations of the de-

34 
pravity of human nature. Italy, at least, remained 

terra incognita. Perhaps her travels mellowed her rigidity 

to the lower orders a' little; she is able to reconcile the 

idea of their sophistication with "picturesque" character-

ization and satisfactory moral standing in the character of 

Paulo; "Paulo \Vas a true Neapolitan, shrev.7d, inquisitive, 

insinuating, adroit; possessibg much of the spirit of in-

trigue, together with a considerable portion of humour, which 

displayed itself not so much ln words, as in his manner and 

countenance, in the archness of his dark penetrating eye, 

and in the exquisite adaption of his gesture to his idear He 

was a distinguished favourite with his master, who, if he 

had not humour himself, had a keen relish of it in others . .. " 

(I, 175). This Neapolitan Sam Weller is her only low-life 

figure combining savoir-faire and· the natural affections 

340ne anecdote concerns two young French ladies who 
turn revolutionary and sue their father, after he has spent 
a fortune on their education, for being "'either an 
Aristocrat, or a Neutralist, with whom they did not choose to 
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demonstrated by his loyalty; even Udolpho's Ludovico is com-

paratively simple. 

There remains, however, one area of human experlence 

from which her lIelegance of soul refined ll can extract moral, 

emotional and aesthetic gratification while feeling not dis-

tressed but superior before its everyday aspect. Love, 

Hester Piozzi complains, is pre-empted by terror in all the 

35 latest novels; she makes no exception of Ann Radcliffe's 

version, merely saying that Ann Radcliffe plays the game of 

terrorizing better than others who are ~rying it. Certainly, 

love in Ann Radcliffe's novels bears no relation to the 

passionate love described by others. While Fielding and 

Richardson, for example, have a moral aim in dealing with 

love, they do not pretend that only questionable characters 

feel passlon, as Ann Radcliffe does. 

As with her treatment of the lower orders, what Ann 

Radcliffe omits is more interesting than what she presents, 

but her hints have their place. Eino Railo remarks that she 

seems unable to deal with passionate love except as a rep~ 

rehensible mys"tery of the past, but that this reticence en-

h h .. f h . . 36 ances t e romantlc lnterest 0 t e vlctlm. Such love 

reside' il (Jour~.JZ_, I, 83). One can imagine the effect upon 
Ann Radcliffe, whose ideal of the father and daughter re
lationship is so carefully linked vIi th the best in "nature II 
in Udolpho. 

35.. . 
P10ZZl - Pennlngton Letters, 116. 

36Railo, The Haunted Castle, 177, 178. 
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she equates v.7ith self-int-erest of the wrong kind, and shm",s 

its destructive effect in the awful fate of Laurentini. 

Jealousy and rage make her utterly miserable in her frustrated 

passlon, and these emotions incite her to murder. When hel" 

rival is destroyed, however, terrible remorse seizes her, 

and she wears out her days half-crazed with self-hatred. 

All this, as we have seen through the discussion of Ann 

Radcliffe's morality, is against IIna"ture"; perhaps Ann Radcliffe 

is limited, as with her supernatural suggestion, to present-

ing directly only that which her ideal 6f "nature" can 

sustain. 

It is impossible to picture such-characters among the 

immediate events; the most Ann Radcliffe attempts is a des

cription of Montalt's love-nest, showing a nice taste in 

interiors. Though Adeline expects the fate worse than death 

at any moment, she still pauses to record all the details of 

her surroundings. Busts of the lewd classical poets in

cluded in the d~cor suggest an attack by the authoress on 

the polite education (R9mance, I, 195-7). 

One hopes for the worst, but is always disappointed. 

Memol"ies of Lewis' Ambrosio -make the scene in which Schedoni 

prepares Ellena's bosom for the knife look promising, but 

Schedoni's astonished mien is only inspired by the discovery 

of a significant miniature ln her locket. Ann Radcliffe 

does flirt with the idea of incest.' Railo suggests that a 
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mind Ilfired by romantic defiance of the limits of art and 

bent on evoking horror ll37 cherishes the idea. Ann Radcliffe, 
.' 

however, is as willing to defy the limits of art as she J. s 

to defy the limits of reality; in other words, she will only 

suggest a defiance, and not for long. In the Romance, the 

seductive father is revealed post facto, having failed to 

accomplish his object anyway, and turns out to be an uncle 

after all. 'The Italian's Ger-trude-Claudhls arrangement, 

involving Schedoni and his murdered brother's wife, is dis-

putable, and takes place well back in the past before Olivia 

becomes the extremely saintly nun beloved by Ellena. Horror, 

by Ann Radcliffe's own definition, does not expand the mind; 

mere hints serve to awaken terror. Perhaps the idea of 

incest really has a secret appeal for Ann Radcliffe, but it 

seems more likely that she is simply giving the public what 

it wants, with discretion. 

Certain critics nevertheless Vlew her general approach 

with suspicion. Raila gleefully fixes on the "abnormal" 

fascination of "Gothic" tvriters with caves, crypts, and 

tunnels, which she shares; in combination with the persecution 

motif, denoting lithe active love-ins·tinct of the male and 

the_passivity of the female", these features are very un-

o 38 . 
unsavoury lndeed. It mlght be added that the pleasant 

37 Ibid ., 271. 

38 Ibid ., 280. 
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fear with which Emily originally reacts to Montoni could 

be interpreted sexually, though it ostensibly only proves 

her sensibility. Jean Decottignies finds the persecution 

element a little too pleasing, suggesting that, depending 

on his sex, the reader enjoys a sadistic identification 

~ith the persecutor, as a masochistic sympathy with the 

. • 39 
vlctlm. 

These views are not without authority, and they do 

show how Ann Radcliffe may exprss sexuality without gross 

descriptions; perhaps it is a half-cons~ious quest of the 

"soul refined ll for tasteful expression. The explanation of 

her reticence, however, overtly lies in her presentation 

of true love as a reconciliation of moral, emotional and 

aesthetic grace for the delight of the refined soul. True 

love is an ideal affinity of pure "taste ll
; the natural 

affections seek their own, resulting in a picture which, 

because it comes from nature, is both true and pleasing. 

St. Aubert, as with everything, is Ann Radcliffe's 

arbiter of elegance as he evaluates the growing relationship 

between Valancourt and Emily: 

39 
Jean Decot-tignies, itA I' Occasion du Deauxi~me 

Centenaire de la Naissance dIAnn Radcliffe: un Domaine 
'Maudit' dans les Let-tres Francaises aux Environs de 1800 11

, 

Revue des Sciences Humaines [hereafte~i.RSH], (1964), 
p:-4~lmy translation]. ---
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St. Aubert ..• often looked forward with pleasure 
to Emily and Valancourt as they strolled on together -
he with a countenance of animated delight pointing 
to her a-ttention some grand feature of the scene; and 
she listening and observing with a look of tender 
seriousness that spoke the elevation of her mind. They 
appeared like -tt-70 lovers who had nev·er strayed beyond 
these their native mountains; whose situation had 
secluded them from the frivolities of common life; 
whose ideas were simple and grand like the landscapes 
among which they moved; and who knew rio other happiness 
but in the union of pure and affectionate hearts. 
St. Aubert smiled, and sighed at the romantic picture 
of felicity his fancy drew, and sighed again to think 
that natupe and simplicity t-Jere so little ,known to the 
world as that their pleasures were thought romantic. 
(I, 50). 

These figures, ~",i th their "simple and grand II ideas ~ implicitly 

have "sublime II minds; -their affinity with -the scenes of 

nature reflects their genuinely natural attitudes. St. 

Aubert goes on to say that true love is only compatible VJith 

lnnocence, because "'Virtue and taste are nearly the same, 

for virtue is little mope than active taste, and the most 

delicate affections of each combine in real love'll. 

The ideal of such perfect harmony as in this "romantic 

picture of felicity" j us·tifies the amazing prudery of the 

heroines. The lIelegance of soull! is offended by any lapse, 

or any prospect of one, on either side, '\.·Jhich could impaip 

the perfect harmony of virtue and taste; in a union of 

·exactly complementary souls, every element of the balance 1S 

vital. Thus Adeline, Emily and Ellena reject clandestine 

marriages which would save them further persecution, because 



such action would be indecorous. Emily's repudiation of 

Valancourt on hearing of his unseemly deportment comes as 

no sUl"prise; she expects of him only whaJc she has herself 

given. He pleads that her happiness ought to lie in saving 

his if she really loves him. She l'eplies If' There are too 

many posslbilities against that hope to justify me ln 

trusting my whole life to it. May I not also ask, vJhether 

you could vJish me to do -this if you really loved me?' If 

(II, 185). This sort of nicety reflects an elegant soul's 

love of harmony and refinement, while arousing, for the 

reader, pleasing melancholy at the prospect of a ruined 

dream. It is also further evidence that restraining emotion 

may bring unhappiness but leaves self-respect; Ann Radcliffe 

would not make her treatment of sensibility conducive to 

imitation in Ifvisionary" virtue. Sensibility restores the 

dream, hOvJever, \vhen judgement allm-.1S it; Valancourt ~ s 

generosity to Theresa, the old servant, affects Emily's 

emotions strongly enough to bring about a reconciliation. 

These "pictures lf of love, in fact, tend to show the 

female with the upper hand. Ann Radcliffe reverses the 

classic situation which has the maiden begging or scheming 

for marriage and makes the youth wait for several volumes. 

These heroines put a value on themselves, one which helps 

them stand up to persecution. DeCottignies points out that 

Ann Radcliffe's persecution is not gratuitous as it often 
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is 1n other terror-romance~, but a iest of love and forti-

40 
tude. Montoni's persecutions, for examBle, are originally 

intended -to drive Emily into Morano~'s !arms, and it is more' 

to her credit to resist)though she could like Morano) 

(I, 192) than if he vJere repulsive. Later, a "sacred pride It 

which causes Emily almost to glory in oppression for the 

sake of love, arises from solicitude for Valancourt's 

security and happiness, and she learns to despise rather 

than fe~r Montoni (II, 51). Ellena, persecuted to prevent 

her marriage, defies the cruel Abbess to do her worst; she 

will never admit that the complaint against herself 1S 

just (Th~ Italian, I, 213), Persecution, therefore as 

Decottingnies suggests, exists to bring out the emotional 

rights of VJOmen. He adds that Ann Radcliffe sees France 

41 
and Italy as lands of bondage for women!s hearts; it is 

probable~ however, that she is using a foreign context to 

quarrel with established forms in general, as with her 

attack on monasticism. Her attitude, reactionary elsevJhere, 

is progressive from this point of view. It is significant 

42 
that she takes a dim vie\-J of husbands in her novels; most 

of them are villains or moral weaklings whose characters 

bring misery to their wives. Tra~itionally, they are the 

unwit-ting usurpers of the Pights of love but still to be 

40 .. 
Decott1gn1es, RSH 1964, 465. 

4lIbid ., ~67. 42 I .... · d -.::.~. , l.J68. 
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43 
respected. Ann Radcliffe's married women have no lovers. 

Montoni flaunts his mistress before his wife. La Luc and 

St. Aubert, exceptions to the villainous rule, are really 

fathers more than husbands. La Luc's wife"is conveniently 

dead, and St. Aubert's an amiable nonentity distinguished 

only by the rapidly succeeding losses of two infant sons, 

a bracelet, and her life. Perhaps this emphasis is rather 

sinister. 

In any case, the idea of the husband in esse rather 
", 

spoils the elegant soul's ideal of spiritual harmony, for 

obvious reasons. Since sexual passion is ignored during 

the progress of the novels as far as th~ Emiliesand 

Valancourts are concerned, it seems to be extraneous. The 

emotional freedom to choose and to be faithful v-lOuld not, 

p~esumably, be pure were they subject, like Laurentini and 

her lover, to all-conquering passion; the heroines, re-

sisting even the lawful variety, are freer than the heroes, 

who are always pressing for marriage. They are not In-

sensible to physical chctrms, but respond only to the qualities 

of soul these reflect, as when Ellena is IIstruck by the 

spirit and dignityof his [Vivaldi's] air, and by his counte-

nance, so frank, noble, and full of that kind of expresslon 

which announces the energies of the soul !lCThe ~talian, 1;13). 

43 
Ibid. 
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Such refined sensibility as Ellena's, the lIelegance of 

soul refined", is not in this context strictly an expression 

·of truth to nature, but it satisfies Ann Radcliffe's 

"na'ture" . 

Ann Radcliffe's "elegance of soul refined" therefore 

entices her into conceptions tvhich provide emo,tional, moral 

and aesthetic gratification all in one, for she makes these 

three standards almost interchangeabl.e functions of "taste". 

Though not based on unworthy principles, these conceptions 

are "romantic ll in the pejorative sense; the gratification of 

this "taste" is an end in itself. Neither her approval 

nor her complacent disapproval under this standard accomo

date more than a superficial treatment of real questions. 

Sensibility, that dangerous ornament, makes her aware of the 

discrepancies between the real world and the one she would 

like to see, but she seems to advocate the sharing of her 

own emotions only as the impetus to improvemen't of the 

status quo, not as the starting-point for complete revision. 



CONCLUSION 

Ann Radcliffe's morality, as has been shov-m, has 

inherent limitations, those of the mind itself, v.lhich make 

compromise -the only safe expression she can find. She v-1Ould 

like to assume the infallible power of the mind to discern 

reality, hence her romanticization of "taste" as an ethical 

and religious guide dependable in itself, and her implicit 

resentment of formal authority; her doubts, however, over

ride her wishful thinking~ It is clear that, while the in

dependence of her good characters enhances the reader's 

sense of escape from present restriction and complexity as 

much as her chosen settings liberate him from his mundane 

physical surroundings, Ann Radcliffe is only offering a 

temporary escape, and not a basis for repudiating the 

present order. 

This ambivalent attitude is, hm.'7ever, essent ial to 

her art. 'To provide for her quasi-supernatural terrors, she 

exploits the theory of association with the knowledge that 

feeling and "imagination" can distort perception, as no 

difference is made by the associative faculty between real 

and unreal material. The "taste" of the heroines, amply 

justified by their virtuous deportment~ tends to inspire 

credulity.in the reader; he accepts their general inter-

138 
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pretations of circumstance and goes on to fancy for himself 

the specific meanings of unusual combinations of events. 

Ann Radcliffe must, however, destroy her effects. Since 

aesthetic and ethical experience are virtually i~terchange

able, she must not encourage undue reliance on dangerously 

ambivalent interpretative capacities; she must show exper

ience, the best teacher, rescuing "tas-te" from silliness and 

putting it in its proper place as the close relative of 

reason. 

Her novels may be seen simply as the means of accom~o

dating a fashionable sensibility without giving offense, an 

attempt to direct feeling and "imagination" into harmless 

channels. She shows that directed feeling can be a prop to 

the social order; her endorsement justifies complacency while 

it gives fresh appeal to the present structure. Conservatism 

thus' becomes a respectable extension of sensibility. By 

adapting the aesthetic of the sublime to the framework of 

romance, she encourages the refined practise of mind-expansion 

within safe limits; this may be seen both as an end in itself, 

an innocent pleasure, and, since she does like to link the 

improvement of "taste" ~Jith the improvement of morals, as a 

palatable exercise in moral development. 

This thesis has occasionally raised po-:ints of com

parison between Ann Radcliffe and the genuine Romantics, 

although its main purpose has been to account for her 
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limitations .by reference to her mm frame\.lork; it is Horth 

recalling here that .the restricted idea of 11 imagination 11 

of the romances, as we hawe seen, is really "fancy" , by 

Coleridge's definition bound to fixities. Her own imagin

ation 1S never allowed to conceive of any permanent alter

ation 1n the total order of things; unlike the Romantics, 

she offers no confident new vision which transcends the 

limits of the known and accepted. 

It 1S, nevertheless, only fair to say that within her 

limits she is successful. Although the values of her 

sensibility have largely been left behind with the audience 

to v.7hich she catered, her suspense techniques are still 

effective; she does engage the imagination. The faculty of 

association has not changed, after all, even if tastes have. 

At the same time, it is probable that her extreme popularity 

had some· influence in making at least a limited form of 

liimagination ll respectable. Like \<lordsworth' s trforgers of 

lawless tales ll
, she did perhaps help to open up the general 

mind to greater expans10n. 



APPENDIX 

One of the arguments by which i'lontal t tries to per-

sUade La 1"10 tte to help him murnel' Adel ine 1. s be sed on a 

one-sided vt'?w of IInsture ll quite unlike .Ann R8.dcllffe's 

own. ~;Iontalt insists that th':) civllized morAlity \,.[111c11 

puts conscience before self-interest is an unreasonable 

deni a1 a f man's :1 nature 11 • Europeans 9 he S8Y s, go from 

"plee.sure to misery, and from nature to er:('or" 'Hith their 

fine etl'ltc.al cod3s; the simple .1\."18ric811 sav8Se, on the other 

hand, ts if.rise 8!1ouc::'h to fa 1 leH., his O,qn n'3tur8.1 lr:lpulses. If 

he wishes to sO 8S far as ~ur~9r for gRin or revenge, the 

"i'he 

requires th'':; s2c1'ifioe of ::>;:}othel',- or eV8D if SOCG passion, 

T/.Jilolly Ul1ooLl':lueraole, raottir=.:s it, - I shoul~l be 8. 'll,c1.d:IlaZl 

As we h9V? seen, Ann ~RJcliffe does take 8C~GUnt of t~e 

iat?rsst is unn8tur~1. 
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, flreasont! and fltaste!f so that they 'T18.y rise above 

the lITorst in tlJ.eir !lnature'l. ~Jl1ile she 8_e;rees that HSelf-

10 ve m8.:y: be the centre around T·,rhi ch the }1WTI8.D 8.ffectio ns 

move 9 for NhE~tever :noti V8 corduces to seJ.f-grstification 

may be resolved into 881f-love H Ulo'.~£, I, L03), Sr1e does 

not h8v2 quite the S8i1l8 t~ill(1: in:! i nri as ~';o ntal t. She 

adds !!yet SO'Yle of these a,ffections ar(:; so refin8d that, 

t ''10Ug'1 -,)e c,8.nnot deny th3ir origtn, they al:l1ost r:1_eserve the 

n8!J18 of vtrtue". Hh8t s",-e has in 'ulnd at the til~le is 

Arleline l s habit of h0::'8_ping coals of fir·s in s1tu8.-tlon8 in 

T,vhi cll :-~ont8l t t s uhll0 sophy "Ioul (1 h8.'12 !'il':1 dra'.'Jing hi s sword. 

lhe kind of gr8tlftc8tion she chiefly approves is the 

!f co ntentful 8.r-1n r1C!11' Cl',C1US ~"""J \ ~1-1"lt1rlr.>_'- Yf1.e:>:=o fr -'-n . _ .l·~ __ '-' !_,~.IJ cO' ___ J'J _ 01_ dotng 

re8l good to others, the kind ty12t La Lnc enjoys.' 

!-iont2lt '_"l02S present linn Jeclcliffe ;:·Tith 8. Drob; I"!"_n l.-lhtch 

threatens to La eXFFilDl. e leads 

us to eY"Gect thst ;lontal t' 8 ;;'Tlcl<e;~ness ~':ill si'1,:)ly arise 

fro-21 tl1e effect of iJ:resist8ble te~!lptation SHcl evil inf1u-

onces on A b8sically good l18ture. 

tl'le 10 v,:; 0 f pl e,o, sure" (II, 

--------~--------

·'"\"r-r t: ... : ... ~ ~ . 

'.''"1"- JI \ -::,1 Lr J, 

Thl s she i:~l)l i 2S is rIO t 

l'lle 

8.11(1 Cal~--



background just a.s Adeline i s· innate goodness survives the 

evil atmosphere of the convent. The idea 0 f rul ing pas~· 

sions does not necessarily throN' the 1'J1101e' b::Lsls of linn 

Radcl iffe r S 1l1Oral i ty intolo1.J.bt by suggesting that some men 

are after all fated to be evil. Other iATri tel's find sol u-

tions, l'Tays of dealtng ~oJ"ith this Itgreat 3ecret of .I.'ature 

and Provi dence :1-j 2 in the ROr!lanCe at 1 east Ann nadcliffe 

see~s to be following in their path. Shaftesbury, for in-

st~mce? admi ts that every creature nlUst have sorne adverse 

pe.S81.0n~ ·hut adds th8.t vlrtue vmul d come cheap if' it had no 

obstacles to overcome.) 
i 

,fe hElVe seen Ann 3.adc11ffe s di s= 

] f ' ,~'V . • • t 1I.c> t .. h . h . approva. o· "Gne • nega"Glve VII' -ue Ol monas J_CIS1Il, W_ lC._ con-

sists in avoicli:ug temptatton entirely. Shaftesbury makes 

much of the UOW9r of vice to h . h,4. h cause un_ apP1Yles.:::; "G e idea 

being that man living ~ith the best in his nature 13 happy. 

il.nn aa.dcliffe tends to sho'w her villaiC1s tormeLLted by cares 

and never at peace until they meet their disg~aceful deaths; 

this has the effect of making subrnission to ruling passions 

look to be ~!1ore troubl e th81-... it is 1forth. In t:1e case 6 f 

2--, 6 0ee note 2, p. of this thesis. 

282-283. 



the j\larquis t~iO of Shaftesbnry's observations are partxcu· n 

larly relevent; 8uch ideas pretty well save iL"1n J.i.adcliffe's 

sche:ne. Shaftesbury '!laintains that in order to be l'!icked 

one must ;J.ellberately restst the natural aesthetic capaci';j 

ty,5 and that the sm.allest spontaneous inclination to mor8~ 

d . f 1-11 t -'-h . .:J' • 1 0"/ t . t th hl goo. lS Droo "t-, a 1..1, e lD'I].V1C.UtllS na ure is no oroug y 

vicious. 6 The ~·1arquis is not entirely devoid of :ltaste l1
, as 

Ann Hadcllffe shoNs tn a ndno:c i:Jay by describlng the ele--

gance of his iTl2nnerS, his person and his house.]; he is of 

course most appreciative of Adeline f s beauty, and is lJlost 

anxious to add it to his collection of art objects. ~Jhen 

he confronts l'ler as a Houl(j-be serIucer, however, he 118S1-

tates: "Conscious of a superiority which he was ahalJled to 

ar'lmi t, anrJ endeavouring to despi se the influence :;.Thi ch he 

coul(~ not res:i.st, he stood. for a "":.lOillent the slave Clf vir~ 

tue, thou,csh the votary of vice ll (I, 203) • .0.8 TilUst there-

:L'Gr~ resist tl'le higL3r level of lItaste ll and his "moral 

thus gains SO~:le credibllit;y, though not r(luch, an·] ·l.nn .a;"l.::l~ 

cllffe f s :"'lorB.lity is still vi.qble • 

. d. .I- al J_' I -1 1- ,...... a 4- • l' t ' f h' . 1 . onv.::-.. V S G auor;.:>.t:,~ 1'a,-,10("'='_129 lOLlS 0 18 eVl._ 1:11-

1 rl 1 i . , -" f 'If 1 '/ (\ "7"1. I, 0/ ? .) -,.' r.,~ C cr:>. 11 "S"·u_ses anLt Yj S COnSC10US ·::1'1'..1'":: 0 ·8e ln~' _ .1._ n 



Pope's discussion of reason 8nd pEl.ssion in the Essa:[ on r'b_n. 

Reason, says Pope, 'll8.y a~sgravHte adverse passions rather 

than restrain them (II 9 iii, 1 1./-7-8).7 i1is idea of the ori-

function of reason, he says, is not to ovsrthroVT passion out 

to gui~e 8n~ control it(ll, iii, 161-180); the passions are 

3elf~10ven (I T "i '93) T l' ; .~5 11 ~ ,vUllC,l 

principle of man's being (II, ii, 59-68). HeRsort and pas~ 

sion thus heve 8 co~~on anj, ideally represented by virtue, 

i,'Thich is pleasure (II, i1, 87-92). ,,"s T'Te ~lave seen, £>.nn 

dadcliffe accepts the pleasure principle, with so~e char-

acteri stic qual ific8tion. fope S8Y8, hC1iTeVer, that in'-H-

vL:Ju81 notions of p1e8sure v8ry~ heo.ce the ~)os'3ibility that 

for good_ or ill. i:i.ont:::lt 

h~Dpea8 to f1nd his p12El.sure in a li~ited version of self-

love (by Ann i1,grjcllffe's teI".J.s) 9 in ot:1er 1/[or3s, one -:,·;hich 

(loes not tenr'l to th:~ perfect;lon of his nature '0J ths usual 

channels of benificence ani self-restraint. 

As Ne have seen, -""I'm 3.8::'lc11ffe's n:lOT8lity supposes the 

have a useful DaSBlOD for benlficence 8ad an 9ff3ctlon for 

----- .. ---------

...0 Lt'::;l a s 
vrii v8:r's1ty 



But her GTnphasi s on II [I 'I'" taste and' g3nlUS"'i 

"feeling" 9 ':.conselence H and It judse:-nent n . as moral guides en= 

coura?;es a rO''lantle subjeetivisi'll at the expense of formal 

and iflsti tutioYla~ 'TIoral, frameworks, and she obviouslY feel s 

obliged to point out the potential fallibility of subjeet-

i vi sm. It vifOul d be inter.3sting to l{nON hON far from au-

thority she would really be prepared to trust the individual 

outside the fralll~:r;;·.JOrk of her novel s. J:ler Llsistence on the 

need for soun(l training and gul dance suggests that it v-rou1 d 

F ' not be very fe.r. ope s solution to the re8son-pclSsion 

problem, the securing of a safe and useful eo-operB.tion of 

re8.S0fl and p8..ssion through It Attentton~ hElbi t and experience fl 

( I I ." r' () ) • th . f J.L. • ,. 1 . 1- h , 11, (, , 1S - e sore o· 30.ul.>10n Sfle Lnp 1es uy ,arp-

ing on V-,e v8.riou3 e"lucatioY181 ~11.ethod8 of La Luc and St. 

Aubert; ,';ni ell si'!lD1y im~}o se these three re8u1.",tions. if 

her subjecU.vis:-u is I'o:;}antic, it is oL-l1y su~)erfici8.11y so, 

1'lel1-sultel to the escape fr2;ue~·JOrk. but 11;:>t necessarily 

presellt'3 Cl as a universally v8.lid scl'1eme. 
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